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Chapter 1

General introduction

Nanotechnology, a word already coined in 1974 by Taniguchi, nowadays is thought to

lead to the next industrial revolution.1,2 In a recent report of the National Science and

Technology Council (USA), it has been stated that “nanotechnology’s impact on the health,

wealth, and security of the world’s people is expected to be at least as significant as the

combined influences in the twentieth century of antibiotics, the integrated circuit, and human-

made polymers.”3 In its broadest sense, nanotechnology concerns the (controlled) manipulation

of matter at a level of 0.1 nm (the dimension of an atom) to roughly 100 nm (the smallest

computer chip line widths at present). Miniaturization of technological devices is one of the

major challenges in nanotechnology, the most obvious beneficiary being the microelectronics

industry. The last four decades have witnessed a dramatic decrease in computer chip feature

sizes, following a trend known as Moore’s law.4 Using a “top down” approach, these sizes have

been reduced from 15 µm to 0.13 µm5 by conventional techniques such as optical, X-ray, and

extreme ultraviolet lithography. However, such methods will reach the limits of technological

and economical feasibility in the near future. Therefore, scientific attention is gradually shifting

toward a “bottom up” approach that ultimately will allow the fabrication of molecular nanoscale

devices from atoms and molecules.6,7 Such an approach was already foreseen in 1959 by Richard

Feynman in his now famous lecture “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, in which he stated

that “…the principles of physics, as far as I can see, do not speak against the possibility of

maneuvering things atom by atom”.8 He was proven right when in 1990 scientists at IBM

reported the positioning of individual xenon atoms at a nickel surface to write the name of their

employer.9

It is anticipated that self-assembly will play a vital role in applications of nanotechnology.

Self-assembly has been defined by George Whitesides as “…the spontaneous association of

molecules under equilibrium conditions into stable, structurally well-defined aggregates joined

by non-covalent bonds”.10 In supramolecular chemistry11 (the “chemistry of molecular

assemblies and of the intermolecular bond”12), research efforts are increasingly being directed

toward the use of self-assembly as the Aufbau principle in the formation of molecular

architectures of nanosize dimensions.13 The most important types of non-covalent interactions

available in self-assembly are van der Waals, hydrophobic, and charge transfer interactions,

aromatic π-π stacking, hydrogen bonds, and coordination bonds (arranged in order of increasing
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binding strength). In Nature such non-covalent interactions are extensively applied in the

formation of complex nanosize structures composed of smaller subunits. Fascinating examples

include viruses such as the Tobacco Mosaic Virus (in which more than 2000 identical proteins

self-assemble), ribosomes (the cell’s machinery for the production of proteins), and double-

stranded DNA (in which two nucleotide strands form a double helix held together by hydrogen

bonds and aromatic stacking interactions).

Among the non-covalent interactions available to the supramolecular chemist, the metal-

ligand coordination bond is increasingly being utilized in the creation of complex, discrete

structures of nanosize dimensions.14 Functionalization of such assemblies is exploited in order to

introduce properties that allow them to be addressed individually (e.g. by photons, electrons,

etc.). The goal is to eventually obtain controllable functional machines at the molecular level.15

One particular class of molecules that might fulfil these foreseen applications are dendrimers,

highly branched globular macromolecules of low polydispersity that emanate from a central

functionality (the core). Metallodendrimers form an intensively studied subclass of dendrimers,

due to either interesting photoactive or redoxactive properties of the metals themselves or to their

coordination chemistry which often facilitates their synthesis, e.g. via self-assembly. This thesis

will discuss the synthesis of functional metallodendrimers in which the coordination of ligands to

SCS PdII pincers (Figure 1.1) is employed as the assembly motif.

Figure 1.1. The SCS Pd(II) pincer system. The fourth

coordination site shown on the right is the anchoring

position for dendritic building blocks (represented by the

sphere labeled “ligand”).

The field of metallodendrimers is reviewed in chapter 2. Only dendrimers in which the

metal is indispensable for keeping the dendritic structure intact are discussed. Emphasis will be

placed on specific properties that may lead to future applications.

In chapter 3 the coordination chemistry of SCS PdII pincer systems will be discussed in

detail. The relative coordination strengths of several ligands have been determined, and the

knowledge gathered from this work forms the basis of the metallodendrimer syntheses described

in subsequent chapters.

The construction of hybrid covalent-noncovalent “layer block” metallodendrimers is

described in chapter 4. In this work, metallodendrimers have been decorated at their periphery
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with a hydrophobic layer of covalent Fréchet dendrons, and this greatly enhances their solubility

in apolar solvents.

With the knowledge gained from the work discussed in chapter 4, a fluorescent dye has

been encapsulated by a metallodendritic architecture. Interestingly, the fluorescence of the core

can be switched on an off by iterative treatment with acid and base. The rate of switching is

dependent on the size of the dendritic shell around the fluorophore. These results will be

described in chapter 5.

Water-soluble, non-covalent PdII pincer assemblies form the subject of chapter 6. Both

carbohydrate and tetraethyleneglycol chains have been employed as peripheral ligands for the

SCS PdII pincer moiety, resulting in water-soluble polyelectrolytes. These might be of interest as

recyclable, water-soluble catalysts, to be separated from reaction mixtures via nanofiltration

methods.

Chapters 7 and 8 describe a strategy for the insertion of isolated dendritic molecules into

preformed self-assembled monolayers of alkylthiols on a gold surface. A prerequisite for

surface-confinement is the presence of a dialkylsulfide chain that acts as the anchoring moiety

for the substrate. Individual, nanometer-sized dendritic molecules can be visualized by atomic

force microscopy. Coordination chemistry on isolated dendrimers allow them to be grown on the

surface into even larger structures (chapter 8).

References and notes
1 Nanotechnology, a C&EN special report. Chem. & Eng. News 2000, 78 (42), 25.
2 For comprehensive websites devoted to nanotechnology, see: a) www.zyvex.com/nano/; b) planet-
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5 Although the commercial Pentium® 4 1.5 GHz microprocessor, introduced in November 2000, is built
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Intel. See for more information: http://www.intel.com/research/silicon/index.htm.
6 For a review on artificial molecular machines, see: Balzani, V.; Credi, A.; Raymo, F. M.; Stoddart, J.
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Chapter 2

Non-covalent synthesis

of metallodendrimers#

The field of dendrimers has undergone an explosive growth since the first dendritic structures

were reported two decades ago. These three-dimensional, highly branched macromolecules have

attracted interest from such diverse areas as polymeric, organic, inorganic, biomedical,

theoretical, and physical chemistry. From an application point of view, the incorporation of a

range of metals into the dendritic framework is of particular interest. The resulting

metallodendrimers might be applied in fields such as catalysis, sensors, medical diagnosis, light-

harvesting devices, and nanoparticles. In this chapter, metallodendrimers are discussed in which

the metals are essential for creating and maintaining the dendritic structure. This means that all

the dendrimers described are assembled non-covalently using coordination chemistry. Where

possible, emphasis is placed on the specific behavior and the characterization methods of the

dendrimers, because characterization is of utmost importance in establishing their often

complicated three-dimensional structure. Finally, it is emphasized that their properties may lead

to future applications.

                                                       
# This chapter has been published: van Manen, H.-J.; van Veggel, F. C. J. M.; Reinhoudt, D. N. Top.

Curr. Chem. 2001, 217, in press.
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2.1 Introduction
After the early theoretical and experimental work by Flory in the 1940s on three-

dimensional branched macromolecules,1 Vögtle et al.2 described in 1978 the first example of an

iterative synthetic methodology towards well-defined branched architectures, now commonly

referred to as dendrimers. In the mid 1980s, research on these fascinating fractal-like polymers

was heavily intensified by the groups of Tomalia3 and Newkome.4

A common definition of dendrimers is that they are globular, monodisperse, highly

branched macromolecules of well-defined size and shape, that are constructed via an iterative

sequence of reaction steps. Two main approaches are usually distinguished in their synthesis, i.e.

the divergent (from the core to the outside) and convergent (from the periphery inwards)

dendritic growth.5

The combination of dendrimer chemistry with the specific properties of (transition)

metals is very interesting from the point of view of possible applications. Materials with new

catalytic, optical, magnetic, electro- and photochemical, and biomedical properties might be

created by the combination of dendritic structures and metals. This combines the fields of

organic, inorganic, supramolecular, and polymer chemistry into a highly interdisciplinary field of

research.

Virtually all positions in the dendritic framework are amenable to metal incorporation.

This chapter will focus on metallodendrimers in which the metals are essential for creating the

dendritic structure, i.e. the metals serve as the structural units “glueing” the organic building

blocks together. This narrows the metallodendrimer field to three different classes:

� Dendrimers containing metals as cores;

� Dendrimers containing metals as branching units;

� Dendrimers containing metals as connectors between building blocks.

A consequence of this restriction is that metallodendrimers in which the metals have been

positioned at the periphery (e.g. ferrocenes,6 catalytic sites,7 etc.) or have been incorporated as

structural auxiliaries (site-specific8 or random9 inclusion) will not be covered. The reader is

referred to some excellent reviews and monographs about (metallo)dendrimers for in-depth

information about these and other topics.5,6,10 There are also review articles devoted to other

specific classes of dendrimers, e.g. heteroatom-containing (Si, P, B, Ge, or Bi) dendrimers,11

chiral dendrimers,12 carbohydrate-containing dendrimers,13 light-harvesting dendrimers,14

dendronized polymers,15 and dendrimers in diagnostics.16

In this chapter, most dendritic structures are depicted with one dendron arm fully drawn,

whereas the other arms, identical to the one drawn, are represented by cones.
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2.2 Metals in the dendrimer core

2.2.1 Introduction
The incorporation of metals at the core of dendrimers may serve a number of purposes. In

general, research in this area is aimed at tailoring the properties of the core metal as a function of

the type and generation (size) of the organic dendrons folded around it. The shielding of the

dendritic core from the environment is a well-known phenomenon and has been under

investigation since the first report of core encapsulation by Fréchet et al. in 1993.17 A review

about this topic has recently appeared.18

2.2.2 Encapsulated metal clusters
The encapsulation of electroactive moieties is important in understanding electron

transfer found in biological systems19 (e.g. cytochromes) and also in the construction of

molecular electronic devices.20 By attaching dendrons to a porphyrin core, enzyme mimics have

been prepared in which electron transfer to or from the porphyrin is affected by the bulkiness of

the dendrons and the microenvironment they create around the porphyrin.21

Iron-sulfur clusters serve in nature as electron transfer and storage sites, and as structure-

enforcing units in enzymes.19 Gorman and coworkers have placed dendritic wedges (G1-G4)

around electroactive iron-sulfur clusters of the form [Fe4S4(SR)4]
2-, resulting in new hybrid

inorganic/organic dendritic architectures.22 The dendrimers were prepared by a ligand exchange

reaction of aromatic thiol-substituted dendrons on (n-Bu4N)2[Fe4S4(S-t-Bu)4]. The second

generation dendrimer is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Second generation dendrimer containing an iron-sulfur cluster as a core.
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In the 1H NMR spectrum, a substantial broadening and change in chemical shifts of the thiolate

aromatic ring protons close to the paramagnetic iron-sulfur cluster was observed. The small

longitudinal relaxation time constants (T1) of these protons confirmed their fast relaxation, which

is expected for protons in close proximity to a paramagnetic group. In a subsequent study,23 a

dramatic decrease in T1 values for the protons in the dendrimers containing a paramagnetic iron-

sulfur core was found in comparison with similar dendrimers that contained a diamagnetic

tetraphenylmethane core. This observation led the authors to conclude that protons in each

generation of the dendrimers must approach the core of the molecule closely in order to

experience the attenuation of T1 values. This conclusion is consistent with radial density

distributions of different dendritic generations, as calculated from molecular dynamics

simulations.

The insulating effects of increasing steric bulk of the dendritic ligands on the

electrochemical properties of the iron-sulfur core were demonstrated by cyclic voltammetry.

Going from G0 to G4, increasingly more negative reduction potentials E1/2 were observed.

Moreover, G0-G3 displayed increasingly larger voltage differences between the current maxima

of the reduction and return oxidation waves (∆E), which indicates an increasing kinetic difficulty

of reduction/oxidation. In the dendritic zinc porphyrins reported by Diederich et al.,21a the

increasingly electron-rich microenvironment created by the dendritic branches around the core

hinders reduction and facilitates oxidation of the porphyrin ring, which is reflected in more

negative reduction potentials and less positive oxidation potentials, respectively, with increasing

generation. Apparently, electronic effects rather than steric effects primarily determine the redox

potentials of the core. Clearly, the type of dendrimer positioned around the core has a profound

influence on its electrochemical properties. This was recently confirmed by Gorman et al.,24 who

compared iron-sulfur dendrimers containing rigid phenylacetylene-type dendrons with the

flexible iron-sulfur dendrimers described above. Diffusion coefficients and corresponding

hydrodynamic radii of the dendrimers in dilute solution were determined by pulsed field gradient

spin-echo NMR and chronoamperometry. For both the flexible and rigid series, both techniques

showed that increasing the dendrimer generation results in a decrease in diffusion coefficient and

thus an increase in hydrodynamic radius. Whereas the flexible series of dendrimers displayed a

large dependence of the hydrodynamic radius on the solvent, the rigid dendrimers showed little

change in radius as a function of solvent. This observation is consistent with the rigid and “shape

persistent”25 nature of these dendrimers. Heterogeneous electron-transfer rate constants indicate

that the rigid dendrimers attenuated more effectively the electron transfer rate than the flexible

ones. These results were rationalized using computational conformational searching which

indicated an off-center “mobile” iron-sulfur core in the flexible series and a central and relatively

immobile core in the rigid series.

Recently, other metal clusters have also served as inorganic dendritic cores. Dendrimers

Mo6(µ3-Cl)8(OR)6 (R = dendrons, G0-G2) were constructed by Gorman et al. from triflate- or

methoxy-capped pseudo-octahedral clusters ([Mo6Cl8(X)6]
2-, X = OTf or OMe) by ligand
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exchange reactions with dendrons containing focal phenoxide groups.26 Similarly, exchange of

labile acetonitrile ligands in the hexanuclear [Re6Se8(MeCN)6](SbF6)2 cluster for pyridine-

functionalized dendrons (G1) produced the corresponding dendrimers in high yields after

chromatography.27 Both these hybrid organic/inorganic dendrimers were characterized by

electrospray mass spectrometry, which clearly showed the molecular ion peaks.

2.2.3 Dendrimers containing Ru(II)-bipyridine units as cores
Since the complexes of the [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ family (bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) show a unique

combination of photophysical and redox properties,28 incorporation of these moieties as cores

into dendritic frameworks offers the possibility of modifying their properties as a function of the

dendritic generation. This was investigated by Vögtle, Balzani, and their coworkers,29 who

synthesized dendritic ligands by a divergent strategy, starting from 4,4’-functionalized 2,2’-

bipyridines. Following procedures reported by Newkome et al.,30 4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)-2,2’-

bipyridine 1 was alkylated with triethyl methanetricarboxylate to obtain the dendritic hexaester 2

shown in Scheme 2.1. Three of these ligands were subsequently coordinated to RuII to give

complex 3, which was finally converted into the hydrophilic hydroxyl-containing RuII-dendrimer

4 by amidation with tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane.

1 2

43

Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of a first generation, hydrophilic metallodendrimer based on the [Ru(bpy)3] 2+-

motif.

Unfortunately, dendritic growth beyond generation one was not possible by this synthetic

method. Therefore, a slightly different methodology was pursued based on dendrimer chemistry

developed by Diederich and coworkers.31 The second generation RuII dendrimer 5 (containing 54

peripheral esters) prepared in this manner is depicted in Figure 2.2.
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5
Figure 2.2. Second generation Ru(II)-containing metallodendrimer 5.

The absorption and emission spectra of complexes 4 and 5 are similar to those of the

unsubstituted parent RuII-bipyridine complexes. However, the large dendritic complexes

exhibited a more intense emission and a longer excited-state lifetime than [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ in aerated

solutions. This is due to the shielding effect of the dendritic branches on the RuII-bipyridine core,

thereby limiting the quenching effect of dioxygen (for 5 the rate constant of dioxygen quenching

is twelve times smaller than for [Ru(bpy)3]
2+). The authors emphasize the importance of long-

lived luminescent excited states in immunoassay applications, since the label signal can be read

after the decay of the sample background fluorescence.

Combining the [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ core with peripheral naphthyl units, Vögtle and Balzani et

al.32 also reported that very efficient energy transfer takes place from the potentially fluorescent

excited states of the aromatic moieties of the dendritic wedges (naphthyl-functionalized Fréchet-

type aryl ether dendrons were used in this case) to the RuII dendritic core. This antenna effect,

potentially useful in harvesting sunlight,33 was again accompanied by reduced dioxygen

quenching of the core luminescence, although the effect was smaller than reported for complex 5

(Figure 2.2).

Recently, Vögtle, De Cola, Balzani, and their coworkers extended the work on RuII-

dendrimers by decorating the periphery of RuII-bipyridine aryl ether dendrimers with either

benzyl or 4’-tert-butylphenyloxy groups.34 All dendrimers showed the characteristic

luminescence of the [Ru(bpy)3]
2+-type core, and a similar protection of the luminescent excited

state of the core from dioxygen quenching was observed as discussed above. For the compounds

containing the 4’-tert-butylphenyloxy peripheral units, the electrochemical behavior and the
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excited-state electron-transfer quenching by cationic (methyl viologen dication, MV2+), neutral

(tetrathiafulvalene, TTF), and anionic (anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate anion) quenchers, which

quench35 the 3MLCT excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+, were investigated. The core of the largest

dendrimer (24 peripheral 4’-tert-butylphenyloxy groups) showed an electrochemical behavior

typical of encapsulated electroactive units. The quenching rate constants, obtained by Stern-

Volmer kinetic analysis, decreased with increasing number and size (= generation) of the

dendritic branches for each quencher. The magnitude of this effect depends on the quencher and

is largest for MV2+ and smallest for TTF.

2.2.4 Dendrimers containing metal-terpyridine units as cores
Whereas dendritic growth based on metal terpyridines is well-developed (see section

2.4.3), the encapsulation of terpyridine complexes has received less attention, particularly in

comparison with metal bipyridine complexes (vide supra). This might be due to the absence of

room temperature luminescence of [Ru(terpy)2]
2+, which renders terpyridine-based assemblies

less suitable for practical applications involving light-induced processes. However, there are a

few exceptions. In a first attempt to mimick redox proteins, Chow et al. synthesized aryl ether

dendrons (G1-G3) containing a focal terpyridine and they studied the redox properties of the

corresponding iron(II) complexes.36 The encapsulation was indicated by a decreasing

reversibility of the metal redox centers with increasing dendritic generation. These cyclic

voltammetry results were rationalized by the steric hindrance caused by the bulky dendritic shell,

hindering the metal complexes from approaching the electrode surface. Similar effects due to

shielding of the redox center are well known for cytochrome c and other electron-transfer

proteins.37,38 The dendritic iron(II) complexes were further characterized by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), which showed that the solid-state coordinating environments of the iron(II)

of different generations were very similar.

A methodology for preparing bis-dendrimers, developed by Newkome and coworkers,39

also utilized the metal complexation ability of terpyridines. Starting from a carboxylic acid-

functionalized terpyridine, divergent dendritic growth (G1-G4) followed by complexation of the

terpyridine with RuCl3 led to the first half of the bis-dendrimer (Figure 2.3a). Subsequent

connection of the second terpyridine dendrimer (using 4-ethylmorpholine as the reducing agent)

provided the RuII bis-dendrimers (Figure 2.3b) in yields of around 60%.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3. Half (a) and complete (b) bis-dendrimers containing Ru(II)-terpyridine units.

Cyclic voltammetry showed that for the low generation bis-dendrimers both the cationic and

anionic scans display electrochemically and chemically reversible processes. However, for the

sterically congested bis-dendrimers irreversible behavior (both electrochemically and

chemically) was found, similar to the results of Chow et al. (vide supra). Moreover, hardly any

potential shifts were found. Interestingly, the sequential growth of the bis-dendrimer allows the

two halves to differ in size, structure, and properties. In the reported examples the two halves

only differ in generation (Figure 2.3b).

2.2.5 Coordination of dendrons to metalloporphyrins
There are a few porphyrin-containing dendrimers in which coordination of dendritic

ligands to the porphyrin metal is exploited in the growth of larger dendritic structures. Aida et al.

used zinc porphyrins decorated with four aryl ether dendrons (Figure 2.4) to study the

interpenetrating interaction of imidazole-functionalized dendrons with the zinc center.40
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Figure 2.4. Dendritic zinc porphyrin used for the interaction with imidazole-functionalized dendrons.

The singlet excited state of the zinc porphyrin is not affected by the encapsulation within the

dendritic framework. This was evidenced by 1H NMR pulse relaxation time (T1) measurements,

which indicated that the conformational flexibility of the porphyrin skeleton is retained upon

increasing the dendrimer generations. Spectrophotometric titration of dendritic imidazoles (G1,

G2, and G4) to the porphyrin dendrimers (a one-to-one complexation in all cases) showed a

decrease in binding constant upon increasing the size of either the dendritic imidazole or

porphyrin, especially in going from the third to the fourth generation dendritic porphyrin. It is

noteworthy that the G4-imidazole binds to the G5-porphyrin at all (Ka = 2.4 × 102 M-1 in CH2Cl2

at 20 °C), suggesting significant flexibility of the aryl ether dendritic parts.

Coordination of pyridyl-functionalized porphyrins to ruthenium(II) porphyrins was

exploited recently by Sanders et al. in the construction of dendritic multiporphyrin arrays.41

These are of considerable interest42,43 due to their excellent photophysical and redox properties,

which make them suitable candidates for light-harvesting devices, molecular wires,

photosensitizers, and (semiconducting) liquid crystalline materials. Sanders and coworkers

synthesized a porphyrin trimer dendritic wedge containing a pyridyl group at the focal point.

Two of these dendrons were subsequently attached to a RuII porphyrin by sequential axial

displacement of the solvent and CO ligands coordinated to RuII in the starting porphyrin, to give

the heptamer shown in Figure 2.5. The multiporphyrin arrays were characterized by NMR and

UV spectroscopy.
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Figure 2.5. Dendritic porphyrin heptamer synthesized by Sanders and coworkers.41

2.2.6 Other “metals as cores” dendrimers
Recently, Aida et al. have attached three aryl ether dendrons (G2-G4) to 1,4,7-

triazacyclononane and studied the oxygen-induced dimerization of the corresponding CuI

complexes, as a non-heme metalloprotein mimic.44 Both the rate of formation of the bis(µ-

oxo)dicopper(III) moiety and its stability towards oxidative self-decomposition are affected by

the size of the attached dendrons (a “dendritic effect”).

The binding of organic dendritic wedges to core (transition) metals has been undertaken

in order to change the properties of the metal or to impart new functions on the resulting

dendrimer-metal combination. An example of the latter has been reported by Catalano and

Parodi.45,46 Dendritic Fréchet wedges (G1-G2) were functionalized with focal phosphines and

these dendrons were coordinated to IrI to produce the dendritic analogs of Vaska’s compound. IR

and 31P NMR spectroscopy showed that C60 reacted reversibly with the IrI dendrimers via an

oxidative addition. The reversible binding was probed by examining the 31P NMR line widths as

a function of temperature. This gave the thermodynamic data and equilibrium constants (K = 388

M-1 at 257 K and 5 M-1 at 293 K in chlorobenzene for the G2 IrI-C60 complex). The dendritic

arms do not play a major role in fullerene binding.

Fréchet and Kawa coordinated three aryl ether dendritic wedges functionalized at the

focal point with carboxylates around trivalent lanthanide ions (Er, Eu, and Tb, Figure 2.6) in

order to shield the lanthanides from one another for possible use in fiber optics amplification.47
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Site isolation is important in photoluminescence as it decreases the rate of self-quenching

between metal atoms.

Figure 2.6. Fourth generation dendrimer containing lanthanide ions in the core.

Higher generation dendrimers indeed exhibited enhanced luminescence. The authors observed a

non-conjugated “antenna effect” with energy transfer from the dendritic ligands to the lanthanide

core.

2.2.7 Concluding remarks
From this section, it can be concluded that positioning metals at the core of dendrimers

can significantly alter their properties. More specifically, metals can be shielded from each other

and from the environment by incorporation into a dendritic framework. These features might be

exploited in applications such as protein mimics, catalysis, immunoassays, and energy-

harvesting devices.

2.3 Metals as dendrimer branching units

2.3.1 Introduction
A second alternative for metallodendrimer synthesis involves the coordination of more

than one ligand to a (transition) metal that serves to introduce the necessary branching into the

dendritic framework. Here, branching occurs at the metal and not in the dendritic building
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blocks. The majority of metallodendrimers of this class originates from the combined efforts of

the groups of Balzani, Campagna, and Denti (see also ref. 48).

2.3.2 Metallodendrimers based on Ru(II)- and Os(II)-polypyridine complexes
Dendrimers containing RuII- and OsII-polypyridine complexes arose from precursors such

as the hetero-tetrametallic complex reported in 1989 by Balzani and coworkers (Figure 2.7).49

Figure 2.7. Heterometallic tetrameric complex reported by Balzani and coworkers.49

Due to their outstanding photophysical and electrochemical properties, such RuII- and OsII-

complexes have been used extensively as luminescent species and as reactants or mediators in

light-induced and light-generating electron transfer processes.28 Replacing the peripheral

bipyridine units (Figure 2.7) with 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine ligands (2,3-dpp, which in Figure

2.7 are coordinated to the OsII core) opened the way to higher, luminescent oligomers. The

synthesis, photophysical, and electrochemical properties of decanuclear homo- and

heterometallic polypyridine complexes were reported in 1992.50 A “complexes as metals” and

“complexes as ligands” strategy was followed in the assembly of the dendritic structures. This

strategy relies on a protection/deprotection procedure in which one metal complex is used as a

ligand equivalent (6 in Scheme 2.2) and another as a metal equivalent (7 in Scheme 2.2).
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6

7

Scheme 2.2. The “complexes as metal” / ”complexes as ligand” strategy in the assembly of Ru(II)- and

Os(II)-containing metallodendrimers.

After deprotection of the chlorides with six equivalents of Ag+, three equivalents of the

“complex metal” species were added to the “complex ligand” core to produce the decanuclear

dendrimer in good yields. With this procedure, equivalent sites can only be occupied by the same

type of metal ion. As reported later, protection of one of the chelating sites in the bridging

ligands (2,3-dpp) allows the coordination of different metals to the same bridging ligand, leading

to less symmetric dendrimers (vide infra). In principle, each decanuclear compound can exist as

different geometrical isomers depending on the arrangement of the ligands around the metal

ions. Each complex can also be a mixture of several diastereomeric species, owing to the chiral

nature of each metal center. This renders structural characterization of these systems difficult.

However, the chirality of similar decanuclear RuII dendrimers can be controlled using

substitutionally inert RuII trisdiimine complexes as chiral synthons (vide infra).51 The

decanuclear complexes exhibit extraordinary large molar absorption coefficients in the UV and

visible spectral region. Furthermore, the excitation energy could be channeled in the desired

direction by a tailored choice of the components (schematically depicted in Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8. Directional energy transfer (represented by the arrows) in Ru(II)- and Os(II)-containing

metallodendrimers. Empty and full circles indicate Ru(II) and Os(II), respectively. In the peripheral

positions, circles and squares indicate M(bpy)2 and M(biq)2 (biq = biquinoline) components, respectively.

The electrochemical data of the decanuclear complexes revealed a selectivity in the metal

oxidation behavior based on its nature and location in the array, offering a fingerprint of the

topological structure of the complexes. The near-infrared luminescence of several polynuclear

OsII and RuII complexes, including two decanuclear dendrimers of the type described above, was

reported by Juris et al.52 Furthermore, light scattering and conductivity experiments showed that

the decanuclear complexes aggregate at room temperature in solution at very low concentrations.

This was attributed to attractive forces between the hydrophobic assemblies.53

While the above discussed construction of decanuclear complexes could be regarded as

convergent dendritic growth (although no dendritic growth was required in the preparation of the

“wedges”), iterative divergent dendritic growth can only be performed using potentially

bifunctional building blocks, where one of the two functional groups is temporarily blocked or

present as a masked functionality. Such a bifunctional complex was exploited by Serroni et al. in

the divergent construction of docosanuclear (22 metals) RuII dendrimers.54 Monomethylation of

2,3-dpp followed by complexation of the free chelating sites to RuII resulted in the dendritic

building block 8 (Figure 2.9).
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8
Figure 2.9. Bifunctional Ru(II)-complex used in the divergent construction of metallodendrimers.

After removal of the chloride ligands with AgNO3, three of these building blocks were coupled

to the core (6 with RuII instead of OsII, Scheme 2.2) to produce the corresponding tetranuclear

complex in 70% yield. Demethylation of the six chelating sites with DABCO followed by

complexation of either the mononuclear building block 8 or the trinuclear capping complex 7

(Scheme 2.2) provided a second generation protected decanuclear complex55 or a docosanuclear

dendrimer, respectively (both homonuclear complexes). The iterative divergent dendritic growth

has sofar not been extended beyond the decanuclear second generation complexes. The

synthesis, luminescence, and redox properties of a heteronuclear analog of the docosanuclear

dendrimer have also been reported.56

A number of studies on the properties of similar polynuclear complexes with different

metals and/or ligands has been reported.57 However, the number of dendrimers of the “metals as

branching units” type is quite limited. A dendritic heptanuclear RuII complex containing 1,10-

phenanthroline as peripheral ligands and 1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene (HAT) as bridging

ligands was synthesized in a divergent manner by Kirsch-De Mesmaeker and coworkers.58 This

dendritic coordination complex was characterized by electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS).

This technique has proven its usefulness in the characterization of metallodendrimers ever since

(including in our group, vide infra). All peaks observed in the ES spectrum correspond to a

single heptametallic RuII complex associated with different types of counteranions (resulting

from the hydrolysis of PF6 anions). The excited state of the heptanuclear dendritic RuII complex

was studied by femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.59 Scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) showed ordered patterns on graphite, indicating packing of the metallodendrimer

molecules on the surface.60 A distance of 27 ± 2 Å between adjacent lamellae suggests that these

are rows of dendritic molecules.

As mentioned before, unequivocal characterization (e.g. by NMR) of the dendrimers

reported by Balzani and coworkers has been hampered by the presence of numerous

diastereoisomers in such polynuclear complexes. This problem originates from the synthetic

strategy, in which the complexes are usually assembled via ligand displacement reactions with
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little or no direct control for the product stereochemistry. Additional stereochemical

complications arise when asymmetrically substituted bidentate ligands are being used. An

elegant strategy that allows the assembly of enantiomerically pure oligonuclear and dendrimeric

RuII complexes from chiral synthons has been developed by MacDonnell and coworkers.61-63 An

irreversible covalent reaction which does not involve ligand displacement at the chiral centers is

used to couple the metal centers, thereby avoiding disturbance of the metal-complex

stereochemistry. First generation dendritic D3-symmetric tetranuclear complexes were described

in 1997.61,62 A representative example (Scheme 2.3) shows that the condensation reaction

between the o-dione moiety of the enantiopure ∆-[Ru(1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-dione)3]
2+

complex and the o-diamine function of enantiopure Λ-[Ru(1,10-phenanthroline)2(1,10-

phenanthroline-5,6-diamine)]2+ yields the rigid D3-symmetric trigonal-propeller-shaped complex

∆Λ3-9 containing tetrapyrido[3,2-a:2’,3’-c:3’’,2’’-h:2’’,3’’-j]phenazine bridges between

stereocenters. The three other D3 isomers were prepared similarly.

- 9

Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of enantiomerically pure, first generation dendritic D3-symmetric tetranuclear

Ru(II)-complexes.

The high symmetry of the complexes greatly facilitated their characterization by 1H, 13C, COSY,

and HMQC NMR spectroscopy. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, a well-established technique

to characterize (metallo)dendrimers nowadays, gave the parent molecular ion signals

corresponding to the species [9 − nPF6]
+ (n = 3-8). Finally, the absolute stereochemistry and

optical purity of each of the stereoisomers was established by circular dichroism (CD)

spectroscopy. Recently,63 further divergent dendritic growth was achieved from the isomers of 9

by oxidation of the terminal phenanthrolines to quinones (which proceeds with retention of the

stereochemistry despite the harsh reaction conditions, H2SO4/HNO3/NaBr at 100 °C), followed

by condensation with Λ-[Ru(1,10-phenanthroline)2(1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-diamine)]2+. The

decameric RuII complexes were isolated in ≈ 20% yield as robust metallodendendrimers (stable
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to heat, concentrated acids and bases, and racemization) and were characterized by electrospray

mass spectrometry and 1H and COSY NMR spectroscopy. Interestingly, the two diastereomeric

decamers Λ6∆3Λ-Ru10 and Λ6Λ3Λ-Ru10, which differ in their stereochemistry at three dendritic

sites, display remarkably different overall topologies, as suggested by molecular modeling. The

global stereochemical descriptors T (achiral) and P (clockwise) were introduced to describe the

flat disk-like structure of Λ6∆3Λ-Ru10 (Figure 2.10 left) and the right-handed propeller structure

of Λ6Λ3Λ-Ru10 (Figure 2.10 right), respectively.

(T)-(Λ6∆3Λ-Ru10) (P )-(Λ6Λ3Λ-Ru1 0)

Figure 2.10. Space-filling models of decanuclear (T)-(Λ6∆3Λ-Ru10) (left) and

(P)-(Λ6Λ3Λ-Ru10) (right) showing the respective disk-like and propeller structure of these complexes.

Although these differences in the global structure do not influence the CD spectra (which was

attributed to weak electronic coupling between the chromophores), the colloidal properties

(dynamic light scattering revealed polydisperse aggregation in acetonitrile), as measured by

electric birefringence, are significantly different.

2.3.3 Conclusions

Metallodendrimers belonging to the “metals as branching units” class were among the

first reported metallodendrimers. Since then, various synthetic strategies have allowed the type

of both the incorporated metals and ligands to be varied, thereby tailoring e.g. the chiral,

electrochemical, and photochemical properties of these metallodendrimers for future applications

such as multielectron catalysis, solar energy conversion, and chiral recognition.

2.4 Metals as connectors between dendritic building blocks

2.4.1 Introduction

In this class of metallodendrimers the necessary branching is incorporated into the

dendritic building blocks instead of being located at the metal centers. As a consequence the

variation is much larger for this type. The unrestricted freedom in building block design for the
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“metals as building block connectors” dendrimers has also led to higher dendritic generations

than in the “metals as branching units” type, where a third generation metallodendrimer is yet to

be reported (probably due to the compact and rigid structure of these dendrimers).

2.4.2 Organometallic PtII/PtIV-containing dendrimers
Puddephatt and Achar were the first to report the synthesis of organometallic

dendrimers.64 Their synthetic methodology is based on two well-known reactions in

organometallic chemistry, namely the displacement of SMe2 ligands from [Pt2Me4(µ-SMe2)2] by

2,2’-bipyridines and the oxidative addition of benzylic bromides to [PtMe2(bipy)]-type

complexes. As depicted in Scheme 2.4, a selective trans oxidative addition of the C−Br bonds of

4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)-2,2’-bipyridine to [PtMe2{4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine] 10 gave the

binuclear PtIV complex 11, which was subsequently reacted with [Pt2Me4(µ-SMe2)2] to the

trinuclear complex 12. Further convergent dendritic growth occurs from the reactive PtII center

in 12 by a repetition of oxidative addition of 4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)-2,2’-bipyridine and

conversion of the resulting bipyridine to the dimethylplatinum(II) complex.

10

11

12

Scheme 2.4. Convergent dendritic growth strategy developed by Puddephatt and Achar.64
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After the third growth cycle (which yielded a Pt14 dendron), reaction at the focal

bipyridine did not proceed well, which was attributed to steric hindrance at the focal point, a

common problem in dendritic chemistry. The dendrons were characterized by UV-VIS

spectroscopy (useful for distinguishing between PtII and PtIV), 1H and 195Pt NMR spectroscopy,

and gel permeation chromatography (GPC), which provided a rough estimate of the molecular

weight.

Fourfold coupling of first and second generation PtII/PtIV complexes such as 12 (a first

generation dendron) to 1,2,4,5-tetrakis(bromo-methyl)benzene provided large (up to Pt28)

dendrimeric organoplatinum complexes, as reported in subsequent papers from the same group.65

Moreover, by following the same methodology but employing the monofunctional 4-

(bromomethyl)-4’-methyl-2,2’-bipyridine instead of 4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)-2,2’-bipyridine as

the reagent in oxidative additions to PtII, oligomeric linear chains were obtained instead of

dendrons, demonstrating the versatility of the synthetic approach.66 Starting from bipyridines

carrying redox-active ferrocene functions and using the same synthetic methodology,

heterometallic dendrimers were synthesized (see the example in Figure 2.11) and

electrochemically characterized by Achar, Catalano, and coworkers.67

Figure 2.11. Organometallic dendrimers containing peripheral ferrocene units.

Finally, a divergent route to first generation organoplatinum and platinum-palladium dendrimers

based on slightly modified building blocks has been reported.68 With the bis- and tris(2,2’-

bipyridyl) reagents 13  and 14 as the dendritic building block and core, respectively, first

generation complexes such as 15 were synthesized (Figure 2.12). Unfortunately, solubility
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problems prevented further dendritic growth. The low stability of the PdIV centers also restricted

their position to the periphery of the dendrimer.

13

14

15

Figure 2.12. Building blocks 13 and 14 used in the synthesis of a first generation organometallic

platinum-palladium metallodendrimer (15).

2.4.3 Dendrimers based on metal-terpyridine complexes
Transition metal-terpyridine moieties are not readily suitable for construction of

dendrimers of the “metals as branching units” type since only two building blocks can be linked

via terpyridines. Particularly the groups of Newkome10a and Constable69 have investigated

dendrimers containing RuII-terpyridine units, both with the aim of exploiting the unusual and

interesting (electrochemical, photochemical, and photophysical) properties70 that these new

multinuclear species might exhibit. In one of the first reports,71 Newkome, Constable et al.

described the synthesis of a dodecaruthenium(II) metallodendrimer by complexing small RuII-

terpyridine dendrons to a divergently synthesized dendrimer containing 12 terpyridines at the

periphery (Scheme 2.5).
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Scheme 2.5. Dodecaruthenium(II) metallodendrimer reported by Newkome, Constable and coworkers.71

This strategy of linking dendritic fragments via RuII-terpyridines was later also applied in order

to construct the RuII bis-dendrimers discussed in section 2.2.4. Expanding the stepwise assembly

has resulted in double terpyridine-RuII connectivity in each arm of a tetrahedral

metallodendrimer.72 The versatility of this synthetic methodology was demonstrated by the

synthesis of isomeric metallodendrimers in which different dendrons (G1 and G2), attached to

the core and peripheral terpyridine building blocks, were interchanged with respect to each

other.73 Recently, Newkome and coworkers also reported dendrimers containing four internal

bipyridine units which complex RuII centers by reaction of the dendritic bipyridines with

[Ru(bpy)2Cl2].
74 However, here the metals are not essential for the dendritic structure.

Constable and coworkers have predominantly focussed on grafting linear oligonuclear

complexes onto cores of different constitution and multiplicity.69 Di- and trinuclear linear RuII-

terpyridine arms, incorporating nucleophilic HOtpy ligands on one side as the terminal

terpyridine, were coupled to 1,4-bis(bromomethyl)benzene and 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)-2,4,6-

trimethylbenzene to give the corresponding tetra-, hexa-, and nonanuclear complexes,
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respectively.75 The nonanuclear complex is depicted in Figure 2.13. All polynuclear complexes

could be purified by silica chromatography and were characterized by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry. Their solubility is dictated by the counterion, the chloride salts are soluble in

methanol and even water, and the corresponding PF6
- salts are soluble in acetonitrile and

acetone.

Figure 2.13. Nonanuclear Ru(II)-terpyridine assembly reported by Constable and coworkers.75

The trinuclear linear complex was also reacted with hexakis(bromo-methyl)benzene to provide

an octadecanuclear species.76 These architectures are of the “star” type rather than the dendritic

type, since branching only originates from the core. Optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy

showed that the adsorption of the nonanuclear star to silica-titania surfaces heavily depended on

the bulk concentration.77

Branched RuII-terpyridine dendrimers (instead of stars) were synthesized by Constable et

al. by twofold coupling of a RuII-bisterpyridine complex monofunctionalized with a benzyl

bromide to 4,4’-dihydroxy-2,2’-bipyridine, followed by coordination of three of these dendrons

to either FeII or CoII.78 Recently, Constable and coworkers have also described pentaerythritol-

based RuII-terpyridine metallodendrimers.79 The reaction of pentaerythritol with 4’-chloro-

2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine could be controlled to provide either a dendritic core containing four

terpyridine metal-binding moieties or a building block containing one terpyridine and three

pendant CH2OH groups. These two structures were linked together by RuII to give the

tetranuclear 16 (Scheme 2.6), which remarkably could be completely reacted with

[(tpy)Ru(Cltpy)]2+ (17) to provide the hexadecanuclear complex 18. The coordination of 4-

halopyridines to transition metals activates the 4-position for nucleophilic attack,80 and this is

probably the reason why the fully functionalized complex 18 is formed.
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Scheme 2.6. Pentaerythritol-based Ru(II)-terpyridine metallodendrimers.

The fourfold terpyridine-functionalized pentaerythritol unit was earlier described by Constable et

al. in the synthesis of tetranuclear complexes bearing pendant carborane moieties.81 Water-

soluble boron-rich systems are of interest in the field of boron neutron capture therapy.82

2.4.4 Dendrimers based on metal-acetylide complexes
Novel dendritic architectures based on PtII-acetylide units have been reported by

Takahashi and coworkers. The authors extended their previously developed strategy for

transition metal poly-yne polymers83 to the synthesis of metallodendrimers containing triynes as

bridging ligands between metal centers. In the first example,84 1,3,5-triethynyl-2,4,6-

trimethylbenzene was treated with dichlorobis(tri-n-butylphosphine)platinum under CuCl
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catalysis to give the trinuclear complex 19 (Scheme 2.7), the molecular structure of which was

determined by X-ray crystallography.

19

20

Scheme 2.7. Divergently synthesized tri- and nonanuclear Pt(II)-acetylide metallodendrimers.

An excess of this complex was reacted with 1,3,5-triethynyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzene (under

similar conditions, i.e. CuCl in Et2NH) in order to prepare a metallodendrimer of higher

generation, e.g. the nonanuclear 20. The terminal chlorides were subsequently substituted by

monofunctional phenylacetylene terminal groups. The resulting neutral second generation

dendrimer was purified by column chromatography. Stang and coworkers have also reported the

divergent synthesis of second generation organoplatinum dendrimers based on 1,3,5-

triethynylbenzene building blocks.85 Platinum iodide complexes were used instead of chloride

complexes, because of the more labile halogen-metal bond in iodide complexes, facilitating their

condensation with acetylenic compounds.

A convergent route to third generation PtII-acetylide dendrimers was recently developed

by Takahashi and coworkers.86 Their convergent methodology relies on the use of two different

trialkylsilyl protecting groups for the acetylene units of triethynylbenzene. Selective desilylation

of the trimethylsilyl moiety in 21 (Figure 2.14), followed by conversion of the terminal

acetylenes to the corresponding p-methoxyphenylethynylplatinum(II) complexes, and final

deprotection of the tri(isopropyl)silyl group gave the first generation dendritic wedge 22. Second

and third generation dendrons were similarly synthesized. Coupling of these wedges to the

trifunctional complex 19 (Scheme 2.7, R = Et) gave the corresponding metallodendrimers,

bearing up to 45 platinum centers (M = ± 26 kDa), in good yields (51% for the third generation).
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Due to their symmetry, the dendrimers were characterized by very simple 1H and 31P NMR

spectra.

21

22

Figure 2.14. Building block (21) and dendritic wedge (22) used in the convergent construction of Pt(II)-

acetylide metallodendrimers.

An alkynylruthenium dendrimer containing a large π-delocalized system was recently

synthesized by Humphrey et al. as a new organometallic complex for nonlinear optics.87

Bisacetylide RuII units were incorporated into a dendritic wedge bearing a focal acetylene, which

was subsequently coupled to a previously reported88 trifunctional core to provide a rigid

nonanuclear complex (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15. Nonanuclear alkynylruthenium metallodendrimer used in nonlinear optics.

Third-order NLO measurements for this organometallic dendrimer showed a significant

enhancement of two-photon absorption (TPA) upon proceeding from the constituent building
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blocks to the nonanuclear complex. TPA materials are of interest for applications such as optical

data storage and optical limiting.89

Rigid dendrimers were synthesized by Osawa and Wakatsuki90 by grafting RuII-

terpyridine metallodendrons to a functionalized core NiII-tris(bipyridine) unit. Metal-terpyridine

and -bipyridine connectivities were combined before in the metallodendrimers reported by

Constable and coworkers (vide supra),78 with coordination of the bipyridine dendrons to RuII as

the final step. The final construction step is a covalent palladium-mediated coupling between

aryl iodides connected to the core NiII-tris(bipyridine) moiety and the focal acetylene of the RuII-

terpyridine dendrons. The largest (ca. 90 Å) dendrimer, containing 18 RuII centers and 1 NiII

center, was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which revealed individual

molecules of nanosize dimensions.

2.4.5 Metallodendrimers based on SCS PdII pincer moieties
Our group has been involved in the non-covalent construction of metallodendrimers

based on the coordination of suitable ligands to SCS PdII pincer systems. Cyclopalladated

complexes of terdentate, monoanionic SCS pincer ligands, known since 1980,91 have also been

exploited in molecular recognition,92 catalysis,93 and self-assembly.94 For an overview of metal

complexes of different pincer ligands, the reader is referred to chapter 3. Huck et al. first studied

genuine self-assembly of molecules that have two PdII pincers and a suitable ligand (e.g. RCN)

in one building block. Compound 23a (Scheme 2.8) was synthesized and its self-assembly upon

removal of the labile acetonitrile ligands was investigated.95
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Scheme 2.8. Self-assembled hyperbranched spheres grown from building blocks 23a-d.

Intermolecular coordination of the nitrile groups to PdII was evidenced by IR spectroscopy, in

which a diagnostic shift of the CA1 VWUHWFK YLEUDWLRQ IURP ���� FP
-1 (monomeric building

block) to 2290 cm-1 was observed upon coordination. Further proof of the self-assembled

structure was obtained from quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS), which showed particles having

a hydrodynamic diameter of 200 nm, and from both atomic force microscopy (AFM) and TEM,

which revealed large globular-shaped assemblies having diameters in the 150-200 nm range. The

reversible nature of the self-assembling process was proven by the addition of small amounts of

acetonitrile to a nitromethane solution of the assembly, upon which sharp signals appeared in the
1H NMR spectrum, indicating the presence of monomeric species.

Structural variations in both the building blocks (23b-23d in Scheme 2.8) and the non-

coordinating anions (X- in Scheme 2.8) allowed the size of the self-assembled spheres to be

controlled.96

In contrast to the uncontrolled growth of the self-assembled spheres, a stepwise

controlled assembly strategy would allow the synthesis of smaller metallodendrimers. Such a
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growth scheme requires a suitable dendritic core and a protection/deprotection strategy in order

to precisely control the coordination of building blocks at the desired positions. For this purpose

the building blocks depicted in Figure 2.16 were developed.97

Figure 2.16. Building blocks used in the controlled assembly of Pd(II)-containing metallodendrimers.

In these building blocks, the PdII centers are protected by strongly coordinating chloride ligands.

These chlorides can be removed, however, by precipitation with AgI salts, thereby allowing the

resulting vacant coordination site to be occupied by other ligands. Therefore, starting from the

nucleus G0, the assembly of metallodendrimers can be controlled by the repetitive addition of

AgI salts and building blocks. At first, the divergent dendritic growth using G0 and BBCN-Cl was

investigated in our group.97 As shown in Scheme 2.9, deprotection of G0 with 3 equiv of AgBF4

followed by the addition of 3 equiv of BBCN-Cl resulted in the first-generation metallodendrimer

G1, containing 6 terminal sites for further growth.

Scheme 2.9. Metallodendrimers of generation one to five assembled via a stepwise divergent growth

strategy.
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Repetition of the deprotection and building block addition procedure yielded the corresponding

higher generation dendrimers (G2-G5). All metalloden-drimers were characterized by 1H NMR

and FT-IR spectroscopy, electrospray mass spectrometry (except G5), and tapping mode AFM

(TM-AFM) on graphite and mica (G5 only). Molecularly thin films of spincasted G5 dendrimers

were studied by TM-AFM measurements.98 At low concentrations separate spheres were

identified having dimensions of approximately 15 nm in diameter, most likely corresponding to

individual metallodendrimers.

Huck et al. have also constructed metallodendrimers in a convergent fashion by

combining building blocks containing cyano ligands with pyridine-based building blocks.99 As

will be discussed in chapter 3, pyridines are stronger ligands than cyano groups towards SCS PdII

pincers. This difference in coordination strength enables the convergent assembly of

metallodendrimers to start from the stronger coordinating pyridine building blocks. This strategy

is further discussed in chapter 4. The convergent growth, based on coordination chemistry,

allows the introduction of core and/or peripheral functionalities such as redox- or photoactive

groups, provided that such moieties can be functionalized with either PdII pincers or suitable

ligands. For example, convergently constructed dendritic assemblies containing up to 12

peripheral porphyrins were prepared starting from 5-pyridyl-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin.43g

Also, metallodendrimers tailored with core and peripheral porphyrins have been synthesized,

which might provide interesting energy- and electron-transfer behavior.43a

As a final example from our group, the coordination chemistry used to construct

metallodendrimers has been combined with hydrogen bonding in the formation of dendritic

rosettes.100 The self-assembly of covalent dendrons containing focal bis(isophthalic acid) units

into hydrogen-bonded hexameric cyclic arrays was reported earlier by Zimmerman and

coworkers.101 In our strategy,102 three metallodendrons, divergently synthesized using BBCN-Cl

and a barbituric acid-functionalized PdII pincer, were bound via their focal barbituric acid groups

to N-octadecanyl-N-(2-N-tert-Boc-amino)-phenylmelamine through 18 hydrogen bonds in a

cyclic [3 + 3] fashion to form the hexameric rosette (Scheme 2.10), which was characterized

using a variety of NMR techniques (low temperature 1H, 2D-NOESY, and TOCSY). NOE build-

up curves were used to determine the rotation correlation times τc, and as expected these values

increased with increasing size of the rosette dendrimers.
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Scheme 2.10. Metallodendrimers held together by a combination of coordination and hydrogen bonds.

The core contains the hydrogen-bonded rosette motif.

2.4.6 Conclusions
The class of metallodendrimers belonging to the “metals as building block connectors”

type is the most diverse of the three types discussed in this chapter. This is because coordination

chemistry has provided this field with a large variety of transition metals and corresponding

ligand coordination geometries, thereby hardly posing any restrictions on the design of dendritic

building blocks. This allows the resulting metallodendrimers to be tailored with specific

functions, arising from the metals themselves (redox or catalytic activity, luminescence, etc.), the

organic spacers bridging the metals (e.g. conducting acetylenes), or from their interplay.

2.5 Concluding remarks
Metallodendrimers have grown from curiosities one decade ago to common

macromolecules nowadays. The exploitation of coordination chemistry has proven to be very

useful in the non-covalent synthesis of metallodendrimers. At present, dendritic construction via

metal-ligand coordination is straightforward in most cases. Moreover, and crucially, the number

of techniques being used for (metallo)dendrimer characterization is ever increasing. NMR

spectroscopy (from simple 1H spectra to pulsed field gradient spin-echo measurements), IR, UV-

VIS and luminescence spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (in particular ES and MALDI-TOF

MS), size exclusion chromatography, cyclic voltammetry, and transmission electron, atomic

force and scanning tunneling microscopy are among the most useful characterization methods

for these fascinating architectures. With respect to applications, their potential has yet to be fully

explored. However, promising applications have already been reported for metallodendrimers in
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the fields of catalysis (e.g. recyclable homogeneous catalysts)7 and medical diagnostics (e.g.

MRI contrast reagents).16 No doubt these initial successes will stimulate metallodendrimer

research to be intensified in years to come.
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Chapter 3

The coordination chemistry

of SCS Pd(II) pincers#

X-ray crystal structure of SCS PdII pincer 7.

The metallodendrimers studied in our group are held together via non-covalent coordination

bonds between SCS Pd(II) pincer moieties and suitable ligands such as nitriles and pyridines. A

systematic investigation toward the coordination strengths of a broader ligand range was

carried out in order to increase the scope of metallodendrimer synthesis. In this chapter the

results of such an investigation are presented. A model SCS Pd(II) pincer compound has been

synthesized, and the coordination of nitrogen-, sulfur- and phosphorus-containing ligands to this

moiety has been studied. The overall coordination strength of the investigated ligands toward the

SCS Pd(II) pincer system is as follows: nitriles < pyridines < thioureas < phosphites <

phosphines.

                                                       
# The work described in this chapter has been published: van Manen, H.-J.; Nakashima, K.; Shinkai, S.;

Kooijman, H.; Spek, A. L.; van Veggel, F. C. J. M.; Reinhoudt, D. N. Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2000,

2533.
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3.1 Introduction
As already outlined in chapter 1, the “bottom-up” approach to technological devices is

becoming a viable alternative for conventional “top-down” techniques. In particular self-

assembly, one of the main themes in supramolecular chemistry, is anticipated to play a vital role

in applications of nanotechnology. For example, it has recently been demonstrated by Mirkin and

coworkers that self-assembled monolayers on a gold surface1 combined with scanning probe

microscopy leads to a novel lithographic technique called “dip-pen nanolithography”, enabling

the creation of patterns on the surface with a resolution of 15 nm.2 Initial steps toward molecular

electronic devices3 also rely on self-assembly, as a number of recent examples demonstrate. For

example, Stoddart and Heath et al. have employed redox-active, catenane-based molecular

switches and proved them to be reconfigurable (that is, switched on and off) repeatedly on a

surface under ambient conditions (Figure 3.1).4 The catenane used in this work consists of two

mechanically interlinked molecular rings held in specific positions due to non-covalent charge-

transfer interactions.

Figure 3.1. Schematic picture of a catenane switch between two

wires.

A self-assembled monolayer of rigid oligomeric phenylacetylenes on gold was shown by Tour,

Reed and coworkers to exhibit negative differential resistance (a type of switching behavior) and

to store information like a memory device.5 Finally, an electronic switch consisting of a gold

nanocluster bound to a self-assembled film of redox-active viologen ligands was recently

developed by Schiffrin, Nichols and their coworkers.6

Since this thesis deals with the generation of non-covalent nanosize assemblies formed

by the coordination of ligands to SCS PdII pincers, an overview of transition metal pincer

systems in supramolecular chemistry and catalysis will be provided in section 3.2. The role of

coordination chemistry in supramolecular chemistry will be further discussed in chapter 4.

3.2 Pincer systems in supramolecular chemistry and transition metal catalysis
Organometallic complexes contain a metal-to-carbon bond, which is often stabilized by

chelation, leading to the formation of metallacycles. The first organometallic complexes having

terdentate monoanionic ligands were reported in 1976 by Moulton and Shaw.7 These “pincer”
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ligands are meta-xylene derivatives in which the two methylene units carry neutral, two-electron

donor moieties such as NR2, PR2, OR, or SR. Cyclometallation of pincer ligands with a range of

different transition metals occurs with formation of two five-membered metallacycles, where the

type of metal that can be inserted is dependent on the type of donor moiety (Scheme 3.1).

Scheme 3.1. Direct cyclometallation of pincer ligands.

Modification of various ligand parameters allows the fine-tuning of both the steric and electronic

properties of the complexed metal center. For example, the nature of the donor atoms E, the

introduction of functional groups in the benzylic positions, substitution on the aromatic ring, and

the type of ancillary ligands all have a profound (electronic) effect on the transition metal.

Most investigations have been carried out with pincer ligands containing phosphorus,

nitrogen, or sulfur donor groups.8 In this brief overview emphasis is placed on pincer complexes

of metals of the nickel triade (Ni, Pd, Pt) based on these donor moieties. Specifically, the

versatility of such pincer complexes in supramolecular chemistry and catalysis will be

highlighted.

3.2.1 PCP pincer systems

Direct cyclometallation is an attractive method for the formation of a M−C bond, since it

does not require prefunctionalization of the pincer ligand in order to achieve selective ortho-

cyclometallation. In their seminal article, Moulton and Shaw demonstrated the use of PCP

ligands (Scheme 3.1, ERn = P(t-Bu)2, X = H) in direct C−H bond activation and subsequent

cyclometallation with Ni, Pd, Pt (Y = Cl, Br, H, CN, C≡CPh), Rh, and Ir.7 Since then, a wide

variety of other phosphines PR2 (R = Ph, Me, Et, i-Pr, Bn) and metal precursors have been

successfully applied in direct cyclometallation.9

Metal complexes of PCP pincer ligands have been mainly designed and prepared for their

potential in a wide range of catalytic reactions. Dependent on the metal M and donors E (Scheme

3.1), various reactions have been catalyzed, such as alkane dehydrogenation (M = Ir, ERn = P(t-

Bu)2, P(i-Pr)2),
10 hydrogenation (M = Ru, ERn = PPh2),

11 asymmetric aldol condensation (M =

Pt, Pd, ERn = PPh2),
12 and the Heck reaction.13 A PdII PCP pincer system in which the methylene
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groups had been substituted for oxygens (to produce phosphinites) was recently shown to

catalyze even the Heck reaction of aryl chlorides with styrene.14

In an attempt to construct heteronuclear metallodendrimers containing different metals in

each generation, metal complexes (NiII, PdII, and PtII) of PCP pincers were prepared in our group

as dendritic building blocks.15 Both the dendritic core G0,M and the branched monomer BBM-Cl

(Chart 3.1) were obtained by cyclometallation of the corresponding free PCP pincer ligands with

either NiCl2·6H2O/Hünig’s base, Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2, or [PtCl2(PPh3)2], respectively.

G 0,M

BB -ClM

Chart 3.1. Various metal PCP pincer complexes employed as metallodendrimer building blocks (yields of

cyclometallation reactions in brackets).

Reaction of the free pincer ligands with HRh(PPh3)4 or [RhCl(cod)]2 (cod = 1,5-cyclooctadiene)

did not give any cyclometallated products, which was attributed to deactivation of the C−H bond

toward metal insertion by the electron-donating para ether moiety.

Model studies with G0,M and BBM-Cl showed that activation of the M−Cl complexes

with AgBF4 and subsequent coordination of nitrile ligands (MeCN) to the fourth coordination

site is fast and quantitative (as determined from 31P NMR spectroscopy). However, assembly

experiments aiming at the synthesis of homo- and heteronuclear metallodendrimers from these

building blocks showed that the metallodendrimers are not very stable in solution, thereby

hampering both their isolation in pure form and their characterization.

Recently, Beletskaya and Van Koten et al. reported acetylene-bridged di-,16a tri-16b (very

similar to G0,M depicted in Chart 3.1) and hexanuclear16b cyclopalladated PCP pincer complexes

as potential recyclable catalysts. Due to their rigid structure and nanosize dimensions, these

complexes are expected to be isolable from reaction mixtures using nanofiltration membranes.

However, no data concerning the use of these pincer complexes as catalysts has been provided

yet.
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3.2.2 NCN pincer systems
Direct cyclometallation is uncommon in NCN pincer systems, due to the lower bond

strength of the amine M−N bond compared to the corresponding M−P bond. Instead of

ortho,ortho double cyclometallation, bimetallic products from undesired ortho,para

cyclometallation are often obtained.17 If the central hydrogen (Scheme 3.1) is replaced by a

Me3Si moiety, this problem can be circumvented and selective C−Si bond activation by a

palladium precursor gives the ortho,ortho doubly cyclopalladated complex. Another method to

provide ortho,ortho doubly cyclometallated products from NCN pincer ligands starts from the

corresponding aryl bromides or iodides (Scheme 3.1, H replaced by Br or I) and takes place via

carbon-halogen oxidative addition to Pd,18 Ni,19 or Pt20 precursor complexes. Halide-lithium

exchange of such aryl halides followed by transmetallation of the aryllithium species with

suitable metal complexes is also straightforward.21 More than 20 different metals have been

complexed with NCN pincer ligands,22 although the binding modes of some metals differ from

the meridional η3-N,C,N-bonding shown in Scheme 3.1.

Like their PCP counterparts, metal complexes of NCN pincer ligands have been applied

in catalysis. In particular, the Kharasch addition of polyhalogenated alkanes to olefinic double

bonds catalyzed by NiII NCN pincer complexes has been studied intensively.23 Recently, the

immobilization of catalytic moieties onto homogeneous supports such as dendrimers and

hyperbranched polymers has been under active investigation,24 with the aim of combining

homogeneous catalytic applications with heterogeneous separation techniques such as

nanofiltration. This strategy was first demonstrated in 1994, when Van Koten and coworkers

reported the anchoring of up to twelve NiII NCN pincers via a carbamate linker to the periphery

of a carbosilane dendrimer.25 The catalytic activity of the largest dendrimer (in terms of

turnovers per NiII site per hour) was found to be 30% lower than a similar mononuclear pincer

catalyst. Direct covalent attachment of the aryldiamine ligands to the dendritic silyl end groups,

followed by insertion of catalytically active NiII centers via lithiation/transmetallation

procedures, has recently been reported as a viable alternative to the initial carbamate linker

strategy (see Figure 3.2 for an example).26
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Figure 3.2. Dendrimers having NCN pincer systems directly attached to the peripheral silyl groups.

Dendrimers having up to 36 pincer ligands were synthesized in this manner, however,

nickelation of the peripheral ligands beyond 80-90% could not be achieved, probably due to

hydrolysis of the intermediate lithiated species. Importantly, increasing the dendrimer generation

resulted in a significant decrease in catalytic activity. This negative dendritic effect was

attributed to surface congestion effects, since the small intramolecular Ni···Ni distance is likely

to promote side reactions. This hypothesis was corroborated by the fact that alternative, less

condensed nickelated carbosilane dendrimers displayed significantly improved catalytic

activities. The dendrimer depicted in Figure 3.2 was employed in both batch and continuous

operating nanofiltration membrane reactor systems. In the second case, a continuous feed of

[Bu4N]Br had to be applied in order to prevent catalyst precipitation, although this resulted in

both a lower activity and in part of the addition product containing chlorine and bromine atoms.

In order to circumvent the problem of reduced catalytic activity due to small

intramolecular Ni···Ni distances, a third generation Fréchet dendritic wedge has been

functionalized with an NCN NiII pincer moiety at its focal point (Figure 3.3).27
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Figure 3.3. Catalytically active Fréchet-type dendritic wedge.

The reaction rate and turnover number of this dendritic wedge in the Kharasch addition of CCl4
to methyl methacrylate is similar to those of unsupported, mononuclear NCN NiII pincer

catalysts. Moreover, when compartmentalized in a nanofiltration-membrane-capped immersion

vial, the catalyst was able to catalyze the reaction between CCl4 and methyl methacrylate on the

other side of the membrane.

Whereas NiII NCN pincers have mainly been applied as catalytic materials, the

corresponding PtII pincers have been used recently as sensors for the detection of gaseous SO2

both in solution28 and in the solid state.29 The PtII centers in square-planar complexes containing

the monoanionic NCN pincer ligand display an enhanced nucleophilicity when compared to

other d8 metal centers. As a consequence, they react instantaneously and reversibly with Lewis

acids such as SO2 to form five-coordinate adducts, a process accompanied by a diagnostic color

change from colorless to bright orange. Corresponding NiII adducts are unstable, and similar PdII

adducts do not form at all. Various dendrimers functionalized with sensing NCN PtII pincer

moieties have been constructed. Remarkably, the hexametallic aryl ester dendrimer shown in

Figure 3.4 could be synthesized convergently since the organometallic PtII pincer moiety is

stable to both esterification and TBDMS deprotection.
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Figure 3.4. Dendrimer containing peripheral Pt(II) NCN pincers for detection of SO2.

Whereas this metallodendrimer displays a low solubility in common organic solvents, the

solubility is greatly enhanced upon binding of SO2, which is fast and fully reversible. Other

characteristics of these sensor devices include facile quantification of the amount of SO2 present

and high selectivities for SO2 binding (even in the presence of other acids such as HCl, CO2, or

H2O).

Besides NiII NCN pincer systems, analogous PdII pincers have also demonstrated their

catalytic potential, albeit to a lesser extent. For example, diaminoaryl PdII complexes have been

grafted onto a hyperbranched polytriallylsilane support (Mw = 5500 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 5.2) and

their catalytic activity in the aldol condensation of benzaldehyde and methyl isocyanoacetate has

been investigated.30 Again, an activity similar to single-site PdII pincers was found, indicating

that the PdII centers in the macromolecular catalyst function as independent catalytic sites.

3.2.3 SCS pincer systems
The first cyclometallation of an SCS pincer ligand was demonstrated by Errington et al.

in 1980.31 Treatment of 1,3-bis(tert-butylthiomethyl)benzene with Na2PdCl4 and NaOAc in

ethanol gave the cyclopalladated product ([2,6-bis(tert-butylthiomethyl)phenyl]chloro-

palladium(II), 1) in 53% yield. Since then, various other (often improved) direct cyclopalladation

methods have been described, using e.g. ligand exchange between a cyclopalladated precursor

and the SCS ligand in the presence of acid,32 Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 in MeCN,33 Pd(PhCN)2Cl2 in

MeCN, and Pd(TFA)2 in DMF.34 Employing Pd(MeCN)2Cl as a cyclopalladating reagent,

Lucena et al. found that the important factors in the promotion of cyclopalladation of SCS pincer

ligands are the electronic configuration on the sulfur atoms and the steric hindrance imposed by

the substituents on the sulfur donor atoms.35 Moreover, uncyclopalladated compounds such as 2
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could be isolated as intermediates, suggesting that coordination of both sulfur atoms to PdII is an

important first step toward subsequent cyclopalladation.

1 2

Remarkably, nearly all studies on cyclometallation of SCS pincer ligands have focussed on PdII

as the inserted transition metal. Only one example of an SCS PtII complex has been described.36

In contrast to cyclometallated PCP and NCN pincer systems, the catalytic properties of

related SCS pincer systems34 have virtually been unexplored sofar. Instead, PdII SCS pincers

have recently been applied in molecular recognition33,37 and self-assembled coordination

architectures ranging from one-dimensional coordination polymers38 to three-dimensional

metallodendrimers.39

Metalloreceptors for aromatic amines such as p-aminopyridine and the DNA nucleobases

adenine and guanine were developed by the group of Loeb.37a In these receptors, binding of

guests occurs through simultaneous first- and second-sphere coordination involving three

separate interactions: first-sphere σ donation from an aromatic nitrogen to the PdII center,

second-sphere hydrogen bonding between NH2 groups and polyether oxygens, and π-stacking

between the electron-poor aromatic rings of the substrate and the electron-rich aromatic spacing

units of the receptor. The structure of a representative metalloreceptor is shown in Figure 3.5a,

and the crystal structure of its complex with guanine is depicted in Figure 3.5b.

Figure 3.5. a) Structure of a metalloreceptor; b) Crystal structure of its complex with guanine.

Self-assembled structures based on SCS PdII pincers have been obtained by combining bimetallic

synthons with ditopic pyridine-type ligands; this has afforded either polymeric38 structures (such

as 3) or molecular hexagons (4).40
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4

As stated above, the catalytic properties of SCS PdII pincer systems have not been investigated in

great detail. Bergbreiter et al. found that the Heck reaction between various aryl iodides and

alkene acceptors was efficiently catalyzed by SCS PdII pincers appended to 5000 Mn

poly(ethylene glycol).34 The PEG-bound PdII complex could be recycled via precipitation three

times without deactivation. Recently, six SCS PdII pincers have been grafted onto a benzene core

in order to provide a rigid catalyst of nanosize dimensions, suitable for membrane retention

purposes.41 However, the catalytic properties of this hexametallic system have not been reported

sofar.

3.3 Aim and scope of this chapter
In our group, the construction of metallodendrimers in which the coordination of nitrile

and pyridine groups to SCS PdII pincers is used as the assembly motif has been investigated.39 In

order to increase the scope of metallodendrimer synthesis, a systematic investigation toward the

coordination strength of a broader range of ligands is necessary. The results of this investigation

are described in this chapter. A model SCS PdII pincer system has been synthesized and

structurally characterized by X-ray crystallography. The coordination of various nitrogen-,

sulfur- and phosphorus-containing ligands to this pincer moiety has been studied in detail.

3.4 Results and discussion

3.4.1 Synthesis and characterization of model SCS PdII pincer complexes
The SCS PdII pincer complexes 7 and 8 were prepared in two and three steps,

respectively (Scheme 3.2). After alkylation of the previously reported42 SCS pincer ligand 5 with

n-butyl bromide (77% yield), cyclopalladation of the resulting ligand 6 was achieved with

Pd[CH3CN]4(BF4)2 in MeCN.
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Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of Pd(II) pincer complexes 7, 8, and 10; a) n-BuBr, t-BuOK, CH3CN.

The cationic acetonitrile complex 7 (containing the non-coordinating BF4¯  counter anion) was

obtained in 90% yield, followed by precipitation from CH3CN solution with Et2O. The neutral

chloride complex 8 was isolated in 94% yield by stirring a solution of 7 in CH2Cl2/CH3CN with

saturated NaCl, followed by column chromatography.

Similarly, dipincer system 10 was prepared in two steps from 1,2,4,5-

tetrakis(bromomethyl)benzene by first reacting the benzylic bromides with tert-butyl thiophenol

using K2CO3 as a base and 18-crown-6 as a catalyst (81% yield), followed by cyclopalladation of

dipincer ligand 9 using Pd[CH3CN]4(BF4)2 in CH3CN. The bis(MeCN) complex 10 was purified

by precipitation from CH3CN solution with Et2O (60% yield). Complexes 7, 8, and 10 were

isolated as air and moisture stable, yellow solids. All spectroscopic and analytical data are

consistent with cyclopalladation. Compared to free ligands 6 and 9, the 1H NMR resonances for

the diastereotopic CH2S protons in the palladium complexes are shifted downfield by ≈ 0.5 ppm

and they are broad due to slow conformational interconversion of the PdII-containing five-

membered rings. At lower temperatures the coupling of the two diastereotopic CH2S protons

causes the splitting of the broad signal into a pair of doublets (vide infra). Also in the 1H NMR

spectra the signal for the ortho-protons at δ 6.80 (in 6) or 6.92 (in 9) ppm is absent, indicating

complete cyclopalladation. In the 13C NMR spectra of the acetonitrile complexes 7 and 10, the

signal of the carbon directly linked to PdII is too weak to be observed (probably due to long

relaxation times), whereas in the chloride complex 8 it is present at 150.9 ppm (30 ppm

downfield compared to ligand 6). In the positive FAB mass spectrum of 8, a signal

corresponding to [M – Cl + H]+ (m/z = 499.6) is present, whereas in the negative FAB mass
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spectrum the chloride remains coordinated to PdII, resulting in a signal at m/z = 533.7 ([M]-). The

loss of the acetonitrile ligand is observed in both the positive and negative FAB-MS spectra of 7,

resulting in signals corresponding to [M – MeCN – BF4]
+ (m/z = 499.0) and [M – MeCN + BF4]

-

(m/z = 671.6), respectively, and both acetonitriles are lost in the positive FAB-MS spectrum of

10 (m/z = 1001.1 for [M – 2MeCN – 2BF4 + H ]
+).

3.4.2 X-ray structure of 7

Besides the analytical evidence discussed above, structural proof of the acetonitrile

complex 7 was provided by X-ray analysis. A drawing of the acetonitrile complex 7 is shown in

Figure 3.6; geometric parameters are provided in the experimental section. The following bond

lengths of the atoms bonded to PdII have been obtained: Pd—S(1) 2.2992(8) Å, Pd—S(2)

2.2961(9) Å, Pd—N 2.110(2) Å, Pd—C(1) 1.975(2) Å.

Figure 3.6. X-ray crystal structure of SCS Pd(II) pincer complex 7.

The Pd atom adopts a slightly distorted square-planar geometry (S(1)—Pd—S(2) 171.11(2)° and

N—Pd—C(1) 178.26(11)°) and the two five-membered chelate rings possess somewhat distorted

envelope conformations in which the two phenyl rings (oriented anti with respect to the square

plane) are in axial positions (Pd—S(1)—C(4) 100.51(9)° and Pd—S(2)—C(12) 103.17(9)°). It

should be noted that complex 7 is chiral in the solid state (prepared as a racemate) due to a lack

of symmetry elements.

3.4.3 Substitution of the labile MeCN ligand by pyridines

The substitution of the labile acetonitrile ligand of complex 7 by stronger ligands such as

pyridines proceeds easily. Upon treatment of 7 with 1.1 equiv of pyridine (in CDCl3), a fast and

quantitative substitution was observed. In the 1H NMR spectrum of the pyridine adduct (Figure

3.7), the resonance of the pyridine α-protons has shifted upfield from 8.70 (free pyridine) to 8.15
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ppm (coordinated pyridine). This is different from pyridine complexes of SCS PdII pincers

reported by Loeb and coworkers43 for which upon coordination a downfield shift of the pyridine

α-protons was observed.

9 8 7 6 5 4

a

b

CHCl3

c

ppm

Figure 3.7. Part of the 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 298 K) of the pyridine adduct of complex 7. The

designated signals correspond to the pyridine α-protons of free (a) and complexed (b) pyridine and to the

CH2S protons of the five-membered chelate rings (c).

This difference must be due to the presence of the phenyl rings in our system attached to the

sulfur atoms. The ring current of these aromatic rings will have a shielding effect on the pyridine

protons (mostly the α-protons). The α-proton signal is also considerably broadened, indicating

hindered rotation of the pyridine ligands with respect to the plane of coordination. The CH2S

proton signal shifts 0.15 and the aromatic proton signal 0.05 ppm downfield upon substitution of

MeCN by pyridine. The increase in coordination strength of the pyridine ligand with respect to

acetonitrile is also evident from the positive FAB mass spectrum, in which a small, but

significant peak corresponding to the molecular ion [M – BF4]
+ is observed at m/z = 578.4, in

addition to a large signal at m/z = 499.2 originating from [M – pyr – BF4]
+.

Upon adding excess pyridine, two separate signals for free and complexed pyridine are

observed. This observation can be explained by either a slow exchange of pyridine on the NMR

timescale or a kinetically stable pyridine complex. Exchange of pyridine was indeed evidenced

by treatment of the pyridine complex with an excess (5 equiv) of pyridine-d5. The signal at 8.15

ppm disappeared whereas a new peak appeared at 8.7 ppm, indicating free pyridine. This kinetic

lability is consistent with other pyridine−PdII complexes.44

The pyridine exchange rate is dependent on the solvent. In CDCl3 two separate signals

for bound and free pyridine were observed up to 50 °C. However, when acetonitrile complex 7

was treated with 2 equiv of pyridine in DMSO-d6, a coordinating solvent, only one broad signal
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for the pyridine α-protons was observed in the 1H NMR spectrum, indicating a fast exchange on

the NMR timescale. When DMSO-d6 was titrated to a CDCl3 solution of the pyridine complex

containing 1 equiv of excess pyridine (Figure 3.8), the rate of pyridine exchange varied with the

concentration of DMSO-d6.

8.8 8.4 8.0 7.6 7.2
ppm

Figure 3.8. 1H NMR spectra (298 K) of the titration of DMSO-d6 to a CDCl3 solution of the pyridine

complex of the SCS Pd(II) pincer system containing an excess of 1 equiv of pyridine. The designations u

and c correspond to the pyridine α-proton signals of uncoordinated and coordinated pyridine,

respectively.

It is known that the kinetics of substitution in d8 square-planar complexes depends on two

factors, one related to direct ligand attack (associative-dissociative mechanism) and the other to

an associative solvolysis pathway, in which the leaving group is first displaced by a solvent

molecule, which in turn is subsequently substituted by the incoming ligand (dissociative-

associative mechanism).45 The observed pyridine exchange rate can be rationalized in this way.

With increasing DMSO-d6 concentration, the pyridine exchange increasingly follows the
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solvolysis pathway. In CDCl3 this pathway is not possible and only slow direct pyridine attack

occurs.

Within a series of para-substituted pyridines, it is anticipated that subtle differences in

nitrogen electron density can control the coordination strength toward the SCS PdII pincer

system.

7

Scheme 3.3. Competition experiments between para-substituted pyridines.

Two different pyridines (each 1 equiv) were mixed with 1 equiv of the acetonitrile complex 7 in

CDCl3 (Scheme 3.3), and the α-proton signals of the two pyridines in the 1H NMR spectra were

used as a probe to determine the extent of coordination of each pyridine (see Figure 3.9 for an

example).

ppm9 8 7 6 5

a

b
c

d CH S2

Ar HPd  

Figure 3.9. Part of the 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 298 K) of a competition experiment between pyridine

and 4-methoxypyridine. The designated signals correspond to the pyridine α-proton signals of: free

pyridine (a), free 4-methoxypyridine (b), bound pyridine (c), and bound 4-methoxypyridine (d).

The degree of coordination of each pyridine in these competition experiments is under

thermodynamic, rather than kinetic, control. This was determined by comparing the results of

competition experiments using simultaneous versus sequential addition of the two different
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pyridines to 7. For example, upon simultaneous addition of pyridine and 4-methylisonicotinate

(each 1 equiv) to 7 (1 equiv) in CDCl3, a mixture of 64% complexed pyridine and 36%

complexed pyridine ester was obtained (Table 3.1). Within the experimental error, the same

distribution resulted upon addition of 1 equiv of the weaker ligand 4-methylisonicotinate to 1

equiv of the preformed pyridine complex.

Table 3.1 shows that electron-donating pyridines bind stronger than pyridine, whereas

electron-withdrawing pyridines are weaker ligands than pyridine. The stability of these pyridine

complexes follows the Hammett equation using the σ+ constant of Brown and Okamoto.46 The

use of this modified substituent constant applies to reactions in which a strong acceptor character

develops at the aromatic ring, e.g. solvolysis of tertiary halides in which ionization is rate-

determining.

Table 3.1. Results of coordination competition experiments

between substituted pyridines.

X Y
% bound pyr-X

/pyr-Y
Selectivitya

4-H 4-NH2 17/83 4.88

4-H 4-MeO 32/68 2.13

4-H 4-tBu 40/60 1.50

4-H 4-Me 45/55 1.22

4-H 4-Ph 44/56 1.27

4-H 4-Ac 62/38 0.61

4-H 4-CO2Me 64/36 0.56

2-Me 4-Me 43/57 1.33

2-Me 3-Me 57/43 0.75

aRatio of bound pyridine-Y over bound pyridine-X.

Using the selectivities as reported in Table 3.1 (only the data of the 4-substituted pyridines are

analyzed), a Hammett plot as shown in Figure 3.10 is obtained with a ρ+ value (i.e. the slope of

the graph) of -1.0. Usually in systems obeying the Brown-Okamoto equation, the values of ρ+ are

much more negative. However, in those cases a full positive charge develops in the rate-

determining step instead of the partial positive charge developing on nitrogen in pyridine-PdII

coordination.
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Figure 3.10. Hammett plot of the stability of 4-substituted pyridine complexes with the SCS Pd(II) pincer

system against the Brown-Okamoto σ+ substituent constant.

The effect of steric hindrance was investigated in the picoline series. On the basis of electronic

effects alone, it is expected that 2-picoline binds stronger than 3-picoline. However, as the

reverse was found experimentally (Table 3.1), it must be concluded that steric hindrance between

the 2-methyl group and the aryl groups of the PdII pincer system overrules electronic effects in

this case.

3.4.4 Coordination of triphenylphosphine to SCS PdII pincers
The coordination of phosphorus-containing ligands to SCS PdII pincers has, to our

knowledge, not been investigated. Only phosphines coordinated to transition metal pincer

systems of the PCP47 and NCN48 type, and a phosphine coordinated to an SCS PtII pincer36 have

been reported. Upon addition of 1 equiv of PPh3 to 7, phosphine coordination to PdII was

evidenced by several distinct spectroscopic features. First, in the 1H NMR spectrum a broad peak

corresponding to the CH2S protons is present. The signal is sharper and is shifted downfield (±
0.25 ppm) compared to the MeCN complex. Furthermore, the signal from the aromatic protons is

a doublet (J = 2.9 Hz) due to proton-phosphorus coupling. In the 31P NMR spectrum, the

phosphorus signal has shifted from –5.6 ppm (free PPh3) to 13.6 ppm upon coordination. These

combined results strongly indicate the coordination of PPh3 trans to the cyclometallated aryl

group. Opening of the S−Pd chelate ring, as suggested by Shaw et al.,31 did not occur.

3.4.5 X-ray crystal structure of 10·(PPh3)2

Definite proof for the trans-coordination of PPh3 to the SCS PdII pincer system was

obtained by X-ray crystallography. The dipincer complex 10, which is more soluble in organic

solvents than reported dipincers38 due to its tert-butyl groups, was mixed with 2 equiv of PPh3.

Crystals were grown by vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a CHCl3 solution of the bis(PPh3)

complex. Side and top views of the X-ray crystal structure of 10·(PPh3)2 are depicted in Figure

3.11.
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Figure 3.11. X-ray crystal structure of 10·(PPh3)2; a) side view, b) top view.

In the bis(PPh3) complex, the Pd atoms are in a distorted square-planar environment: S(1)—

Pd(1)—S(2) 167.15(3)° and P(1)—Pd(1)—C(1) 178.53(9)°. The following bond lengths of the

atoms bonded to PdII were obtained: Pd—S(1) 2.3075(10) Å, Pd—S(2) 2.3057(9) Å, Pd—P

2.3785(9) Å, Pd—C(1) 2.032(3) Å. The PdII—C bond is substantially longer than in complex 7

(2.03 vs. 1.98 Å). The complex has Ci symmetry (inversion point at the center of the

bispalladated ring) in which the two tert-butyl phenyl groups attached to the metal-bound sulfur

atoms of the same SCS PdII pincer moiety are oriented on the same side of the square plane.

3.4.6 Stability of coordinated PPh3 complexes
In transition metal inorganic complexes, in general PPh3 is a stronger ligand than

pyridine. This is for example expressed in their respective nucleophilicity parameters, which

differ substantially (nPt
0 = 3.19 for pyridine and 8.93 for PPh3, respectively).45 In the 1H NMR

spectrum of a mixture of 1 equiv of PPh3 and the pyridine complex of compound 7 (Scheme 3.2:

X = pyridine), the quantitative substitution of pyridine by PPh3 is shown. The spectrum is a

superposition of the spectra of free pyridine and the PPh3 complex. Refluxing the PPh3 complex

in CHCl3 with a 10-fold excess of pyridine did not result in any detectable exchange.

As mentioned before, opening of the S−Pd chelate rings by PPh3 has been suggested.31

Upon adding 5 equiv of PPh3 to acetonitrile complex 7, changes were not observed in neither the
1H nor the 31P NMR spectra. The situation was different when PPh3 was added to the chloride

complex 8. Increasing amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5 and 5.0 equiv) of PPh3 were added to 8.

The 1H and 31P NMR spectra showed that an equilibrium is established after each addition. In

each case two signals are observed in the 31P NMR spectrum, one corresponding to free PPh3 (-

5.6 ppm) and the other indicating coordination of PPh3 that is different from the above described

situation of substitution of acetonitrile, because the signal of coordinated PPh3 now appears at

21.9 ppm instead of 13.6 ppm. In the 1H NMR spectrum a signal appears that corresponds to

“free” CH2S protons. This means that the S−Pd chelate ring opens upon PPh3 addition. It also
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seems that both chelate rings open together, as only one opening would destroy the symmetry of

the system. Substitution of the chloride ligand by PPh3 is also unlikely, as can be inferred from

the 31P NMR spectra (i.e. no signal observed at 13.6 ppm). Therefore it is concluded that two

molecules of PPh3 displace the sulfur atoms as ligands. This only occurs quantitatively with a

large excess (> 4-5 equiv) of PPh3.

3.4.7 Coalescence temperatures of different SCS PdII pincer complexes
The two five-membered chelate rings of the cyclopalladated pincer system display a slow

conformational interconversion, which is reflected in the 1H NMR spectrum by a broadening of

the CH2S proton signal of the pincer complexes. Different ligands have a different influence on

the conformational interconversion of the chelate rings. This phenomenon is reflected in the

coalescence temperature Tc where the two separate signals for the CH2S protons coincide into a

broad singlet. As can be seen from Table 3.2, the coalescence temperature decreases in the order

acetonitrile > pyridine > chloride > triphenylphosphine.

Table 3.2. Coalescence temperatures and free energies of activation for ring

interconversion of SCS Pd(II) pincer complexes 7 (Scheme 3.2, X is varied).

Ligand X
Coalescence

temperature Tc (K)

Free energy of activation ∆Gc
‡

(kJ/mol) at Tc

MeCN 289 ± 2 57.5 ± 0.3

Pyridine 286 ± 2 56.5 ± 0.3

Cl- 271 ± 2 54.8 ± 0.5

PPh3 < 268a −

aNo unambiguous coalescence temperature was observed, see also text.

For the neutral ligands this order corresponds to the lone pair electron donation (the

nucleophilicity) toward PdII. In the case of PPh3, no unambiguous coalescence temperature could

be observed. NMR experiments at low temperatures reveal multiple signals for the CH2S protons

for all the complexes mentioned above. On one hand, freezing the ring puckering results in a loss

of the apparent C2v-symmetry of the complex that exists at higher temperature in solution. On the

other hand, in the PPh3 complex one very broad signal is observed ranging from 4.3 to 5.2 ppm

in going from room temperature to –10 °C. Splitting of the signal into two doublets is not

observed, suggesting that besides lowering the rate of ring interconversion the rotation of the

bulky PPh3 ligand around the PdII−P bond is also restricted, leading to different conformational

isomers. Moreover, a long range coupling to 31P cannot be excluded a priori.

From the coalescence temperature the free energy of activation for ring puckering can be

estimated.49 The free energies of activation for ring puckering vary between 55 and 58 kJ/mol in

the order chloride < pyridine < acetonitrile as a ligand. From Table 3.2 it is evident that higher
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coalescence temperatures correspond to higher free energies of activation at Tc for ring puckering

in this system.

3.4.8 Coordination of other phosphorus-containing ligands
Besides triphenylphosphine other phosphorus-containing ligands were investigated as

ligands for the SCS PdII pincer system. The coordination of these ligands to PdII was proven by
1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy and by FAB mass spectrometry (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3. Complexes of phosphorus-containing ligands with the SCS Pd(II)

pincer 7.

Complex 7

with X =

1H NMR Ar Ha

(ppm) / J (Hz)

31P NMR coord / free

ligand (ppm)

FAB-MS: [M]+

found / calcd

P(OMe)3 6.72 / 4.8 122.7 / 141.0 623.2 / 623.1

P(OPh)3 6.64 / 5.1 114.7 / 127.9 809.1 / 809.1

PCy3 6.66 / 2.9 24.0 / 11.5 779.5 / 779.3

aAromatic protons of cyclopalladated ring.

From Table 3.3 it can be seen that the coupling of phosphites to the aromatic protons of the

cyclopalladated ring is larger than the coupling of phosphines to these protons. Phosphites in

general exhibit larger couplings to other nuclei than phosphines in metal complexes.50 The

increase in “s” character of the bonding orbitals in phosphite complexes compared to that in

phosphines is responsible for this behavior.

As with the substituted pyridines, competition experiments were employed to establish

that the relative coordination strengths of these ligands increase in the order PCy3 > PPh3 >

P(OMe3) > P(OPh)3. The relative differences in coordination strengths are quite high, as in all

cases (PCy3 vs. PPh3, PPh3 vs. P(OMe)3 and P(OMe)3 vs. P(OPh)3) the selectivity exceeds a 4:1

ratio. Further competition experiments revealed that all phosphorus-containing ligands

coordinate much more strongly than pyridine. Only a minor amount of pyridine complex was

found in competition experiments with the weakest phosphite ligand (P(OPh3)).

In the case of PCy3 and P(OPh)3, the addition of excess ligand to their respective

phosphine or phosphite complex had no effect on the complex stability, as was the case for PPh3

(vide supra). However, upon addition of excess P(OMe)3 to complex 7 (X = P(OMe)3), the SPh

ligands were substituted by P(OMe)3 to form a complex containing three phosphite ligands. This

was evidenced by 1H (the CH2S protons give a  sharp signal at 4.2 ppm) and 31P NMR

spectroscopy (the two trans phosphites couple to the cis phosphite and vice versa to give one

triplet and one doublet, J = 73 Hz). In the other cases the presence of one bulky ligand

apparently prevents the coordination of additional ligands.
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The observed order of phosphorus ligand strengths matches the order in the χi values (χi

= 0.1 (Cy), 4.3 (Ph), 7.7 (OMe) and 9.7 (OPh)), which is regarded as a parameter of the

substituent contribution to the σ electron donor and π acceptor ability of phosphorus-containing

ligands.51 On the other hand, the cone angle θ (the ligand bulkiness) increases in the order

P(OMe)3 (107°) < P(OPh)3 (128°) < PPh3 (145°) < PCy3 (170°).51 Obviously, in our case steric

effects can be ignored, as the ligand strength order follows the order in the electronic parameter

χi and not in the steric parameter θ.

3.4.9 Coordination of sulfur-containing ligands
Finally, we have investigated the coordination of sulfur-containing ligands to the SCS

PdII pincer. First, isothiocyanates were found to be too weak ligands to displace the acetonitrile

from complex 7. In the 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3), the diagnostic signal shift from 2.08

(coordinated MeCN) to 1.99 (uncoordinated MeCN) ppm was not observed upon addition of

butyl isothiocyanate to the acetonitrile complex 7. Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy failed to

demonstrate the coordination of the isothiocyanate to PdII. Thioureas, having high

nucleophilicity values (nPt
0 = 7.17 for unsubstituted thiourea45), were subsequently investigated

as ligands. N-Benzyl-N’-butyl thiourea was prepared from butyl isothiocyanate and benzyl

amine. Upon addition of this thiourea to the acetonitrile complex 7, the 1H NMR spectrum

indicated thiourea coordination. First, the acetonitrile signal was present at 1.99 ppm, indicating

the decomplexation of acetonitrile (coordinated MeCN gives rise to a signal at 2.08 ppm).

Second, significant changes in the chemical shifts of the thiourea NH protons and the adjacent

CH2 protons were observed. Finally, broad signals of the SPh protons of the pincer and

essentially all protons of the thiourea indicated restricted thiourea rotation. Moreover, the FAB-

MS spectrum displayed an intense signal at m/z = 721.2 corresponding to the thiourea complex.

From their nPt
0 value we can expect that thioureas are stronger ligands than pyridine but

weaker ligands than phosphines. This was confirmed experimentally by competition

experiments. The 1H NMR spectra show that the ratio of coordinated thiourea to coordinated

pyridine is higher than 95:5. In the presence of PPh3 the thiourea did not coordinate significantly,

as was inferred from 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. FAB mass spectrometry only showed the

PPh3 complex of the SCS PdII pincer system in such mixtures. This means that the order of

ligand strength is PPh3 > thiourea > pyridine.

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a study of the coordination strengths of various ligands toward an SCS

PdII pincer system has been described. After the synthesis and characterization of the model SCS

PdII pincer 7, several para-substituted pyridines have been coordinated to this pincer moiety. The

differences in coordination strengths arise from electronic and steric effects. The effect of para-

substituents was quantitatively analyzed by correlation with Brown-Okamoto σ+ substituent
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constants. Moreover, it was demonstrated that phosphorus- and sulfur-containing ligands are

stronger ligands for the SCS PdII pincer than pyridines. Together, these results allow the

convergent metallodendrimer assembly to be extended. Results concerning this topic will be

described in chapter 4.

3.6 Experimental Section

General comments. Melting points were determined with a Reichert melting point apparatus and are

uncorrected. CH2Cl2 and hexane were freshly distilled from CaCl2. CH3CN (p.a. from Merck) was stored

over molecular sieves (4 Å). Other solvents (EtOH, CHCl3, acetone) were used as received (p.a. from

Merck). All reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. Solutions

containing phosphines or phosphites were degassed prior to use. 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR spectra were

recorded in CDCl3 (unless stated otherwise) at 298 K on a Varian Unity 300 locked to the deuterated

solvent. Chemical shifts are given relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS). FAB mass spectra were recorded

on a Finnigan MAT 90 mass spectrometer with m-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) as the matrix. Elemental

analyses were performed using a Carlo Erba EA1106. The presence of solvents in the analytical samples

was confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Column chromatography was performed using silica gel (SiO2,

E. Merck, 0.040-0.063 mm, 230-240 mesh). Pincer ligand 5 was synthesized according to a literature

procedure.42

3,5-Bis(phenylthiamethyl)-n-butoxybenzene (6). To a solution of 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol (5)

(1.40 g, 4.1 mmol) in CH3CN (200 mL) was added t-BuOK (0.93 g, 8.3 mmol) and the resulting mixture

was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. A solution of n-butyl bromide (0.44 mL, 4.1 mmol) in CH3CN

(20 mL) was added dropwise, and the mixture was stirred overnight at 40 °C. After evaporation of the

solvent in vacuo, the residue was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL), washed with 1 M HCl (100 mL),

saturated NaHCO3 (100 mL), and brine (100 mL). The dried (MgSO4) organic layer was evaporated to

dryness and the crude product was purified by column chromatography (SiO2; eluent: CH2Cl2/hexane 1:1

v/v) to afford a colorless oil. Yield 1.26 g (77%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.29-7.12 (m, 10 H, SPh), 6.80 (s, 1

H, Ar H), 6.68 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.01 (s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.83 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, OCH2), 1.74-1.63 (m, 2 H,

OCH2CH2), 1.51-1.36 (m, 2 H, CH2CH3), 0.94 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 158.8, 138.5,

135.8, 129.4, 128.3, 125.8, 121.1, 113.4, 67.1, 38.5, 30.7, 18.7, 13.3. FAB-MS m/z 395.1 ([M + H]+, calcd

for C24H26OS2: 395.1).

Acetonitrile complex 7. Ligand 6 (233 mg, 0.6 mmol) was dissolved in CH3CN (50 mL) and the solution

was placed under an argon atmosphere. Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 (262 mg, 0.6 mmol) was added in one portion,

and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the

yellow paste was taken up in CH3CN (3 mL) and the product was precipitated by dropwise addition of

diethyl ether. Yield 334 mg (90%). M.p. 68-70 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.81-7.77 (m, 4 H, SPh), 7.50-7.48

(m, 6 H, SPh), 6.59 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.57 (br s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.88 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2 H, OCH2), 2.08 (s, 3 H,

CH3CN), 1.76-1.67 (m, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.52-1.37 (m, 2 H, CH2CH3), 0.95 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C

NMR (CD3CN): δ (ppm) 158.2, 151.8, 132.1, 131.5, 131.3, 130.6, 110.2, 68.2, 50.3, 31.4, 19.4, 13.6.
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FAB-MS m/z 499.0 ([M – BF4 – CH3CN]+, calcd 499.0). Anal. calcd for C26H28BF4NOPdS2·H2O: C,

48.35; H, 4.68; N, 2.17; S, 9.93. Found: C, 48.18; H, 4.50; N, 2.25; S, 9.92.

Chloride complex 8. Acetonitrile complex 7 (0.75 g, 1.2 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of CH2Cl2

(75 mL) and CH3CN (25 mL). After the addition of brine (100 mL), the mixture was stirred vigorously

overnight. After separation of the layers, the organic phase was evaporated in vacuo and the residue was

purified by column chromatography (SiO2; eluent: CH2Cl2/Et2O 95:5 v/v) to afford a yellow solid. Yield

0.60 g (94%). M.p. 63-64 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.83-7.78 (m, 4 H, SPh), 7.37-7.32 (m, 6 H, SPh), 6.56

(s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.53 (br s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.85 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2 H, OCH2), 1.75-1.66 (m, 2 H, OCH2CH2),

1.48-1.40 (m, 2 H, CH2CH3), 0.94 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 156.5, 150.9, 149.6,

131.9, 130.9, 129.2, 129.1, 108.3, 67.3, 51.2, 30.8, 18.7, 13.3. FAB-MS m/z 499.6 ([M – Cl + H]+, calcd

500.0). Anal. calcd for C24H25ClOPdS2: C, 53.83; H, 4.71; S, 11.98. Found: C, 53.90; H, 4.70; S, 11.88.

Dipincer ligand 9. A mixture of 1,2,4,5-tetrakis(bromomethyl)benzene (3.00 g, 6.7 mmol), 4-tert-

butylthiophenol (5.00 g, 30.1 mmol), K2CO3 (9.20 g, 66.6 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (1.80 g, 6.8 mmol) in

acetone (150 mL) was refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of the solvent,

the residue was taken up in CH2Cl2 (250 mL) and washed with brine (250 mL). After drying the organic

layer over MgSO4 and evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the crude product was recrystallized from

EtOH/CHCl3 to afford a white solid. Yield 4.30 g (81%). M.p. 185-186 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.27 (d, J =

8.6 Hz, 8 H, SAr), 7.19 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 8 H, SAr), 6.92 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.04 (s, 8 H, CH2S), 1.29 (s, 36 H,

C(CH3)3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 150.1, 134.9, 132.8, 132.4, 130.8, 36.7, 34.5, 31.3. FAB-MS m/z 625.2 ([M

– SAr]+, calcd 625.3). Anal. calcd for C50H62S4·0.5H2O: C, 75.04; H, 7.93; S, 16.03. Found: C, 75.01; H,

7.86; S, 15.90.

Bis(MeCN) complex 10. Dipincer ligand 9 (213 mg, 0.3 mmol) was dissolved in CH3CN (40 mL) and

the solution was placed under argon. Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 (240 mg, 0.6 mmol) was added in one portion,

and the mixture was refluxed overnight. After evaporation of the solvent, the crude product was taken up

in CH3CN (5 mL) and precipitated by dropwise addition of Et2O. Yield 203 mg (60%). M.p. > 280 °C

(dec.). 1H NMR (CD3CN): δ (ppm) 7.74 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 8 H, SAr H), 7.56 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 8 H, SAr H),

4.61 (br s, 8 H, CH2S), 1.33 (s, 36 H, C(CH3)3). 
13C NMR (CD3CN): δ (ppm) 155.2, 145.8, 132.0, 127.9,

127.8, 50.0, 35.2, 30.8. FAB-MS m/z 1001.1 ([M – 2MeCN – 2BF4 + H]+, calcd 1001.2). Anal. calcd for

C52H65B2F8NOPd2S4·2H2O: C, 49.15; H, 5.47; N, 1.10; S, 10.09. Found: C, 48.86; H, 5.14; N, 1.25; S,

10.00 (the found values for the elemental composition correspond to the substitution of one acetonitrile

ligand by water, which probably occurs upon prolonged standing).

Crystal structure determinations of 7 and 10·(PPh3)2. Crystals suitable for X-ray structure

determination were mounted on a Lindemann-glass capillary and transferred into the cold nitrogen stream

of the diffractometer. Data were collected on a Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer on rotating anode (Mo

Kα radiation, graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71073 Å, T = 150 K, φ and ω scans). Pertinent data for the

structure determinations are collected in Table 3.4. Structures were solved with automated Patterson and

subsequent difference Fourier methods for structure 7 and direct methods for structure 10·(PPh3)2, using

SHELXS8652 for both structures. Full-matrix refinement on F2 was performed with SHELXL-97-2.53 The
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hydrogen atoms of structure 7 were located on a difference Fourier map and their coordinates were

included as parameters in the refinement; the hydrogen atoms of 10·(PPh3)2 were included in the

refinement on calculated positions riding on their carrier atoms. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined

with anisotropic displacement parameters. The hydrogen atoms were refined with a fixed isotropic

displacement parameter related to the value of the equivalent isotropic displacement parameter of their

carrier atoms. The tert-butyl groups of 10·(PPh3)2 were refined with a disorder model involving two sites.

The BF4 counter anions and the chloroform solvent molecules of this compound were also disordered.

Since no satisfactory disorder model could be obtained the contribution of the disordered region to the

structure factors was taken into account using the SQUEEZE procedure as incorporated in PLATON.54 A

total of 219 e were found in a cavity of 537 Å3, located at the inversion center on (0,0,0). Neutral atom

scattering factors and anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from the International Tables for

Crystallography.55 Geometrical calculations were performed with PLATON.54

Table 3.4. Crystallographic data for 7 and 10·(PPh3)2.

7 10·(PPh3)2

Crystal data

Formula C26H28NOPdS2·BF4 C86H90P2Pd2S4·2BF4·2CHCl3

Molecular weight 627.86 1939.07

Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

Space group P21/c (No. 14) P1bar (No. 2)

a, Å 17.9797(16) 10.2613(12)

b, Å 8.7315(12) 11.807(2)

c, Å 20.390(5) 19.428(3)

α, deg — 97.598(8)

β, deg 122.084(12) 94.227(10)

γ, deg — 103.319(10)

V, Å3 2712.1(9) 2257.1(6)

Dcalc, g cm-3 1.538 1.426

Z 4 1

F (000) 1272 990

µ, mm-1 [Mo Kα] 0.9 0.8

Crystal color Yellow Pale yellow

Crystal size, mm 0.15 × 0.25 × 0.40 0.05 × 0.15 × 0.15

Data collection

θmin, θmax, deg 1.6, 27.5 0.9, 25.4

X-ray exposure, h 1.5 4

Data set (h, k, l) –23:23, –11:9, –23:26 –12:12, –14:13, –18:23

Total data 21995 15846

Total unique data 6192 8259

Rint 0.0396 0.0601

Rσ 0.0370 0.0757

Absorption corr. range 0.953, 1.027 [MULTI-SCAN]a —
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Refinement

No. of refined params 409 415

Final R1b 0.0291 [5013 I > 2σ(I)] 0.0442 [6653 I > 2σ(I)]

Final wR2c 0.0823 0.1171

Goodness of fit 1.075 1.021

w-1d σ2(F 2)+(0.0327P)2+1.81P σ2(F 2)+(0.0589P)2

(∆/σ)av, (∆/σ)max <0.001, 0.001 <0.001, 0.001

Min. and max. residual density, e Å-3 –0.50, 0.64 –0.52, 0.83

a incorporated in PLATON;54

b R1 = Σ Fo  –  Fc /Σ Fo ;
c wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo

2 – Fc
2)2]/Σ[w(Fo

2)2]]1/2;
d P = (Max(Fo

2, 0) + 2Fc
2)/3.
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Chapter 4

Convergent synthesis of nanosize,

layer-block metallodendrimers#

Schematic picture of metallodendrimer G1
phos-G3,conv.

In the previous chapter it was reported that the coordination strength of ligands toward the SCS

Pd(II) pincer system is as follows: nitriles < pyridines < thioureas < phosphites < phosphines.

This finding has been exploited in the non-covalent, convergent synthesis of layer-block

metallodendrimers. The synthesis of hydrophobic dendritic Fréchet wedges containing focal

phosphine moieties is first described. Coordination of these wedges to the SCS Pd(II) pincer

groups of metallodendritic building blocks is the first step in the convergent assembly of

metallodendrimers, which is subsequently discussed in detail. Due to the peripheral hydrophobic

shell of Fréchet dendrons, the metallodendrimers display a significantly higher solubility in

organic solvents than the metallodendrimers previously synthesized in our group. All dendrons

and dendrimers have been characterized by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry. Proton T1 relaxation time constants have been measured in order to probe

the mobility of methyl groups located in the metallodendrimer core, showing that upon

increasing the dendrimer size, the mobility of these methyl protons increases accordingly.

                                                       
# The work described in this chapter has been published: van Manen, H.-J.; Fokkens, R. H.; Nibbering,

N. M. M.; van Veggel, F. C. J. M.; Reinhoudt, D. N. J. Org. Chem. 2001, 66, 4643.
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4.1 Introduction
One of the most versatile types of non-covalent interactions applied in self-assembly is

the coordination bond of ligands to transition metals. Since these bonds are weaker than covalent

bonds but much stronger than hydrogen bonds, the resulting assemblies are relatively stable yet

often reversible, allowing reorganizations to produce the thermodynamically most favorable

structure. Moreover, coordination chemistry enables a wide variety of geometries to be obtained,

ranging from square planar to octahedral, depending on the transition metal employed.

The coordination of cyano and pyridine groups to SCS PdII pincer systems has been

exploited in our group in the controlled assembly of both divergently and convergently

constructed metallodendrimers (see section 2.4.5). In order to extend the convergent growth

methodology to larger, more complex, and functionalized dendritic assemblies, additional

ligands for the SCS PdII pincer system are needed that are stronger than pyridines. In chapter 3 it

has been described that, among others, phosphines are such ligands. In this chapter the successful

incorporation of phosphine dendritic wedges into our convergent metallodendrimer assembly

process is discussed. The resulting assemblies are the first examples of a covalent-noncovalent

“layer-block”1 dendritic architecture, i.e. a non-covalently assembled metallodendritic interior

surrounded by covalently synthesized dendrimer wedges. The literature overview in section 4.2

will demonstrate the important role of coordination chemistry in the synthesis of discrete, self-

assembled architectures.

4.2 Coordination chemistry in self-assembly
In this section a concise overview is presented concerning the application of coordination

chemistry in the fabrication of self-assembled nanosize structures. Only finite assemblies will be

covered here, excluding the rather large field of coordination polymers. A distinction can be

made according to the motifs that the coordination assemblies exhibit:2

� Latticed motifs;

� Cyclic motifs;

� Filamentous motifs;

� Interlaced motifs.

4.2.1 Latticed motifs
A characteristic feature of latticed motifs, represented by grid, rack, and ladder

structures, is the formation of coordination bonds at alternating (right) angles. In grids, this is

generally achieved by the combination of tetrahedrally or octahedrally disposed metal ions with

rigidly linear ligands containing multiple chelating sites, whereas racks and ladders involve the

presence of an additional ligand-containing binding sites at one or both ends.
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Oligomeric nitrogen-containing heterocycles and tetrahedral metal ions (such as CuI and

AgI) have by far been the most studied ligands and metals employed in the formation of latticed

coordination motifs. For example, when ligand 1 was mixed with AgI ions in a 2:3 stoichiometry

a so-called [3 × 3] grid was formed in 99% yield by thermodynamic self-assembly (Scheme

4.1).3

1
Scheme 4.1. [3 × 3] grid of Ag(I) with a rigidly linear hexadentate ligand.

Most reported grids have been of the [2 × 2] or [3 × 3] type, however, a [4 × 4] grid based on

octahedral PbII ions was recently reported by Lehn, Fenske and coworkers (Figure 4.1a).4 Other

octahedral ions employed in grid formation include CoII, CuII, NiII, CdII, and ZnII.

Figure 4.1. a) [4 × 4] grid based on Pb(II) ions; b) [2 × 2] ladder based on Cu(I) ions.

Ordered thin films of various [3 × 3] grids (such as the grid shown in Scheme 4.1) have been

prepared at the air-water interface.5 Recently, CoII [2 × 2] grids were shown by scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) to form highly ordered monolayers on a graphite surface.6 A single

grid could be extracted from the surface by a short negative voltage pulse of the STM tip.

Racks and ladders differ from grids in that additional mono- or bidentate ligands are

present at one (ladder) or both ends (racks) of the rigid linear polydentate ligand. Nearly all

reported examples originate from Lehn and coworkers. A [2 × 2] ladder synthesized by this

group is shown in Figure 4.1b.7
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4.2.2 Cyclic motifs
Complexes displaying closed 2-D or 3-D structures incorporating metal ions are

collectively known as metallocycles. The “molecular library” approach systematized by Stang

allows a rational design of geometrically shaped metallocycles.8 Construction of almost any type

of macrocyclic assembly containing transition metals can be achieved by assessing the

appropriate angles between the binding sites of the donor and acceptor subunits. For example,

Fujita et al. combined a square planar PdII metal ion having two vacant cis-coordination sites

with a rigidly linear ditopic 4,4’-bipyridine ligand in water. This led to the formation of a

molecular square (Figure 4.2a) in more than 90% yield by precipitation with ethanol.9

Figure 4.2. a) Fujita’s water-soluble molecular square;9 b) Stang’s molecular square soluble in organic

solvents.10

The corresponding PtII molecular square was obtained in a different manner from that of the PdII

system. Since the PtII−py (py = pyridine) coordination bond is inert, kinetically distributed

oligomeric products were initially obtained upon mixing the required building blocks. Heating

the mixture at 100 °C gradually transformed the oligomers into the thermodynamically most

stable product, the molecular square, which was isolated in 81% yield after a few weeks. This

example illustrates the significant difference between the labile PdII−py and the inert PtII−py

bond.

Whereas Fujita’s metallocycles are water-soluble due to the hydrophilic bidentate ligands

and anions (ethylenediamine and nitrate, respectively, in Figure 4.2a), Stang et al. have focussed

on similar metallocycles that are soluble in organic solvents. With more lipophilic bis- or

monophosphines as ligands and employing triflates instead of nitrates, molecular squares soluble

in a variety of organic solvents were obtained in high yields (Figure 4.2b). Structural variations

in both the ligands representing the walls and the corners of the squares, the metals, and the

anions have permitted a wide variety of molecular squares to be assembled. Comprehensive

reviews provide detailed descriptions of these variations, as well as discussing other

metallocyclic polygons.8,11 Examples of functional ligands incorporated into two-dimensional
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metallocycles include ferrocenes,12 uracils,13 crown ethers and calixarenes,14 porphyrins,15 and

fullerenes.16

The design of three-dimensional metal-based cage compounds and polyhedra generally

involves building blocks more sophisticated than two-dimensional polygons. As a prerequisite, at

least one of the building blocks must possess three or more binding sites in order to extend the

assembly into the third dimension. Nanoscopic cages and polyhedra have also been reviewed

extensively,8,11,17 and only two recent examples will be discussed. Fujita et al. designed the

hexatopic ligand 1,3,5-tris(3,5-pyrimidyl)benzene (2) and attempted to construct either a

tetrahedron or an octahedron by coordinating it to the cis-PdII complex 3.18 However, the 1H

NMR spectrum of the obtained product suggested a trigonal-bipyramidal structure. X-ray

crystallographic analysis provided evidence for the proposed structure, the hexahedron shown in

Scheme 4.2.
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Scheme 4.2. Fujita’s hexahedron displaying a trigonal-bipyramidal structure.

Although artificial non-covalent assemblies of I and O symmetry are rare, several cuboctahedra

of O symmetry have been constructed via coordination-driven, face-directed self-assembly. The

only cuboctahedron that has been characterized structurally is the one shown in Scheme 4.3,

reported by Robson and coworkers.19 Coordination of the deprotonated trianion 4 to Cu(NO3)2 in

DMF gave crystals of a cuboctahedron in which each of the eight organic ligands is attached to

three CuII centers via a bidentate N,O-chelating system.
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4

Scheme 4.3. a) Cuboctahedron synthesized by Robson and coworkers;19 b) Crystal structure.

The inclusion properties and host-guest behavior of metallocycles have been reviewed

extensively.20 For example, Fujita’s water-soluble molecular square (Figure 4.2a) offers a

hydrophobic cavity in which electron-rich neutral molecules such as 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene

(Ka = 750 M-1) can be complexed.

4.2.3 Filamentous motifs
Rods and metallodendrimers are two of the most common coordination oligomers that

belong to the class of the filamentous motifs, i.e. 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D linear coordination oligomers.

Since metallodendrimers have been discussed extensively in chapter 2, this section only

describes molecular rods. A substantial number of such rods has been reported, primarily with

the aim of studying the photophysical or redox properties of these “molecular wires”.21

Divergent synthetic strategies have generally been employed in their preparation. In this

approach, a bidentate initiator ligand containing a rigid spacer to separate the binding moieties is

progressively elongated into a linear complex by the attachment of further bi- or monodentate

ligands via metal-ligand coordination. Among the most versatile ligands employed in molecular

rod formation are polypyridine-type ligands, in particular bisterpyridines. An example of a

trinuclear rod based on metal-bisterpyridine coordination is shown in Figure 4.3.22

Figure 4.3. Trinuclear rod based on metal-bisterpyridine coordination.
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Other ligand types employed in the formation of rods include bipyridyl-,23 phenanthroline-,23 and

pincer-type24 (see chapter 3) ligands. Moreover, numerous different spacers have been

incorporated in rods in order to tune the electronic communication between the ligand and metal

components. Among them are phenylene, polyene, poly(ethyne), adamantane, and

bicyclo[2.2.2]octane groups.

4.2.4 Interlaced motifs
Coordination complexes having interlaced motifs are characterized by a metal ion-

directed threading of one ligand through or about itself or another ligand. Representative

examples include rotaxanes, catenanes, and knots. This large field has amply been reviewed,25

and this section serves to highlight some recent achievements.

Rotaxanes are interlaced moieties in which a filamentous species, stoppered at each end,

is threaded through a cyclic moiety, while pseudorotaxanes lack bulky stoppers and are therefore

physically able to dethread to their separate components. Sauvage and coworkers have pioneered

the field of rotaxanes and pseudorotaxanes based on transition metal complexes.25a,b The

combination of phenanthrolines and tetrahedrally disposed CuI ions has been exploited most in

the formation of these interlaced architectures. The incorporation of porphyrins26 or fullerenes27

into rotaxanes has allowed the photoinduced electron transfer between chemically nonconnected

chromophores to be studied as a model of the electronic processes in photosynthesis.28

The ability to induce controlled molecular motion in rotaxanes and pseudorotaxanes

enables them to function as artificial molecular machines. Controlled motion in transition metal-

based rotaxanes has mainly been achieved via electrochemical stimuli, e.g. oxidation and

reduction of CuI. Back and forth translation of a rotaxane ring along its linear rod, i.e. gliding,

has been achieved by incorporating different coordinating units in the thread, as schematically

shown in Figure 4.4.29

- e - + e-

Figure 4.4. Electrochemically induced, reversible gliding of a rotaxane ring along its thread.

In the CuI state, two bidentate phenanthroline units (one of the ring, one of the string) coordinate

to the metal ion in a tetrahedral geometry, whereas in the CuII state, the ring phenanthroline and

the terdentate terpyridine of the string afford a five-coordinate geometry. The gliding of the ring
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could also be carried by an oxidative photochemical process using p-nitrobenzyl bromide as an

electron acceptor. Rotation of a rotaxane ring around its thread has been demonstrated in a

similar fashion by incorporating both the phenanthroline and the terpyridine moiety in the ring.30

CuI-directed formation of a doubly threaded assembly was recently reported by Sauvage

and coworkers.31 Attaching a rotaxane ring to a string (both containing phenanthroline ligands)

led to a self-complementary hermaphrodite molecule able to dimerize both in solution and in the

solid state (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Doubly threaded rotaxane formed by dimerization of a hermaphrodite molecule.

Extending the linear part of this hermaphrodite molecule with a terpyridine ligand system

allowed the contraction and stretching of the linear rotaxane dimer, representing a synthetic

molecular muscle.32 This system contains four-coordinate CuI as the assembling and templating

metal, however, the movement is induced by a metal exchange with five-coordinate ZnII. The

stretched and contracted situations are depicted in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively.

Figure 4.6. Stretched (a) and contracted (b) situation of a synthetic molecular muscle. Black and white

circles represent Cu(I) and Zn(II) ions, respectively.

Ring closure of self-assembled, metal-templated pseudorotaxanes to yield catenanes has

been achieved using both conventional organic reactions (such as etherification (already in

1984!)33 or ring-closing metathesis34) and the coordination of suitable ligands to transition

metals.35 Like in rotaxanes, the controlled molecular motion of transition metal-based catenanes
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has been studied extensively.36 Recently, the attachment of a CuI catenane incorporating a

disulfide bridge onto gold nanoparticles was reported as a first step toward surface-confined

molecular machines.37

An alternative route to [2]metallocatenanes, mainly pursued by Fujita and coworkers,

does not rely on postmodification of self-assembled pseudorotaxanes but on strict self-assembly

from (en)PdII or (en)PtII units (en = ethylene diamine) and pyridine-containing ligands. For

example, the self-assembly of 3 (Scheme 4.2) and pyridine-based bridging ligand 5 (Figure 4.7)

in aqueous solution leads to an equilibrium mixture of catenane 6 and monomer ring 7.38

Figure 4.7. Self-assembled catenane 6 and monomer metallocycle 7.

The ratio between the catenane and the monomer ring could be controlled by adjusting the

concentration, the solvent mixture, and by using specific guests (e.g. 7 can be selectively

stabilized by addition of sodium (p-methoxyphenyl)acetate). The driving force for the self-

assembly of the catenane is the efficient aromatic contact between two monomer rings. By

employing a slightly different ligand (i.e. removing one methylene part from 5), the formation of

only the catenane structure was observed.39 From its crystal structure, very efficient stacking of

four aromatic rings was observed, with a van der Waals interplane separation of ca. 3.5 Å. Since

then, a series of pyridine-based bridging ligands have been examined for their ability to form

catenanes, and even mixtures of ligands have been found to produce catenanes.40 Since neither

covalent nor coordinate bonds exist between component rings, the assembly of the catenane lies

on a delicate thermodynamic balance. When the component rings have a cavity with an

appropriate interplane distance, catenanes are obtained efficiently.

Both the strategies for catenane formation outlined above (“template” and “self-

assembly”) have been combined recently by Fujita, Sauvage et al. in the quantitative formation

of a doubly interlocking, 4-crossing [2]catenane using CuI and PdII as the templating and

assembling centers, respectively.41
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Knots are species in which a single strand alternately passes over and under itself several

times in a continuous loop. In coordination chemistry, they are typically obtained by connecting

opposite ends of the two ligands in a double-stranded helicate. Only the trefoil knot, which has

three crossing points, will briefly be discussed here. It was first synthesized by Dietrich-

Buchecker and Sauvage in low yield by cyclization of a binuclear double-stranded helicate based

on tetrahedral CuI−terpyridine coordination, as schematically depicted in Figure 4.8.42 Improved

yields have been obtained by optimization of both the spacer43 between the phenanthroline

ligands and the ring-closing reaction.44

Figure 4.8. Strategy for formation of a trefoil knot from a binuclear helicate.

Since helicates are chiral and may possess M- or P-helicity, the trefoil knots which are

prepared from them are usually obtained as a racemic mixture of topological enantiomers.

Separation of knot enantiomers has been achieved by diastereoselective crystallization using a

chiral counteranion43 and by HPLC on a chiral stationary phase.45

4.2.5 Mixed-motif complexes
A number of coordination complexes is known in which two or more different motifs can

be distinguished. The most interesting example has been described by Lehn and coworkers

(Scheme 4.4).46 The self-assembly of linear ligand 8 with a number of transition metal ions

having different coordination geometries leads to a so-called linear combination architecture

(Scheme 4.4 left) or a crossover architecture (Scheme 4.4 right), both of which display a

combination of grid and helicate motifs.
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8

Scheme 4.4. Self-assembly modes of ligand 8 and metal ions with different coordination geometries,

represented by a hexagon (octahedral hexacoordination), a pentagon (trigonal bipyrimidal

pentacoordination), and a square (tetrahedral tetracoordination).

4.3 Aim and scope of this chapter
This chapter describes the convergent synthesis and characterization of hybrid covalent-

noncovalent metallodendrimers in which the coordination of three different ligand types to SCS

PdII pincer moieties is employed. Starting from first and second generation dendritic wedges

having focal phosphines, metallodendrimers are constructed in a stepwise manner by

coordination of these dendritic ligands to building blocks containing ligands of decreasing

coordination strengths. The final step consists of coordination of the resulting dendritic wedges

to a trifunctional core. In order to characterize the dendritic structures, various analytic

techniques such as 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, and

elemental analysis have been employed.

4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Synthesis of covalent phosphine-functionalized dendritic wedges
In order to place hydrophobic layers of covalent dendritic wedges around previously

constructed metallodendrimers, Fréchet-type47 dendritic wedges functionalized at their focal

point with phosphines were synthesized.48 Thus, 3,5-(benzyloxy)benzyl amine49 9 was coupled

to 4-(diphenylphosphino)benzoic acid in the presence of 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC)

and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) to afford the first generation phosphine wedge G1
phos in

near quantitative yield after column chromatography (Scheme 4.5).
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9 G 1
phos

10

11

12

G

Scheme 4.5. Synthesis of dendritic wedges containing focal phosphine groups; a) KNPhth, MeCN, reflux,

2 h, 85%; b) H2NNH2·H2O, EtOH, THF, reflux, 2 h, 90%; c) 4-(diphenylphosphino)benzoic acid, DCC,

HOBt, CH2Cl2, r.t., 2 h, 85%.

Similarly, second generation phosphine wedge BrG2
phos (Scheme 4.5) was prepared in 79% yield

from the corresponding wedge 12 containing a benzylic amine at the focal point, which in turn

was prepared from the known bromide 1050 by a Gabriel reaction. Both wedges G1
phos and

BrG2
phos were fully characterized by 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR spectroscopy, FAB mass

spectrometry, and elemental analysis. They display a signal at –5.6 ppm in the 31P NMR

spectrum, which is very close to triphenylphosphine (-5.5 ppm). In the positive FAB mass

spectra, signals corresponding to [M + H]+ were found at m/z values of 608.6 and 1348.2 for

G1
phos and BrG2

phos, respectively, and in addition small signals were observed corresponding to

the oxidized molecules. Oxidation most likely occurred inside the spectrometer since phosphine

oxidation was not evident from both 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy.

4.4.2 Coordination of phosphine wedges to SCS PdII pincer systems
The requirements for convergent metallodendrimer growth starting from the dendritic

phosphine wedges are that the phosphines should be able to coordinate to the PdII of the SCS

pincer systems incorporated in our building blocks, and the coordination should be much

stronger than pyridine coordination (otherwise ligand scrambling will result when both pyridine

and phosphine building blocks are used simultaneously). Therefore systematic studies including
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competition experiments with model compounds between pyridines and phosphines were

undertaken, and the results have been reported in chapter 3. For example, it has been shown that

triphenylphosphine completely suppresses the coordination of pyridines, thus enabling the

uncoordinated pyridine ligand to bind to other SCS PdII pincers.

Coordination of wedges G1
phos and BrG2

phos to model SCS PdII pincer 13 (see chapter 3

for its synthesis) was investigated by exchange experiments.

13

Upon addition of 1 equiv of dendritic phosphine wedge G1
phos or BrG2

phos to 13, the coordinated

acetonitrile ligand was quantitatively replaced by the phosphine, as shown by 1H NMR

spectroscopy; the signal of the acetonitrile methyl protons shifted upfield from 2.08

(coordinated) to 1.99 (uncoordinated) ppm. Furthermore, in the 1H NMR spectrum a

characteristic doublet was observed for the aromatic protons of the cyclopalladated aromatic ring

(6.77 ppm), which arises from 1H−31P coupling (J = 2.9 Hz, see Figure 4.9).

ppm
8 7 6 5 4

Figure 4.9. Part of the 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 298 K) of the complex 13·G1
phos.
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The coordination of the phosphine to PdII was also evident from the 31P NMR spectra, in which a

diagnostic shift from –5.6 to 13.7 ppm was observed upon coordination (see also chapter 3).

4.4.3 Convergent metallodendrimer growth starting from phosphine wedge G1
phos

The building blocks required for convergent synthesis of a full metallodendrimer, besides

the phosphine wedges, and their schematic representations are depicted in Chart 4.1.

G 0:

G 0
Me:

BB -Cl

BB -Cl

CN

pyr

: 

:

Chart 4.1. Metallodendritic building blocks and their schematic representations.

First, BBpyr-Cl was reacted in CH2Cl2 with 2 equiv of AgBF4 to remove the two chlorides

coordinated to the PdII centers (which precipitated as AgCl), and subsequently 2 equiv of G1
phos

were added (Scheme 4.6).

BB -Clpyr

G 1
p hos G -DG1 2

pho s

G -DG1 3
p hos

BB -ClC N

Scheme 4.6. Schematic representation of the convergent synthesis of metallodendritic wedge G1
phos-DG3.

After the reaction mixture was stirred for 10 min and filtered over Hyflo, G1
phos-DG2 was

obtained as a yellow solid in 89% yield. As stated above, the stronger coordination strength of

phosphine over pyridine suppresses the coordination of the pyridine moiety to PdII. This is

indeed observed experimentally in the 1H NMR spectrum, which unequivocally shows the

absence of a broadening and upfield shift of the signal for the pyridine α-protons, features that

have previously been shown to be due to coordination to PdII.51 Interestingly, the 1H NMR
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spectrum displays three doublets between 4.2 and 4.6 ppm, which originate from CH2N protons

in both BBpyr and G1
phos. However, only two doublets are expected (in a 1:2 ratio) based on the

(alleged) symmetry of G1
phos-DG2. The combined integrals of the three doublets correspond to

the expected six protons. Moreover, the relative intensities of the doublets vary as a function of

solvent (in CD2Cl2 three doublets of almost equal intensity are observed, whereas in

CDCl3/CD3NO2 4:1 one large and two small doublets are found). Also heating the sample (up to

50 °C) resulted in different intensities of the doublets. These data suggest hindered rotation of

the phosphine wedges around the PdII–P bond, resulting in different rotational isomers with

different symmetries. In subsequent generations, the three doublets could not be separately

observed due to overlapping and broad signals, but similar behavior is expected.

In the 31P NMR spectrum only one signal was observed at 13.6 ppm, indicating complete

phosphine coordination. The pyridine moiety of G1
phos-DG2 was next used for coordination to

two PdII centers in BBCN-Cl. In the same manner as described above, the two chlorides of BBCN-

Cl were removed by AgBF4 and two G1
phos-DG2 were added to produce the third generation

metallodendrimer wedge G1
phos-DG3 (Scheme 4.6). Coordination of the pyridine moieties was

confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, as very broad signals were observed in the region around

8.0 ppm.51 Furthermore, the successful formation of this wedge was proven by MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry (vide infra).

Finally, three of the dendritic wedges G1
phos-DG3 were coordinated around deprotected

G0 in the usual manner to produce the full hybrid covalent-noncovalent metallodendrimer G1
phos-

G3,conv (Scheme 4.7).

G 0

G -DG1 3
phos

G -G1 3,conv
phos

Scheme 4.7. Schematic representation of the coupling of dendrons G1
phos-DG3 to the core G0 to produce

the hybrid covalent-noncovalent metallodendrimer G1
phos-G3,conv.
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The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 4.10a, CD2Cl2, 298 K) of this dendrimer revealed broad signals,

most likely due to slow tumbling times and restricted mobility of the nanosize metallodendrimer

(estimated size 5-10 nm) in solution.

Br phos MeG -G2 3, co nv

G -G1 3, co nv
phos

Figure 4.10. 1H NMR spectra (CD2Cl2, 298 K) of metallodendrimers G1
phos-G3,conv (a) and BrG2

phos-

G3,conv
Me (b).

Similar signal broadening has been observed for other metallodendrimers.51 Evidence for the

dendritic structure was obtained from other analytical techniques. First, in the 31P NMR spectrum

the signal at 13.6 ppm was still present as the only peak, excluding decomplexation of the

phosphine. Furthermore, in the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum a signal at 20.27 kDa

(corresponding to [M − BF4]
+) was observed as the only signal in the region 5-45 kDa, indicating

the presence of a monodisperse metallodendrimer (vide infra). Finally, the correct molecular

composition was determined by elemental analysis of G1
phos-G3,conv. Remarkably, in going from

the wedge G1
phos-DG2 to the dendrimer G1

phos-G3,conv the products become increasingly soluble

in apolar solvents such as dichloromethane and chloroform, and G1
phos-G3,conv displays a very

high solubility at room temperature in these solvents. This is in sharp contrast to some of our

metallodendrimers reported before, which displayed limited solubility in nitromethane or

mixtures thereof with chlorinated solvents, even when heated.51 This difference must be due to

the increasing number of hydrophobic phosphine wedges at the periphery of the dendrimers.
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Controlling the solubility properties of dendrimers by judicious choice of the peripheral groups is

very common in dendrimer chemistry.52,53

4.4.4 Convergent metallodendrimer growth starting from phosphine wedge BrG2
phos

A metallodendrimer with an even thicker hydrophobic shell was obtained by the

convergent growth starting from the second generation phosphine wedge BrG2
phos. Therefore, a

full metallodendrimer was constructed in the same manner as described in the previous section.

First, BBpyr-Cl was deprived of its chlorides by AgBF4 and 2 equiv of BrG2
phos were

subsequently coordinated to PdII. The resulting wedge BrG2
phos-DG2 was characterized by 1H and

31P NMR spectroscopy, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (vide infra) and elemental analysis.

Next, two of these wedges were coordinated to deprotected BBCN-Cl to produce the dendritic

wedge BrG2
phos-DG3. This wedge was characterized by the same analytical techniques as

BrG2
phos-DG2. Finally, coordination of three of these wedges around G0 was performed in order

to assemble the full covalent-noncovalent metallodendrimer BrG2
phos-G3,conv. However, this

dendrimer gave no signal in the expected region in the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum. This result

might indicate that the large size of the wedge BrG2
phos-DG3 prevents the nitriles at the focal

points from coordination to the PdII centers in G0. Coupling of large dendritic wedges to a rather

small core is one of the main problems in convergent dendrimer synthesis.47,54 Nevertheless, a

slightly modified dendritic core was employed in the convergent synthesis of the desired

metallodendrimer. This core (termed Go
Me, Chart 4.1) contains three methyl groups instead of

protons at its central benzene unit. These methyl groups display a signal around 2.4 ppm in the
1H NMR spectrum, a region devoid of other metallodendrimer proton signals. This makes it an

ideal diagnostic probe for the dendrimer conformation by measuring its T1 relaxation time

constant. It has been shown that proton T1 relaxation rates of methyl protons in substituted

aromatic molecules are sensitive to the steric environment.55 Concerning dendrimers, Hecht and

Fréchet56 found that the T1 relaxation time constants of methylene protons near the dendrimer

core increase with increasing dendrimer generation. This was attributed to a more extended

conformation of the core as the steric bulk of the dendrimer wedges increases, which leads to

more conformational freedom of the methylene protons and thereby an increasing T1 value.

G0
Me was synthesized starting from 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzene57

(14) by triple alkylation with 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol,58 followed by cyclopalladation of

the three pincer ligands of 15 with K2PdCl4/NaOAc in a refluxing two-phase mixture of

chloroform and water (Scheme 4.8). Conventional cyclopalladation using Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 as

the palladium source was found to cleave the benzylic ether bonds, a phenomenon which does

not occur in G0. Obviously, the three methyl moieties render the benzylic ethers more labile

toward the HBF4 that is released upon cyclopalladation with Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2.
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14

15 G 0
M e

Scheme 4.8. Synthesis of modified dendritic core G0
Me.

4.4.5 Characterization of BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me and measurements of methyl proton

relaxation rate constants
Using the modified core G0

Me, the influence of several ligands on the T1 relaxation rate

constant of the core methyl groups was investigated by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The core G0
Me

was deprotected using 3 equiv of AgBF4 and subsequently 3 equiv of either PPh3, 
BrG2

phos-DG2,

or BrG2
phos-DG3 were added in order to produce assemblies of varying size. Measurements of

methyl proton relaxation rate constants were performed on these assemblies at low concentration

(e.g. 0.4 mM for BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me) in CD2Cl2. The T1 values were found to increase in the

ligand series Cl (0.70 ± 0.01 s) < PPh3 (0.83 ± 0.01 s) < BrG2
phos-DG2 (1.03 ± 0.01 s) < BrG2

phos-

DG3 (1.10 ± 0.01 s), reflecting the increase in steric bulk in this series. These results imply that a

similar phenomenon is occurring in the metallodendrimers as in the covalent dendrimers studied

by Fréchet, namely the formation of more extended core conformations with increasing

dendrimer generations. Moreover, the T1 values show that the largest metallodendrimer BrG2
phos-

G3,conv
Me has indeed been assembled successfully. Its 1H NMR spectrum (CD2Cl2, 298 K) is

shown in Figure 4.10b. In contrast to BrG2
phos-G3,conv, for which a signal in the expected region

of the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum was not observed, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry of

metallodendrimer BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me revealed the presence of a small but significant signal at m/z

29.3 kDa, which is in the expected range for BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me.59 Finally, the correct molecular

composition was determined by elemental analysis. It is noteworthy that nearly all

metallodendrons and metallodendrimers reported in this chapter lack the presence of solvent in

the analytical samples, in contrast to previously reported metallodendrimers which were found to

include substantial amounts of nitromethane in the solid samples.51,60 The growth strategy

reported here avoids the use of nitromethane.

In view of the similarity between the cores G0 and G0
Me, it can also be concluded from

these results that the convergent assembly using the original core G0 has been successful as well.

4.4.6 MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry of metallodendrimers
The determination of the molecular masses of dendrimers has become one of the most

powerful techniques in their characterization. This is in part due to the symmetrical nature of
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dendrimers, which might hamper complete structure assignment by NMR spectroscopy.

Particularly, ESI (electrospray ionization) and MALDI (matrix-assisted laser desorption

ionization) mass spectrometry have recently been applied extensively to dendritic systems.61

Previously, we have also characterized metallodendrimers by either one of these techniques.51,60

The dendritic structures reported here were all characterized by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry. Table 4.1 displays the results of these measurements, and the spectrum of G1
phos-

G3,conv is depicted in Figure 4.11.

Table 4.1. Characterization of metallodendrimers by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry.

Compound Fragment Obsd mass (Da) Calcd mass (Da)

G1
phos-DG2 [M − BF4]

+ 2426.3 2426.3

G1
phos-DG3 [M − BF4]

+ 6140.6 6142.0

G1
phos-G3,conv [M − BF4]

+ 20271.5 20283.1
BrG2

phos-DG2 [M − BF4]
+ 3908.7 3908.5

BrG2
phos-DG3 [M − BF4]

+ 9107.2 9102.3
BrG2

phos-G3,conv
Me [M]+ 29332.4 29315.6

From Table 4.1 it is evident that all found m/z values of the metallodendrimers except BrG2
phos-

G3,conv
Me correspond to the loss of only one BF4 anion, a characteristic feature which we have

also observed in previously reported metallodendrimers.51

Figure 4.11. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of G1
phos-G3,conv.

This is in contrast to ES-MS spectra of similar metallodendrimers, which display a preferential

loss of a number of anions (up to 39 BF4 anions for a fourth generation metallodendrimer).60 In

the case of BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me, the broad signal in the MALDI-TOF spectrum centers around

29.33 kDa, which corresponds to [M]+ instead of [M − BF4]
+.
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4.5 Conclusions
Both covalent and non-covalent syntheses of dendritic structures have been combined in

the assembly of “layer-block” metallodendrimers containing hydrophobic dendrons at their

periphery. First and second generation Fréchet wedges functionalized at their focal point with

phosphines coordinate to SCS PdII pincers, and their coordination was combined with the

coordination of nitriles and pyridines to convergently assemble non-covalent metallodendrimers.

All metallodendrimers were fully characterized by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy, elemental

analysis, and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The introduction of hydrophobic dendrons at the

periphery of metallodendrimers significantly increases their solubility in apolar organic solvents,

compared to metallodendrimers lacking these dendrons. The mobility of methyl protons at the

metallodendrimer core was probed by proton T1 relaxation time measurements, and it was found

that upon increasing the dendrimer size, the mobility of these methyl protons increases

accordingly.

Using the convergent metallodendrimer assembly described in this chapter, the

introduction of functional groups at either the periphery or the core of the metallodendrimer

becomes feasible. The next chapter in this thesis deals with the introduction of a fluorescent

rhodamine B at the dendritic core, whereas in chapter 6 the introduction of water-solubilizing

groups at the periphery of metallodendrimers is discussed.

4.6 Experimental Section

General comments. For general information on instruments, procedures, and chemicals, see chapter 3.

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionisation (MALDI) Time-of-Flight (TOF) mass spectra62 were

recorded using a Perkin Elmer/PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager-DE-RP MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer

(PerSeptive Biosystems, Inc., Framingham, MA, USA) equipped with delayed extraction.63 A 337 nm UV

nitrogen laser producing 3 ns pulses was used and the mass spectra were obtained in the linear and

reflectron mode. Samples were prepared by mixing 10 µL of chloroform solution of the sample with 30

µL of a solution of 0.5 mg/L hydroxybenzylidene malononitrile (HBM) and 0.5 mg/L dithranol (DIT) in

chloroform/liquid poly(ethylene glycol). One µL of the solution was loaded on a gold-sample plate, the

solvent was removed in warm air and the sample transferred to the vacuum of the mass spectrometer for

analysis.

Materials. 3,5-Bis(benzyloxy)benzyl amine 9,49 BrG2
Br (10),50 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)-2,4,6-

trimethylbenzene,57 G0,
60 BBCN-Cl,58 BBpyr-Cl,51 and 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol58 were prepared

according to literature procedures.

Phosphine-functionalized first generation dendrimer wedge (G1
phos). To a mixture of 3,5-

bis(benzyloxy)benzyl amine 9 (0.24 g, 0.75 mmol), 4-(diphenylphosphino)benzoic acid (0.21 g, 0.69

mmol) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt, 0.09 g, 0.67 mmol) in CHCl3 (50 mL) was added 1,3-

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 0.16 g, 0.78 mmol) and the resulting solution was stirred at room
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temperature under an argon atmosphere for 3.5 h. The solution was subsequently washed with saturated

aqueous solutions of NaHCO3 and NaCl and dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the solvent the

crude product was purified by column chromatography (SiO2; eluent: CH2Cl2) to afford pure dendritic

wedge G1
phos as a white solid. Yield 0.50 g (quant). M.p. 164-166 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.74 (d, J = 7.0

Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 7.47-7.33 (m, 22 H, Ar H), 6.63 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.60 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 1 H, Ar

H), 6.35 (t, J = 5.5 Hz, 1 H, NH), 5.36 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.63 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2 H, CH2N). 13C NMR: δ
(ppm) 166.5, 159.7, 141.7, 139.9, 136.2, 135.8, 133.7, 133.5, 133.2, 132.9, 128.6, 128.2, 128.1, 127.5,

127.0, 126.4, 126.3, 106.4, 100.7, 69.6, 43.6. 31P NMR: δ (ppm) –5.6. FAB-MS: m/z 608.6 ([M + H]+,

calcd 608.7). Anal. calcd for C40H34NO3P·H2O: C, 76.78; H, 5.80; N, 2.24. Found: C, 76.68; H, 5.55; N,

2.44.

BrG2
NPht (11). A mixture of BrG2

Br (10, 0.40 g, 0.36 mmol), potassium phthalimide (0.08 g, 0.43 mmol)

and K2CO3 (0.08 g, 0.58 mmol) in MeCN (50 mL) was refluxed under an argon atmosphere for 3 h. After

evaporation of the solvent, the resulting paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and the solution was

washed with brine and dried over Na2SO4. After removal of the solvent, the crude product was purified by

column chromatography (SiO2; eluent; CH2Cl2/hexane 80/20) to afford a white solid. Yield 0.41 g (96%).

M.p. 140-142 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.83-7.80 (m, 2 H, Phth), 7. 70-7.67 (m, 2 H, Phth), 7.48 (d, J = 8.1

Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.26 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 6.64 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.61 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H,

Ar H), 6.47 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.44 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 4.96 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.92 (s, 4 H,

CH2O), 4.76 (s, 2 H, CH2N). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 167.4, 159.4, 159.3, 138.8, 138.1, 135.3, 133.5, 131.5,

131.2, 128.6, 122.9, 121.4, 107.1, 105.9, 101.2, 100.9, 69.3, 68.8, 41.1. FAB-MS: m/z 1190.1 ([M + H]+,

calcd 1190.6). Anal. calcd for C57H43Br4NO8: C, 57.55; H, 3.64; N, 1.18. Found: C, 57.59; H, 3.42; N,

0.91.

BrG2
amine (12). A solution of dendritic phthalimide 11 (0.14 g, 0.12 mmol) in EtOH (30 mL) and THF (10

mL) was heated to reflux, and hydrazine monohydrate (0.5 mL) was added. After refluxing for 2 h, the

solution was cooled to room temperature and evaporated until 20 mL of solution. HCl (1 M, 50 mL) was

added, and the solution was extracted with CH2Cl2 (2×50 mL). The organic layer was washed with

NaHCO3 (aq), brine, and dried over Na2SO4. After evaporation of the solvent, the dendritic amine 12 was

obtained as a colorless oil. Yield 0.12 g (96%). For characterization, the amine was further purified by

column chromatography (SiO2; eluent: CH2Cl2/MeOH 95:5). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.48 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 8 H,

Ar H), 7.26 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 6.63 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.54 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H),

6.49 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.44 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 4.97 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.96 (s, 4 H, CH2O),

3.79 (s, 2 H, CH2N). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 159.5, 159.4, 145.2, 139.0, 135.2, 131.2, 128.6, 121.4, 105.9,

105.6, 101.1, 100.0, 69.3, 68.8, 46.0. FAB-MS: m/z 1060.0 ([M + H]+, calcd for C49H41Br4NO6: 1060.5).

Phosphine-functionalized second generation dendrimer wedge (BrG2
phos). To a solution of dendritic

amine 12 (0.18 g, 0.17 mmol), 4-(diphenylphosphino)benzoic acid (48 mg, 0.16 mmol) and 1-

hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt, 21 mg, 0.16 mmol) in CHCl3 (50 mL) was added 1,3-

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 35 mg, 0.17 mmol) and the resulting solution was stirred at room

temperature under an argon atmosphere for 3 h. The solution was subsequently washed with saturated

aqueous solutions of NaHCO3 and NaCl, and dried over Na2SO4. After evaporation of the solvent the
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crude product was purified by column chromatography (SiO2; eluent: CH2Cl2) to afford dendritic wedge
BrG2

phos as an off-white solid. Yield 0.18 g (79%). M.p. 108-110 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.65 (d, J = 8.0

Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 7.47 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.36-7.28 (m, 12 H, Ar H), 7.24 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar

H), 6.61 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.53 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.48-6.46 (m, 3 H, Ar H), 6.41 (t, J =

5.5 Hz, NH), 4.93 (s, 12 H, CH2O), 4.53 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2 H, CH2N). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 166.5, 159.5,

159.4, 141.8, 140.1, 138.8, 135.7, 135.2, 133.5, 133.22, 133.16, 132.9, 131.2, 128.6, 128.2, 126.3, 121.4,

106.4, 105.8, 101.1, 100.7, 69.3, 68.8, 43.6. 31P NMR: δ (ppm) –5.6. FAB-MS: m/z 1348.2 ([M]+, calcd

1347.8). Anal. calcd for C68H54Br4NO7P·1.1CH2Cl2: C, 56.96; H, 3.89; N, 0.96. Found: C, 56.78; H, 3.74;

N, 0.96.

G0
Me precursor (14). A mixture of 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzene (0.25 g, 0.63 mmol),

3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol (0.63 g, 1.86 mmol), K2CO3 (0.51 g, 3.69 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (0.05

g, 0.19 mmol) in acetone (60 mL) was refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation

of the solvent in vacuo, the resulting paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and washed with brine. The

organic phase was dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The crude

product was purified by column chromatography (using CH2Cl2/hexane 65:35 (v/v) as the eluent),

affording a white solid. Yield 0.52 g (71%). M.p. 77-79 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.32-7.17 (m, 30 H, SPh

H), 6.88 (s, 3 H, Ar H), 6.76 (s, 6 H, Ar H), 4.92 (s, 6 H, CH2O), 4.05 (s, 12 H, CH2S), 2.33 (s, 9 H, CH3).
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 158.7, 138.7, 135.6, 131.1, 129.7, 128.3, 126.0, 121.5, 113.4, 64.4, 38.6, 15.4. FAB-

MS: m/z 1170.5 ([M]+, calcd 1170.3). Anal. calcd for C72H66O3S6·0.2H2O: C, 73.58; H, 5.69; S, 16.37.

Found: C, 73.36; H, 5.59; S, 16.25.

G0
Me. A solution of K2PdCl4 (0.29 g, 0.89 mmol) and NaOAc (73 mg, 0.89 mmol) in water (100 ml) was

added to a solution of 14 (0.29 g, 0.25 mmol) in CHCl3 (100 ml). The two-phase mixture was refluxed for

2 h and subsequently cooled to r.t. After filtration of the mixture over Hyflo, the organic phase was

washed with brine and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. As TLC and 1H NMR indicated incomplete

cyclopalladation, the crude product was subjected to the same reaction conditions once more. After work-

up, the crude product was purified by column chromatography (using CH2Cl2/MeOH 97:3 (v/v) as the

eluent), which afforded a yellow solid. Yield 85 mg (22%). M.p. 191-193 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.86-

7.83 (m, 12 H, SPh H), 7.39-7.35 (m, 18 H, SPh H), 6.66 (s, 6 H, Ar H), 4.97 (s, 6 H, CH2O), 4.57 (br s,

12 H, CH2S), 2.38 (s, 9 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 156.4, 151.5, 149.7, 138.8, 131.8, 131.0, 129.4,

129.1, 108.3, 64.5, 51.4, 15.4. FAB-MS: m/z 1555.2 ([M − Cl]+, calcd 1555.0). Anal. calcd for

C72H63Cl3O3Pd3S6: C, 54.24; H, 3.98; S, 12.07. Found: C, 54.32; H, 3.84; S, 12.15.

General procedure for the convergent growth of metallodendritic wedges and dendrimers. Building

block, wedge or core (1 − 6 µmol), was dissolved in CH2Cl2 and the required amount of AgBF4 was

added as a concentrated solution (0.10 − 0.20 M) in water. After the mixture was stirred for 5 min, the

required amount of other building block or wedge was added in one portion. The mixture was vigorously

stirred for 15 min, and subsequently CH2Cl2 and H2O were removed under reduced pressure. The crude

product was again dissolved in CH2Cl2, and AgCl was removed by filtration over Hyflo. After

evaporation of the solvent, the product was obtained as a yellow solid.
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G1
phos-DG2. Building block BBpyr-Cl (3.6 mg, 3.0 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (6.0 µmol, 35 µL

of a 0.1699 M solution), and subsequently phosphine wedge G1
phos (3.7 mg, 6.0 µmol) was added. Yield

6.8 mg (89%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 8.60 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2 H, pyr α H), 7.75 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2 H,

pyr β H), 7.63 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 7.47-7.22 (m, 43 H, Ar H), 7.16-7.00 (m, 24 H, Ar H), 6.83 (t, J

= 5.5 Hz, 1 H, NH), 6.79-6.47 (10 H, Ar H), 5.01 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.97 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.73 (br s, 8 H,

CH2S), 4.57 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1.5 H, CH2N), 4.53 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2.5 H, CH2N), 4.47 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2 H,

CH2N). 31P NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 2426.3 ([M − BF4]
+, calcd 2426.3).

Anal. calcd for C135H114B2F8N4O9P2Pd2S4: C, 64.52; H, 4.57; N, 2.23; S, 5.10. Found: C, 64.41; H, 4.27;

N, 2.09; S, 5.10.

G1
phos-DG3. Building block BBCN-Cl (2.1 mg, 1.9 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (3.8 µmol, 33 µL

of a 0.1145 M solution), and subsequently dendritic wedge G1
phos-DG2 (9.2 mg, 3.8 µmol) was added.

Yield 10.6 mg (92%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 7.99 (very br s, 4 H, pyr α H), 7.61 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 8 H,

Ar H), 7.49 (br s, 4 H, pyr β), 7.42-6.94 (m, 157 H, Ar H), 6.79-6.45 (3 × m, 24 H, Ar H), 5.01 (s, 4 H,

CH2O), 4.97 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.96 (s, 16 H, CH2O), 4.73 (br s, 24 H, CH2S), 4.50 (br d, 12 H, CH2N), 3.74

(s, 2 H, CH2CN). 31P NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 6140.6 ([M − BF4]
+, calcd

6142.0). Anal. calcd for C320H269B6F24N9O20P4Pd6S12: C, 61.71; H, 4.35; N, 2.02; S, 6.18. Found: C,

61.46; H, 4.52; N, 1.75; S, 6.27.

G1
phos-G3,conv. Dendrimer core G0 (2.1 mg, 1.4 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (4.3 µmol, 40 µL of a

0.1077 M solution), and subsequently dendritic wedge G1
phos-DG3 (25.9 mg, 4.2 µmol) was added. Yield

24.0 mg (85%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 8.0 (very br s, 12 H, pyr α H), 7.6 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 24 H, Ar

H), 7.5-6.9 (m, 516 H, Ar H + pyr β H), 6.75 (br d, 42 H, Ar H), 6.6 (br s, 24 H), 6.4 (br s, 12 H, Ar H),

4.95 (br s, 90 H, CH2O), 4.65 (br s, 84 H, CH2S), 4.45 (br s, 36 H, CH2N), 3.7 (s, 6 H, CH2CN). 31P NMR

(CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 20271.5 ([M − BF4]
+, calcd 20283.1). Anal. calcd for

C1029H864B21F84N27O63P12Pd21S42·CH2Cl2: C, 60.42; H, 4.26; N, 1.85; S, 6.58. Found: C, 60.10; H, 4.21; N,

1.85; S, 6.26.

BrG2
phos-DG2. Building block BBpyr-Cl (4.7 mg, 3.9 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (7.9 µmol, 35 µL

of a 0.2255 M solution), and subsequently phosphine wedge BrG2
phos (10.6 mg, 7.9 µmol) was added.

Yield 14.5 mg (92%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 8.56 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2 H, pyr α H), 7.73 (d, J = 6.0 Hz,

2 H, pyr β H), 7.62 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 7.46-6.97 (m, 79 H, Ar H), 6.73-6.40 (22 H, Ar H), 4.98 (s,

4 H, CH2O), 4.92 (s, 16 H, CH2O), 4.85 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.67 (br s, 8 H, CH2S), 4.55 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1.8 H,

CH2N), 4.50 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2.9 H, CH2N), 4.43 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1.3 H, CH2N). 31P NMR (CD2Cl2): δ
(ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 3908.7 ([M − BF4]

+, calcd 3908.5). Anal. calcd for

C191H156B2Br8F8N4O17P2Pd2S4: C, 57.45; H, 3.89; N, 1.40; S, 3.21. Found: C, 57.60; H, 4.24; N, 1.68; S,

2.86.

BrG2
phos-DG3. Building block BBCN-Cl (1.2 mg, 1.1 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (2.2 µmol, 19 µL

of a 0.1145 M solution), and subsequently dendritic wedge BrG2
phos-DG2 (8.8 mg, 2.2 µmol) was added.

Yield 8.3 mg (82%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 7.70 (br s, 4 H, pyr β), 7.60 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 8 H, Ar H),
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7.4-6.9 (m, 181 H, Ar H), 6.75-6.35 (3 × br s, 48 H, Ar H), 4.9 (br s, 60 H, CH2O), 4.65 (br s, 24 H,

CH2S), 4.5-4.4 (br d, 12 H, CH2N), 3.7 (s, 2 H, CH2CN). 31P NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF

MS m/z 9107.2 ([M − BF4]
+, calcd 9102.3). Anal. calcd for C432H349B6Br16F24N9O36P4Pd6S12: C, 56.44; H,

3.87; N, 1.37; S, 4.19. Found: C, 56.63; H, 4.12; N, 1.25; S, 3.88.

BrG2
phos-G3,conv

Me. Dendrimer core G0
Me (1.4 mg, 0.9 µmol) was deprotected with AgBF4 (2.7 µmol, 24

µL of a 0.1128 M solution), and subsequently dendritic wedge BrG2
phos-DG3 (23.9 mg, 2.7 µmol) was

added. Yield 22.1 mg (87%). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 8.0 (very br s, 12 H, pyr α H), 7.6 (d, J = 7.0

Hz, 24 H, Ar H), 7.5-6.9 (m, 603 H, Ar H + pyr β H + NH), 6.75 (br s, 42 H, Ar H), 6.6 (br s, 72 H), 6.4

(br s, 36 H, Ar H), 4.90 (br s, 186 H, CH2O), 4.65 (br s, 84 H, CH2S), 4.5 (br s, 36 H, CH2N), 3.7 (s, 6 H,

CH2CN), 2.4 (s, 9 H, CH3). 
31P NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 14.1. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 29332.4 ([M]+, calcd

29315.6). Anal. calcd for C1368H1110B21Br48F84N27O111P12Pd21S42: C, 56.05; H, 3.82; N, 1.29; S, 4.59.

Found: C, 56.04; H, 4.15; N, 1.20; S, 4.33.
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Chapter 5

Fluorescent metallodendrimers:

Toward switchable single molecules

Schematic picture of a dendrimer containing a fluorescent rhodamine B core.

In this chapter the synthesis and spectroscopic properties of metallodendrimers incorporating a

chemically switchable rhodamine B core are described. The acid-induced ring opening of the

non-fluorescent spirolactam form to the fluorescent amide form has been investigated by UV-Vis

and fluorescence spectroscopy for a series of four rhodamine B derivatives. The rate of ring

opening was found to decrease with increasing dendritic generation, with first order rate

constants ranging from 10.9 × 10-4 to 1.8 × 10-4 s-1. The base-induced ring closure was much

faster for all derivatives. Evaporation of dilute solutions of the dendritic assemblies on a silicon

oxide surface resulted in the spatial isolation of single nanosize dendrimers, as shown by tapping

mode AFM experiments.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the non-covalent synthesis of metallodendrimers starting from

dendritic phosphine wedges was discussed in detail. The convergent growth strategy, in which

building blocks incorporating different ligands for coordination to the SCS PdII pincer moiety are

employed, allows the construction of functional metallodendrimers with great tailorability. For

example, functional molecules containing PdII pincers might act as metallodendrimer cores,

whereas molecules having suitable ligands (e.g. pyridines, phosphines) can serve as functional

peripheral groups. An example of the latter case is the incorporation of pyridyl porphyrins as

peripheral groups in metallodendrimers (see also chapter 2).1 This chapter will focus on the use

of functional molecules acting as metallodendrimer cores.

The dendritic encapsulation of functional moieties is an expanding topic in dendrimer

research, as it has been realized that photo- and/or redoxactive molecules surrounded by

dendritic shells may find use as e.g. artificial enzymes, (recyclable) catalysts, and light-

harvesting systems.2 In the first reported example, provided by Fréchet and coworkers,3 p-

nitroaniline was used as solvatochromic dye to probe the polarity of the local environment near

the chromophore core. At high generation a polarity similar to DMF was found for the core

environment. Since then, a variety of other functionalities have been employed as dendrimer

cores, among them photoactive groups such as porphyrins (groups of Aida,4 Diederich,5 and

Fréchet6), perylene,7 anthracenes,8 and coumarins,9 and redoxactive moieties such as transition

metal-polypyridine complexes, ferrocenes,10 fullerenes,11 and iron-sulfur clusters (see also

chapter 2).

In contrast to dendrimers containing cores with a specific property, switching of a

dendritic nucleus by external means (photons, electrons, chemicals) has hardly been investigated.

Molecular switches represent important members of the family of molecular machines,12 since

they are molecular analogs of the digital “0” and “1” states. It is even anticipated that, ultimately,

molecular computers can be fabricated from them.13 In order to generate switchable dendrimers,

the incorporation of azobenzenes into the dendritic framework has been most popular. The

azobenzene E to Z photoisomerization has been studied intensively, and many photoswitchable

devices have been constructed from azobenzene derivatives.14 Whereas several groups have

focussed on dendrimer having peripheral azobenzenes,15 the switching of azobenzene dendritic

cores has been reported by Aida and coworkers,16 Junge and McGrath,17 and Ghosh and

Banthia.18

Xanthene dyes occupy a very important position among different dye families because of

their widespread use as dyeing agents for paper, leather, woods, food, ink, drugs, cosmetics,

etc.19 They contain the xanthylium 1 or dibenzo-γ-pyran nucleus 2 as the chromophore, with

hydroxy or amino groups meta to the oxygen as usual auxochromes. The resulting dyes are

known as fluoresceins and rhodamines, respectively.
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1 2

Because of their high fluorescence quantum yield, rhodamine dyes have further technological

and scientific applications, e.g. as fluorescent labels in biochemistry,20 laser dyes,21 antitumor

agents,22 in solar energy conversion,23 and in single molecule detection.24

From the literature, it is known that under basic/neutral conditions, rhodamine B

derivatives containing primary amide groups at the 2’-position are present in the neutral, non-

fluorescent spirolactam form shown in Scheme 5.1.25

Scheme 5.1. The rhodamine B lactam-amide chemical switch.

This form can be converted to the fluorescent, open amide form by flash light photolysis25a or

acid treatment.25a,b In the case of photolysis, a zwitter ion is generated which thermally reverts to

the neutral spirolactam. On the other hand, the acid-induced amide form is switched back to the

spirolactam upon addition of base. By incorporating this chemical switch into a dendrimer, the

switching properties might be tailored as a function of dendritic structure and size (generation).

Moreover, using microscopic techniques such as near-field scanning optical microscopy

(NSOM),26 the switching behavior of individual dendritic molecules might be investigated.

Previously, metallodendrimers containing rhodamine B cores have been synthesized in

our group by a statistical approach.27 A rhodamine B core RhB-G0 (1 equiv), functionalized with

two SCS PdII pincer moieties, was added to 14 equiv of deprotected BBCN-Cl (see chapter 4,

Chart 4.1 for its structure) and the solvent (MeCN) was evaporated (Scheme 5.2). In this manner

a statistical mixture, in which both metallodendrimers with and without rhodamine B core were

present, was obtained (RhB-G0, lacking ligands for coordination to PdII pincers, can only serve

as a dendritic core).
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Scheme 5.2. Mixture of metallodendrimers containing a rhodamine B core.

The fluorescence of individual dendritic molecules was investigated by NSOM. This technique

has recently proven to be very useful in the visualization of single molecules.26 Height and

optical images of individual metallodendrimer molecules were obtained simultaneously,

allowing co-localization of single-molecule fluorescence with dendritic molecules. No

differences were found in the height distribution of the dendrimers obtained with dynamic mode

AFM and shear-force NSOM, emphasizing the non-destructiveness of both techniques.

Moreover, the three-dimensional orientation of the individual fluorescent cores within the

dendritic matrix could be determined, and these measurements indicated orientational mobility

of the core.

To the best of our knowledge, there has only been one other reported example of a

dendrimer encapsulating a rhodamine derivative. Otomo and coworkers used aryl ether Fréchet

dendrimers functionalized at the core with a rhodamine B moiety (such as the dendrimer shown

in Figure 5.1) in poly(methylmethacrylate) waveguides in order to avoid concentration

quenching of the rhodamine group.28 In contrast to amides at the 2’-position of the rhodamine B

moiety, esters at this position cannot convert to a closed form. Therefore the dendrimer shown

below cannot serve as a chemical switch.
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Figure 5.1. Structure of a rhodamine B-cored Fréchet aryl ether dendrimer.

5.2 Aim and scope of this chapter
The controlled synthesis of nanosize metallodendrimers having a chemically switchable

rhodamine B core is described in this chapter. In solution, the switching of these non-covalent

dendritic assemblies has been studied by NMR, UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy, and the

results will be described herein. AFM investigations on the metallodendrimers will briefly be

summarized.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Synthesis of rhodamine B-cored metallodendrimers
Metallodendritic core RhB-G0 containing two SCS PdII pincer moieties was prepared in

2 steps as shown in Scheme 5.3.29 First, the 2’-carboxylic acid of rhodamine B (3) was amidated

with benzylic amine 430 functionalized with two pincer ligands (Scheme 5.3). In the literature,

amidation at the 2’-position of rhodamine B25b,31 is rare compared to esterification at this

position32 or esterification/amidation of corresponding rhodamines functionalized at the 4’- or

5’-position with (activated) carboxylic acids.33
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Scheme 5.3. Synthesis of RhB-G0 from rhodamine B 3.

Second, cyclopalladation with Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2, followed by conversion of the intermediate

labile bisacetonitrile complex to the inert bischloride complex, gave the neutral RhB-G0.

Rhodamine B 3 was also amidated with benzylamine to produce the non-functional rhodamine B

N-benzyl lactam, which serves as a model system in spectroscopic studies (vide infra).

Starting from RhB-G0, divergent dendritic growth was achieved employing the second

generation phosphine-functionalized Fréchet wedge BrG2
phos reported in chapter 4 (see Scheme

4.5 for its structure). After removal of the two chloride ligands in RhB-G0 with 2 equiv of

AgBF4, addition of 2 equiv of BrG2
phos gave second generation rhodamine B dendrimer RhB-G2

in 89% yield (Scheme 5.4).

Br phos
G 2

co re
core

Scheme 5.4. Schematic representation of the synthesis of RhB-G2.

The largest rhodamine B cored metallodendrimer was synthesized in a convergent

manner starting from BrG2
phos. As already discussed in chapter 4, coordination of 2 equiv of

BrG2
phos to the PdII pincers of pyridine-functionalized building block BBpyr-Cl furnishes a third

generation metallodendritic wedge containing a focal pyridine moiety suitable for further growth

via coordination (BrG2
phos-DG2, see section 4.4.4). Two of these wedges were added to freshly

deprotected RhB-G0 to give third generation rhodamine B metallodendrimer RhB-G3 in 79%

yield (Scheme 5.5).
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RhB-G 3

Br phos
G -DG2 2

core
core

Scheme 5.5. Schematic representation of the synthesis of RhB-G3 by coupling of BrG2
phos-DG2 to

deprotected RhB-G0.

5.3.2 Characterization by NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry
Evidence for the formation of the dendritic structures discussed in the previous section

was obtained from a combination of 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry.

Protons from the rhodamine B system display diagnostic resonances in 1H NMR spectra,

as exemplified by the model compound rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam, the 1H NMR spectrum of

which is displayed in Figure 5.2, along with the assignment of all rhodamine B protons (based on

integral ratios and 1H-1H COSY NMR experiments).34
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Figure 5.2. 1H NMR spectrum and signal assignment of rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam (CDCl3, 298 K).

The symmetric nature of the xanthene ring is expressed by the fact that protons H1 and H8 (d, δ
= 6.23) , H2 and H7 (dd, δ = 6.05), and H4 and H5 (d, δ = 6.29) are indistinguishable. Moreover,

their chemical shifts (between 6.0 and 6.3 ppm) are characteristic for the non-fluorescent, closed

spirolactam form. The signal at 64.8 ppm in the 13C NMR spectrum of rhodamine B N-benzyl
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lactam is also indicative of the spirolactam form, since the chemical shift of this signal is

consistent with an sp3-hybridized 9-carbon bound to a nitrogen atom.25b

The rhodamine B moiety in RhB-G0 displays almost identical signals in the 1H NMR

spectrum (CDCl3) as the above discussed rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam, the largest differences

being observed for H1 and H8 (d, ∆δ = 0.08 ppm upfield) and H2 and H7 (dd, ∆δ = 0.14 ppm

upfield), which must be due to the influence (electronically and/or sterically) of the bispincer

part on these xanthene protons. Therefore, it can be concluded that this compound is also

obtained in the non-fluorescent form after purification.35 Furthermore, the signals at 6.56 (s, ArPd

H) and 4.49 (br s, CH2S) ppm are consistent with SCS PdII pincers having chloride ligands (see

also chapter 3).

All signals in the 1H NMR spectrum of RhB-G2 could be assigned unambiguously by

considering chemical shifts, integral ratios, and data obtained from 1H-1H COSY NMR

experiments. The signals at 6.75 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, ArPd H) and 4.67 (br s, CH2S) ppm, both

significantly shifted downfield compared to the chloride complex, indicate the coordination of

the phosphine groups from BrG2
phos to the PdII centers in deprotected RhB-G0. This was

corroborated by the signal at 13.6 ppm in the 31P NMR spectrum of RhB-G2, which is diagnostic

for phosphine coordination to PdII. The chemical shifts of the proton signals from the rhodamine

B core are very similar to those in rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam and RhB-G0, demonstrating

that RhB-G2 has also been obtained in the closed spirolactam form.

In contrast to the three rhodamine B derivatives discussed above, the signals in the 1H

NMR spectrum of RhB-G3 are very broad and therefore difficult to assign. This is due to the

increased size of the molecule, causing the dendrimer to tumble slowly on the NMR time scale.

Despite this difficulty, the coordination of the pyridine and phosphine groups to PdII could be

proven by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy, respectively. The upfield shift (from 8.56 ppm in
BrG2

phos-DG2 to 8.20 ppm in RhB-G3) and broadening of the α-pyridyl proton signal in the 1H

NMR spectrum is a clear indication of the coordination of the pyridine groups to the PdII pincers

of the rhodamine B core. In the 31P NMR spectrum of RhB-G3 a signal at 13.7 ppm was

observed, indicating phosphine coordination to PdII.

Whereas both rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam and RhB-G0 were characterized by FAB

mass spectrometry, the less stable nature of the non-covalent metallodendrimers RhB-G2 and

RhB-G3 necessitated their characterization by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The most

intense signal (at m/z 4262.2) in the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RhB-G2 could be assigned

to [M − BF4]
+. The loss of one BF4 anion in MALDI-TOF mass spectra of metallodendrimers

from our group is commonly observed (see also chapters 4 and 6). Furthermore, in the MALDI-

TOF mass spectrum of RhB-G3 only one signal (at m/z 9555, corresponding to [M − BF4]
+) is

observed between 5 and 20 kDa, indicating the monodispersity of the metallodendrimer.
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5.3.3 Switching of rhodamine B-cored metallodendrimers
The switching behavior of all four rhodamine derivatives described in the previous

section was investigated by UV-VIS and fluorescence spectroscopy. It was anticipated that the

spectroscopic properties of the rhodamine core would be influenced by the size or structure of

the dendritic shell around it, similar to previously reported photo- or redoxactive cores

encapsulated by dendrimers.2

In their isolated state, all four rhodamine B derivatives hardly display any fluorescence in

CH2Cl2 solution, confirming that they are present in the non-fluorescent spirolactam form in this

solvent (which was also proven by NMR spectroscopy). The ring opening of the lactam by

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and the subsequent ring closure by triethylamine was investigated for

all derivatives.

5.3.3.1 UV-Vis spectroscopic studies

The smallest member, rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam, displays almost the same

absorption characteristics in CH2Cl2 as the known25a rhodamine B N-phenyl lactam in CH3CN.36

After the addition of TFA (300 equiv) to a 4 µM solution in CH2Cl2, the ring opening of the

spirolactam was followed in time by UV-Vis spectroscopy. In Figure 5.3 the UV-Vis spectra

taken between t = 0 (just before addition of TFA) and t = 1.5 h are displayed. The rise in the

absorption at 558 nm is indicative for the formation of the fluorescent xanthene part of the

rhodamine B 2’-amide.
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Figure 5.3. UV-Vis spectra of the ring opening of rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam by TFA in CH2Cl2.

Intervals between spectra: 5 min; c = 4 µM, 300 equiv TFA added.
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The increase in absorbance at 558 nm (monitored for a period of 10 h) is displayed in Figure 5.4,

along with the curve obtained by fitting the data to a first order reaction kinetics model.
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Figure 5.4. UV-Vis absorbance at 558 nm followed in time for rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam (4 µM in

CH2Cl2) treated with TFA (300 equiv).

The experimental absorbance data (at 558 nm) were fitted using both the first order rate constant

k (in s-1) and the molar absorption coefficient εfit (in L·mol-1·cm-1) as parameters. The ring

opening of the other rhodamine B derivatives was investigated in an identical manner (4 µM in

CH2Cl2, 300 equiv TFA added) by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The obtained values for k and log εfit

are displayed in Table 5.1, along with values for log εobsd and t½. Values for εobsd were calculated

from the absorbance at full ring opening (at 558 nm) and the concentration by applying the law

of Lambert-Beer. From Table 5.1 it can be seen that the values of log εfit and log εobsd correspond

very well.

Table 5.1. Absorption characteristics (at 558 nm), first order rate constants, and t½

values for the TFA-induced ring opening (in CH2Cl2) of metallodendrimers containing a

rhodamine B core.

Compound log εfit log εobsd k (10-5 s-1) t½ (h)a

RhB N-benzyl lactamb 4.77 ± 0.03 4.86 ± 0.02 10.9 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1

RhB-G0 4.66 4.68 6.7 2.9

RhB-G2 4.64 4.58 2.6 7.3

RhB-G3 4.76 4.75 1.8 10.9

at½ = ln2 / k for first order reactions.
bError margins were estimated for RhB N-benzyl lactam from 3 independent

measurements. Margins for other rhodamine B derivatives are expected to be similar.
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The assumption of first order kinetics for the ring opening was validated by performing the ring

opening at different starting concentrations (1-4 µM) of rhodamine B derivative (while

maintaining a constant concentration of TFA). For a first order ring opening, this should have no

effect on the obtained value for k. By taking three different concentrations of rhodamine B

derivative, no change in k within the experimental error was observed.

Remarkably, large differences in rate constants were found for the ring opening of the

spirolactam moieties (Table 5.1), the rate decreasing substantially with increasing dendritic size.

On one hand, access of TFA to the rhodamine B dendritic core might be impeded by the

increasing steric bulk of the dendritic shell, causing the ring opening to slow down with

increasing dendrimer generation. Limited access to a dendritic core by external molecules has

been shown for a variety of dendritic systems.2a On the other hand, the generation of an open,

cationic amide form from the initially neutral spirolactam form might become increasingly

unfavorable with increasing size of the hydrophobic dendritic shell. This reasoning was

supported by the fact that the ring opening of rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam by TFA was found

to proceed much faster in MeOH than in CH2Cl2. Polar solvents are better able to stabilize the

developing cationic charge on the rhodamine B system than apolar solvents.

After complete ring opening of all four rhodamine B derivatives, excess NEt3 (600 equiv)

was added to the solutions used for the ring opening experiments. In this way, the initial fast

TFA neutralization (absorbing 300 equiv of NEt3) was followed by ring closure of the

fluorescent rhodamine B amide form by the remaining NEt3. The decrease in absorbance at 558

nm (see Figure 5.5) was again followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Figure 5.5. UV-Vis spectra of the ring closing of rhodamine B N-benzyl amide by NEt3 in CH2Cl2.

Intervals between spectra: 2 min; c = 4 µM, 600 equiv NEt3 added (300 equiv used for TFA

neutralization).
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The curves obtained in this manner (see Figure 5.6 for RhB-G2) were again fitted to a first order

reaction kinetics model, and the results of these studies are compiled in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.6. UV-Vis absorbance at 558 nm followed in time for ring closure of RhB-G2 (4 µM in CH2Cl2)

by treatment with NEt3 (600 equiv).

Table 5.2. First order rate constants and t½ values for the NEt3-induced ring

closure of metallodendrimers containing a rhodamine B core.

Compound k (10-2 s-1) t½ (s)a

RhB N-benzyl lactamb 1.3 ± 0.1 53 ± 5

RhB-G0 1.2 58

RhB-G2 0.8 87

RhB-G3 0.9 77

at½ = ln2 / k for first order reactions.
bError margins were estimated for RhB N-benzyl lactam from 3 independent

measurements. Margins for other rhodamine B derivatives are expected to be

similar.

It is clear from this table that the k values for ring closure are significantly higher (approximately

100-1000 times) for all rhodamine B derivatives than the corresponding ring opening, and that

they are similar for all derivatives. This implies that restricted access to the rhodamine B core is

probably the wrong explanation for the experimentally observed decrease in TFA-induced ring

opening with increasing dendritic size. The hypothesis that the generation of cationic charge is

unfavorable with increasing size of the hydrophobic shell is more plausible.

5.3.3.2 Fluorescence spectroscopic studies

Ring opening of the rhodamine B spirolactam derivatives by TFA causes them to become

highly fluorescent. Upon excitation at 558 nm, all four rhodamine derivatives were found to
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fluoresce with an emission maximum at 575 nm. The dendritic shell around the rhodamine B

core has no influence on the Stokes shift. Figure 5.6 shows the excitation and emission spectra of

RhB-G2 after 0, 3.5, and 62 h following addition of 1000 equiv of TFA. In order to avoid

concentration quenching, fluorescence spectroscopy experiments were performed at 1 µM in

CH2Cl2. It is clear from Figure 5.6 that the fluorescence at t = 0 h is negligible, again

demonstrating that the isolated form of RhB-G2 is the closed spirolactam form.

0 h

3.5 h

62 h

Figure 5.6. Excitation (emission at 575 nm) and emission (excitation at 558 nm) spectra of RhB-G2 after

0, 3.5, and 62 h following TFA addition; c = 1 µM, 1000 equiv TFA added.

After the addition of excess TFA, the increase in fluorescence at 575 nm was monitored in time

for all derivatives. Qualitatively, the same results were obtained as the UV-Vis experiments, as

shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Fluorescence increase at 575 nm upon addition of TFA, monitored in time for rhodamine B

derivatives. All experiments were performed in CH2Cl2 at 1 µM.

For first order reactions, it can be shown that a plot of –ln(1-(N/Nmax)) (where N is the number of

fluorescence counts at t = t and Nmax is the maximum number of fluorescence counts) against
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time should yield a straight line with slope k. The graph for rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam is

displayed in Figure 5.8, and a slope of 31.6 ± 0.4 × 10-5 s-1 was determined.
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Figure 5.8. Plot of –ln(1-(N/Nmax)) against time for the determination of the rate constant of TFA-

induced ring opening of rhodamine B N-benzyl amine by fluorescence spectroscopy.

The value for the rate constant found by fluorescence spectroscopy is in the same order of

magnitude as that determined from UV-Vis spectroscopy for rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam (10.9

± 0.1 × 10-5 s-1).

5.3.4 AFM measurements on rhodamine B metallodendrimers
The advent of scanning probe microscopic techniques such as scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) has enabled detailed structural

investigations of a variety of nanosize dendrimers, as will be discussed more extensively in

chapter 7. Fifth generation metallodendrimers based on G0 and BBCN-Cl (see section 2.4.5) have

previously been characterized in our group by tapping mode (TM) AFM experiments.37 Dilute

solutions of G5 were found to form monolayers with a granular structure on apolar graphite, the

single grains having a diameter of 15-20 nm. In contrast, on hydrophilic mica separate spheres of

approximately 15 nm were observed. Closely packed films were not formed on this substrate.

The rhodamine B metallodendrimers described in this chapter were studied by TM-AFM

after evaporation of dilute solutions (10-6 M in CH2Cl2) on a silicon oxide surface. In most cases,

spatially isolated features of nanosize dimensions were observed, the feature height increasing in

going from RhB-G0 to RhB-G3.
38 As shown in Figure 5.9, the isolated spheres possess a height

of around 8 nm in the case of RhB-G3. The absolute value of the height depends heavily on the

tapping conditions employed, and might therefore deviate from the expected size in solution (the

diameter of RhB-G3 is estimated at 4-5 nm).
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Figure 5.9. TM-AFM image of RhB-G3 on a silicon oxide surface. The height profile shown on the right

corresponds to the line drawn in the AFM image.

A three-dimensional AFM image of RhB-G2 on silicon oxide is shown in Figure 5.10. The

height of the pillars in this image is roughly 6 nm. It is very likely that individual pillars

correspond to single metallodendrimers.
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Figure 5.10. Three-dimensional AFM image of RhB-G2 on a silicon oxide substrate.

5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the synthesis and spectroscopic properties of non-covalent

metallodendrimers containing fluorescent rhodamine B cores have been discussed. The

synthesized rhodamine B derivatives were all isolated in their non-fluorescent, closed

spirolactam form. The acid-induced ring opening of the spirolactam form to the fluorescent,

cationic amide form has been investigated by UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy in CH2Cl2.

A decrease in the rate of ring opening with increasing size of the dendritic shell has been

observed, and this was rationalized by assuming that generation of the cationic fluorescent form

becomes increasingly difficult with increasing size of the hydrophobic dendritic shell. The ring
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closure with base was found to be much faster for all rhodamine B derivatives. Finally, spatially

isolated metallodendrimers were obtained by evaporation of dilute solutions on a silicon oxide

surface. Tapping mode AFM experiments showed individual features with increasing dimensions

in going from RhB-G0 to RhB-G3.

5.5 Experimental Section

General comments. For general information on instruments, procedures, and chemicals, see chapter 3.

For a description of MALDI-TOF experiments, see chapter 4. UV-Vis spectroscopy was performed on a

Hewlett Packard 8452A diode array spectrophotometer using quartz sample cells of 10 mm. Fluorescence

measurements were performed on an Edinburgh FS900 fluorospectrophotometer. A 450 W xenon arc

lamp was used as excitation source. M300 gratings with 1800 l/mm were used on both excitation and

emission arms. Signals were detected by a Peltier element cooled, red sensitive, Hamamatsu R928

photomultiplier system. TM-AFM experiments were carried out by S. Levi (University of Twente).

Further information regarding the AFM experiments can be found elsewhere.39

Materials. Rhodamine B N-benzyl lactam and RhB-G0 were synthesized by S. Levi.39 BBpyr-Cl was

synthesized according to the procedure previously reported.30 The syntheses of BrG2
phos and BrG2

phos-DG2

were described in chapter 4.

RhB-G2. To a solution of RhB-G0 (5.9 mg, 3.9 µmol) in degassed CH2Cl2 (5 mL) was added 35 µL of a

AgBF4 solution (0.2255 M in H2O), and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 5 min, after which BrG2
phos

(10.5 mg, 7.8 µmol) was added. After stirring for 15 min at r.t., the mixture was filtered over Hyflo and

subsequently evaporated to dryness. The product was obtained as a yellow film. Yield 15 mg (89%). 1H

NMR: δ (ppm) 7.90-7.85 (m, 3 H, H3’+NH), 7.72 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 7.47-7.10 (m, 74 H,

H4’+H5’, Ar H) 7.07 (s, 1 H, Ar H), 7.04-7.01 (m, 1 H, H6’), 6.91 (t, J = 9.6 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.89 (s, 2 H,

Ar H), 6.75 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.66-6.64 (m, 12 H, Ar H+ArPd H), 6.46-6.43 (2 t, J = 2.1 Hz, 6 H,

Ar H), 6.27 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, H4+H5), 6.16 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, H1+H8), 5.96 (dd, J = 2.4 Hz, 8.7 Hz, 2 H,

H2+H7), 4.97 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.93 (s, 16 H, CH2O), 4.76 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.67 (br s, 8 H, CH2S), 4.56 (d,

J = 5.7 Hz, 4 H, CH2N), 4.28 (s, 2 H, CH2N), 3.22 (q, J = 6.9 Hz, 8 H, NCH2CH3), 1.07 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 12

H, NCH2CH3). 
31P NMR: δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 4262.2 ([M − BF4]

+, calcd for

C213H180BClBr8F4N5O18P2Pd2S4: 4262.4)

RhB-G3. To a solution of BBpyr-Cl (5.4 mg, 4.5 µmol) in degassed CH2Cl2 (3 mL) was added 29 µL of a

AgBF4 solution (0.1576 M in H2O), and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 5 min, after which BrG2
phos

(12.2 mg, 9.0 µmol) was added. After stirring for 15 min at r.t., the mixture was filtered over Hyflo and

subsequently evaporated to dryness. The yellow product obtained in this manner was added to a solution

of RhB-G0 (3.5 mg, 2.3 µmol) in CH2Cl2 (3 mL), previously deprotected with 14 µL of a AgBF4 solution

(0.1576 M in H2O). After stirring for 15 min at r.t., the mixture was filtered over Hyflo and subsequently

evaporated to dryness. Yield 17 mg (79%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 8.20 (br s, 4 H, pyr α H), 7.88-7.84 (m, 5

H, H3’+NH), 7.74-7.65 (m, 12 H, pyr β H+Ar H), 7.47-7.02 (m, 176, Ar H), 6.97-6.85 (m, 10 H, Ar H),
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6.76-6.58 (m, 36 H, Ar H), 6.45-6.39 (m, 12 H, Ar H), 6.32-6.26 (br s, 2 H, H4+H5), 6.22-6.14 (br m, 2

H, H1+H8), 6.04-5.96 (br s, 2 H, H2+H7), 4.94-4.90 (3 s, 56 H, CH2O), 4.76 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.66 (br s,

24 H, CH2S), 4.58-4.53 (m, 12 H, CH2N), 4.30 (br s, 2 H, CH2N), 3.24 (br s, 8 H, NCH2CH3), 1.07 (t, J =

6.6 Hz, 12 H, NCH2CH3). 
31P NMR: δ (ppm) 13.6. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 9555 ([M − BF4]

+, calcd for

C459H380B5ClBr16F20N11O38P4Pd6S12: 9553.2).

Determination of reaction rate constants by UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Ring opening: For all rhodamine B derivatives, stock solutions of 4 µM in CH2Cl2 (p.a. grade) were

prepared. To 2.3 ml of these solutions in a quartz cuvette was added 40 µL of a TFA solution (75 mM) in

CH2Cl2. The absorbance at 558 nm was monitored (by the UV-Vis software program) for a certain period

of time. First order reaction rate constants were estimated by non-linear least squares fitting of the

absorbance data points to Eq. 5.1, using k and εfit as parameters.

[Amide]t = [Lactam]0·(1 - e-k·t) (Eq. 5.1)

[Amide]t = concentration of the open form at t = t;

[Lactam]0 = concentration of the closed form at t = 0 (= 4 µM);

k = first order rate constant (in s-1).

At low absorbances the law of Lambert-Beer applies, stating that [Amide]t = Aamide,t / (εfit·d), where Aamide,t

is the absorbance of the amide at t = t, εfit is the molar absorption coefficient (in L·mol-1·cm-1), and d is the

solution path length (in cm).

Ring closing: After complete ring opening of the rhodamine B derivatives, 80 µL of a NEt3 solution (75

mM) in CH2Cl2 was added to the same cuvettes used for the ring opening experiments. The decrease in

absorbance at 558 nm was monitored for 2 h, after which all derivatives had returned to their non-

fluorescent, closed form. First order reaction rate constants were estimated by non-linear least squares

fitting of the absorbance data points to the Eq. 5.2:

[Amide]t = [Amide]0·e
-k·t (Eq. 5.2)

[Amide]t = concentration of the open form at t = t;

[Amide]0 = concentration of the open form at t = 0 (= 4 µM);

k = first order rate constant (in s-1).
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Chapter 6

Water-soluble, non-covalent PdII pincer assemblies

Schematic picture of [H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6. The inner shell depicts the hexanuclear PdII pincer core, whereas the

outer shell shows the 18 water-solubilizing tetraethyleneglycol chains.

In this chapter the synthesis and characterization of water-soluble, non-covalent coordination

assemblies is discussed. Two different water-solubilizing moieties, one based on a linear

carbohydrate and the other based on tetraethyleneglycol chains, have been functionalized with

pyridine and phosphine ligands. The coordination of the resulting ligands to various SCS Pd(II)

pincer systems has been investigated by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy, and by MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry, both in water and in organic solvents. It has been found that, in general, the

assemblies incorporating tetraethyleneglycol chains display a higher water solubility than the

ones containing linear sugar moieties. A hexapincer core decorated with six linear

carbohydrates was found to form aqueous gels. Finally, a water-soluble metallodendrimer

having 18 peripheral tetraethyleneglycol groups was constructed in a convergent manner.
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6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the encapsulation of a rhodamine B core by non-covalent

metallodendrimers was discussed. It was also pointed out that the convergent growth strategy, in

which building blocks incorporating different ligands for coordination to the SCS PdII pincer

moiety are employed, allows the construction of metallodendrimers containing functional

peripheral groups. For example, the metallodendrimer periphery has been decorated with pyridyl

porphyrins by coordination of the pyridyl moieties to SCS PdII pincers.1 Core encapsulation and

peripheral functionalization are the most popular methods for introducing a particular function in

dendrimers. This is a consequence of the fact that two main synthetic strategies are commonly

applied in dendrimer preparation, i.e. divergent and convergent dendritic growth. With the

commercially available, divergently synthesized poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) and

poly(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimers, functionalization of the peripheral amines has been

studied extensively. Amide formation using activated carboxylic acids (e.g. acid chlorides, acid

anhydrides, pentafluorophenyl esters, N-hydroxysuccinimide esters) is most commonly applied.

These and other methods have recently been reviewed by Vögtle and coworkers.2 On the other

hand, dendritic wedges prepared via the convergent strategy are well suited for coupling to a

functional core in the final step. Dendrons of the Fréchet-type (i.e. poly(aryl ether) dendrimers)

are usually employed for this purpose.

The introduction of peripheral groups that render dendrimers water soluble may prove a

prerequisite for a number of (biochemical and pharmaceutical) applications. For example,

PAMAM dendrimers and DNA form stable supramolecular complexes at physiological pH (due

to charge neutralization between the cationic ammonium groups of the dendrimer and the anionic

phosphate groups of DNA).3 Based on this phenomenon, the use of PAMAM dendrimers as

efficient gene transfection vectors has been reported.4 Short DNA sequences can wrap around

dendrimers and allow genetic material to be delivered to mammalian cells. The specific

advantage of PAMAM dendrimers is their high solubility in aqueous solution without peripheral

modification. A widely used method to confer water solubility on more hydrophobic dendrimers

is to introduce multiple carboxylate groups. In pioneering work, Newkome et al. demonstrated

that hydrocarbon dendrimers having peripheral carboxylates act as unimolecular micelles and

can encapsulate hydrophobic guests such as Phenol Blue and naphthalene within their branches.5

The convergent synthesis of poly(aryl ether) dendrimers with 32 carboxylate moieties on the

periphery was reported by Fréchet and coworkers.6 Similar to the work of Newkome et al., the

aqueous solubility of polycyclic aromatic compounds such as pyrene and anthracene was found

to increase dramatically in the presence of a dendrimer. Diederich and coworkers developed

water-soluble dendritic cyclophanes (Figure 6.1) as models for globular proteins.7 Water

solubility was again obtained by terminating the dendritic poly(ether amide) architecture with

carboxylate groups.
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Figure 6.1. Water-soluble dendritic cyclophane as a receptor for hydrophobic guests.

Based on π-π stacking and C−H···π interactions, complexation of aromatic guests such as arenes

(by a small cyclophane core) and steroids (by an extended cyclophane core) has been

demonstrated, with association constants similar to complexes lacking the dendritic shell. Other

examples of water-soluble carboxylate-terminated dendrimers include the poly(phenylenes)

reported by Kim and Webster,8 and the poly(phenylacetylene) dendrimers synthesized by Moore

and Pesak.9

Besides anionic carboxylates as water-solubilizing end groups for dendrimers, cationic

moieties have also been employed. Krska and Seyferth reported reactions between mercapto-

substituted amphiphiles and carbosilane dendrimers bearing peripheral (chloromethyl)silyl

groups to produce amphiphilic dendrimers with alcohol, dimethylamino, or sodium sulfonate

moieties at the periphery.10 The anionic sulfonate-terminated dendrimers are soluble in water, as

are the cationic poly(ammonium) salts derived from the dimethylamino-terminated derivatives.

The well-known phosphorus-containing dendrimers from the group of Majoral were rendered

water-soluble by protonation or methylation of the terminal tertiary amines.11 Interestingly, these

dendrimers were tested as transfecting agents for the luciferase gene. Both the dendrimer

generation and the chemical nature of the end groups were found to influence the efficacy of the

transfection.

Instead of introducing charged groups, water-soluble dendrimers have also been obtained

by functionalization of the periphery with hydrophilic neutral groups. The introduction of

peripheral carbohydrates has been studied extensively by the groups of Okada, Roy, Lindhorst,
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and Stoddart. Multivalent glycoconjugates such as carbohydrate dendrimers (also known as

glycodendrimers) can effectively inhibit carbohydrate-protein interactions and are therefore

potentially useful therapeutic agents in the prevention of bacterial and viral infections.12 Among

the different strategies for linking carbohydrates to dendritic end groups are the reaction of

peripheral amines with sugar lactones,13 N-carboxyanhydrides,14 N-succinimidyl-activated

esters,15 and isothiocyanates.16 Glycodendrimers have also been synthesized in a convergent

manner starting from glycosyl bromides by glycosylation with amino-protected

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (“tris”).17

Another method for the preparation of polyhydroxylated dendrimers exploits the

transamidation of peripheral methyl ester groups with “tris”. This strategy was already reported

in 1985 by Newkome and coworkers,18 and it has been applied to numerous dendritic systems,

including those containing alkyne,19 tetrathiafulvalene,20 and calix[4]arene21 cores. Recently,

modification of PAMAM dendrimers with peripheral “tris” groups resulted in highly water-

soluble hosts for small acidic hydrophobic molecules such as benzoic acid, salicylic acid, and

2,6-dibromo-4-nitrophenol.22

Several groups have reported the peripheral functionalization of a variety of dendrimers

with oligoethyleneglycol units in order to improve their solubility in polar solvents such as

methanol and water, while retaining high solubilities in apolar solvents such as dichloromethane

and chloroform. For handling and characterization purposes, a high solubility in both apolar and

polar solvents is advantageous. In the first example, reported by Diederich and coworkers,23

divergent Newkome-type dendrimer construction (see also chapter 2 for this type of dendritic

growth) started from a porphyrin core. The final step consisted of esterification of the peripheral

carboxylic acids with triethyleneglycol monomethyl ether. When the resulting dendrimer was

dissolved in water, the redox potential of the porphyrin metal center was significantly shifted

compared to the potential of lower generation iron porphyrins, demonstrating the shielding of the

encapsulated redox center by the dendritic architecture. A similar shielding effect is found in

natural heme-containing proteins such as cytochrome c.24

Other cores encapsulated in a dendritic shell having peripheral oligoethylene glycol

chains include the 2,6-di(carboxamido)pyridine-functionalized 9,9’-spirobi[9H-fluorene] 1 (used

as chiral cleft for the recognition of monosaccharides in CDCl3, albeit with low association

constants),25 and ferrocene.26
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Recently, Baars et al. reported the modification of poly(propylene imine) dendrimers with 3,4,5-

tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoyl units.27 The host-guest properties of the resulting dendrimers were

studied by UV-Vis spectroscopy in buffered aqueous media using two anionic, water-soluble

xanthene dyes. The strong associations found (Ka’s of 3 × 104 and 5 × 105 M-1 for 4,5,6,7-

tetrachlorofluorescein and Rose Bengal, respectively) were explained by acid-base interactions

between the anionic functionality of the guests and the protonated tertiary amines of the dendritic

hosts, which was supported by a strong pH-dependent association behavior. Moreover, small

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements further indicated that the dyes are preferentially

located in the core of the dendritic interior.

Whereas the above examples all concern the covalent modification of the dendrimer

periphery with water-solubilizing groups, a few groups have exploited the non-covalent

interactions between dendrimer peripheral guests and water-soluble hosts. It is well known that

hydrophobic molecules such as arene, ferrocene, and adamantane derivatives form strong

complexes in water with cyclodextrins,28 cyclic glucose oligomers having a hydrophilic exterior

and a hydrophobic interior. Cuadrado, Kaifer and their coworkers prepared dendrimers

containing up to 64 peripheral ferrocene29 and 32 cobaltocene30 moieties. These dendrimers (first

to fourth generation in case of the ferrocene dendrimers,31 and first to third generation in case of

the cobaltocene dendrimers30) were solubilized in water upon the addition of β-cyclodextrin,

owing to the complexation of the metallocenes in the cyclodextrin cavity. In our group,

adamantyl-functionalized poly(propylene imine) dendrimers of generations 1 to 5 were

effectively solubilized in water at pH = 2 upon β-cyclodextrin addition.32 At this pH the

dendrimers adopt an extended conformation due to protonation of the tertiary amines. For steric

reasons the 64 peripheral adamantanes of the fifth generation dendrimer could not all be

complexed by cyclodextrins, and this provides the first supramolecular example of sterically

induced stoichiometry (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2. Complexation of adamantyl-dendrimers by β-cyclodextrin. Supramolecular sterically induced

stoichiometry is schematically shown on the left side (not all adamantanes can be complexed by β-

cyclodextrin). The adamantane-cyclodextrin complexation is displayed on the right.
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6.2 Aim and scope of this chapter
Conferring water solubility on intrinsically hydrophobic dendrimers is possible using a

number of different strategies, as shown in the introduction of this chapter. The non-covalent

metallodendrimers reported in this thesis might be rendered water soluble by employing water-

solubilizing ligands suitable for coordination to SCS PdII pincers. A prerequisite for these ligands

is that their coordination to PdII must be stable to aqueous media. In this chapter the synthesis of

such ligands is described, and their coordination to a number a different pincer systems will be

discussed. Due to their large size, the multinuclear assemblies might be useful as recyclable

catalysts for catalytic reactions in water. They should be recoverable from reaction mixtures by

nanofiltration methods (see also the work of Van Koten et al. discussed in chapter 3).

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Synthesis of water-solubilizing ligands

From the work of Fujita’s group (see chapter 4) it is known that the PdII−pyridine bond is

not hydrolyzed by water. Therefore it was anticipated that water-solubilizing ligands based on

pyridines and phosphines would be suitable for preparing water-soluble metallodendrimers. A

pyridine having a polyhydroxylated tail (4) was synthesized by ring-opening of gluconolactone

(3) with 4-aminomethylpyridine (2) (Scheme 6.1), a reaction based on similar chemistry

developed by Aoyama et al. for the ring-opening of lactonolactone by a calix[4]resorcinarene

octaamine.33
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Scheme 6.1. Ring-opening of gluconolactone by 4-aminomethylpyridine.

Product 4 was found to precipitate from the reaction mixture upon refluxing stoichiometric

amounts of 2 and 3 in methanol. It was characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, and

FAB mass spectrometry. The CH framework of the linear carbohydrate chain could be assigned

with the aid of 1H-1H COSY NMR spectroscopy in D2O, whereas the COSY spectrum of 4 in

DMSO-d6 is more complex due to additional couplings with OH protons (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3. 1H-1H COSY NMR spectrum of pyridine ligand 4 in DMSO-d6. See Scheme 6.1 for signal

assignment.

Furthermore, the four CH carbons of the carbohydrate chain display diagnostic signals between

70 and 66 ppm in the 13C NMR spectrum. The hydroxyl groups of pyridine 4 provide a high

solubility in water and DMSO, whereas the solubility in apolar solvents such as chloroform was

found to be negligible.

As another type of water-solubilizing ligand, the 3,4,5-tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoyl

moiety, also used by Baars et al., was chosen.34 Starting from commercially available

tetraethyleneglycol monomethyl ether, 3,4,5-tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid was synthesized

in three steps in 58% overall yield (Scheme 6.2).
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Scheme 6.2. Synthesis of 3,4,5- tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid: a) TsCl, NaOH, THF/H2O, 0 °C, 2 h,

75%; b) methyl gallate, K2CO3, 18-crown-6, acetone, reflux, 8 h, 82%; c) KOH, MeOH, 60 °C, 8 h, 94%.

Tetraethyleneglycol monomethyl ether was tosylated with tosyl chloride using NaOH in a

THF/H2O mixture,35 and the tosylate was subsequently employed in the threefold alkylation of

methyl gallate using standard alkylation conditions (K2CO3 and 18-crown-6 in refluxing

acetone). Finally, the methyl benzoate was converted to the benzoic acid by saponification with

KOH in MeOH. Subsequently, 3,4,5-tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid was reacted with 4-

aminomethylpyridine or 2-(diphenylphosphino)ethylamine using EDC/HOBt/DIPEA as the

coupling reagents to produce the water-solubilizing ligands 5 and 6, both in 78% yield (Chart

6.1).

5 6
Chart 6.1.

They were obtained as colorless, transparant oils and characterized by 1H, 13C, and 31P (ligand 6

only) NMR spectroscopy and FAB mass spectrometry. The 1H NMR spectrum of 5 in CD3CN is

displayed in Figure 6.4 (top). From the region between 3 and 4 ppm it is clear that the

tetraethyleneglycol chain attached to the 4-position is different from those attached to the 3- and

5-position, since signals in a 1:2 ratio are observed, e.g. for the methyl protons at 3.3 ppm.

Besides the signal at –20.4 ppm in the 31P NMR spectrum of 6 (corresponding to the

diphenylethylphosphino moiety), a small signal at 31.8 ppm was also observed, indicating the

oxidation of the phosphine group. This could not be avoided even though the synthesis and

purification of 6 were carried out in degassed solvents. However, it is likely that phosphine

oxidation occurs in the solvent used for NMR analysis, as the signal at 31.8 ppm was found to
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increase with time in CD3CN solution. Both 5 and 6 display a high solubililty in both water and

apolar solvents such as chloroform and dichloromethane, which is an advantage compared to

polyhydroxylated ligand 4 with respect to handling, characterization, and dendrimer construction

(see section 6.3.3).

6.3.2 Coordination of water-solubilizing ligands to SCS PdII pincers

Having available water-solubilizing ligands 4, 5, and 6, their coordination to a variety of

SCS PdII pincer systems was investigated: monopincer M+, dipincer D2+, tripincer T3+, and

hexapincer H6+ (Chart 6.2).

H
6+

D
2+

T
3+

M
+

Chart 6.2.

Monopincer M+ was already discussed in chapter 3, dipincer D2+ was synthesized according to a

literature procedure,36 and tripincer T3+ is the core normally employed in metallodendrimer

synthesis (see chapter 4). Hexapincer H6+ was synthesized by sixfold alkylation of

hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene with 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol, followed by

cyclopalladation of the resulting hexapincer ligand with Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2. All cationic pincer

systems were isolated as the corresponding tetrafluoroborate salts, which might affect their

water-solubility after coordination of 4, 5, or 6. It has been reported that the nature of the anions

is a determining factor in the solubility of metallodendrimers.37

6.3.2.1 Complexes with ligand 4

The coordination of polyhydroxylated pyridine ligand 4 to SCS PdII pincers was

investigated with T3+ and H6+. The three chloride ligands of G0 were removed in CH2Cl2/CH3CN

with 3 equiv of AgBF4. After filtration over Hyflo and evaporation of the solvent, activated

[T·MeCN3]
3+(BF4

-)3 was dissolved in CH3CN and mixed with 3 equiv of 4 in H2O. After
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evaporation of the solvents, the resulting assembly was found to be insoluble in D2O, and its 1H

NMR spectrum was therefore taken in DMSO-d6. The signal from the α-pyridyl protons of 4 was

broad and had shifted upfield compared to uncoordinated 4, and the broad signal of the CH2S

protons had shifted downfield with respect to [T·MeCN3]
3+(BF4

-)3. These features both prove the

coordination of pyridine ligand 4 to the pincer moieties of T. Changing the deprotecting agent

from AgBF4 to AgNO3, thereby introducing hydrophilic nitrate anions instead of hydrophobic

tetrafluoroborate anions (which are both non-coordinating), resulted in a better water solubility

of the trinuclear assembly. However, the 1H NMR spectrum of this complex in D2O revealed

very broad signals which could not be assigned.

Hexanuclear [H·MeCN6]
6+(BF4

-)6 was mixed in CD3CN (0.3 mL) with 6 equiv of 4

dissolved in hot MeOH-d4 (0.8 mL). The clear solution thus obtained was analyzed by 1H NMR

spectroscopy. Coordination of 4 was evident from the broadening and upfield shift of the signal

from the α-pyridyl protons. After evaporation of the solvents, the assembly could be dissolved in

hot D2O. Upon cooling of this solution a gel was formed, and the 1H NMR spectrum of the very

viscous D2O solution only showed signals that could be assigned to protons of ligand 4. Gel

formation from other polyhydroxylated dendrimers, e.g. the arborols having peripheral “tris”

moieties reported by Newkome38 and others,20 is a well known phenomenon. The addition of

DMSO-d6 to the aqueous gel resulted in the appearance of signals that could be ascribed to the

hexanuclear pincer moiety, although at 50% DMSO these signals were still very broad. In order

to verify that H6+ was indeed present in the aqueous gel, an excess of pyridine-d5 was added,

which resulted in the precipitation of a yellow solid. This material was extracted with CH2Cl2,

and subsequently identified as [H·(pyr-d5)6]
6+(BF4

-)6 by 1H NMR spectroscopy.

6.3.2.2 Complexes with ligand 5

Since M+, D2+, and H6+ were all synthesized as acetonitrile complexes, they are all highly

soluble in acetonitrile. Therefore they were mixed with 1, 2, and 6 equiv of pyridine ligand 5 in

CD3CN, respectively, and the resulting clear solutions were analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy.

The following features are shared by the NMR spectra of [M·5]+(BF4
-), [D·52]

2+(BF4
-)2, and

[H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6 in CD3CN:

� An upfield shift from 8.50 (in free 5) to 8.25-8.15 ppm of the α-pyridyl protons of ligand 5

upon coordination, as exemplified by the 1H NMR spectra of 5 and [M·5]+(BF4
-) displayed

in Figure 6.4. Moreover, a significant broadening of the α-pyridyl proton signal (signal e in

Figure 6.4) occurs upon coordination. This may be caused by slow rotation of the pyridine

ligands with respect to the plane of coordination and/or a ligand exchange rate that is

comparable to the NMR time scale. Upon adding an excess of 5 (1.4 equiv) the α-pyridyl

proton signal remains broad and shifts downfield. No α-pyridyl proton doublet from

uncoordinated 5 at 8.5 ppm is observed (as in the top spectrum of Figure 6.4), indicating

that the signals are averaged due to ligand exchange in this solvent, however, the exchange
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is not fast enough to produce a sharp signal. In order to further probe which of the two

above effects is dominant, the NMR spectrum of [M·5]+(BF4
-) was also recorded in CDCl3.

The sharp doublet for the coordinated α-pyridyl protons at 7.73 ppm (shifted 0.77 ppm

upfield compared to uncoordinated 5 in CDCl3) indicates fast rotation of the pyridine

ligand with respect to the plane of coordination. Moreover, the coordination shift of the α-

pyridyl protons is much larger than in CD3CN. Upon the addition of CD3CN to the CDCl3
solution the doublet at 7.73 ppm becomes broad and shifts downfield. In another

experiment, the addition of excess pyridine ligand 5 to [M·5]+(BF4
-) in CDCl3 resulted in

two separate signals for free and coordinated ligand, indicating slow ligand exchange on

the NMR time scale.
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Figure 6.4. 1H NMR spectra (CD3CN, 298 K) of ligand 5 (top) and complex [M·5]+(BF4
-).

In chapter 3 the influence of DMSO-d6 on the pyridine exchange rate in CDCl3 was

discussed, and the increase in the rate upon adding DMSO-d6 was rationalized by assuming

that DMSO facilitates an associative solvolysis pathway. Figure 3.8 shows that the signals

for uncoordinated and coordinated pyridine merge into one broad signal upon increasing

the percentage of DMSO. A similar experiment with CD3CN instead of DMSO-d6

indicates that acetonitrile also increases the rate of ligand exchange. However, acetonitrile

differs from DMSO in the sense that it also competes with 5 for ligation to the fourth

coordination site of the pincer. Upon increasing the concentration of CD3CN, the amount
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of ligand 5 that is expelled from the pincer by acetonitrile also increases. The fast ligand

exchange then results in a downfield shift of the broad α-pyridyl proton signal toward the

position of uncoordinated 5. For [M·5]+(BF4
-) in CDCl3/CD3CN 90:10 (v/v), the α-pyridyl

proton signal is found at 7.78 ppm (close to 7.73 ppm for neat CDCl3), whereas in neat

CD3CN this signal is observed at 8.23 ppm (Figure 6.4 bottom). In summary, the above

NMR observations indicate the following:

1. Slow exchange of pyridine ligand 5 in CDCl3, and no competition from the solvent for

coordination to the SCS PdII pincer;

2. A ligand exchange rate that is comparable to the NMR time scale in CD3CN, and

competition from the solvent for coordination;

� A broad signal at 4.62-4.74 ppm from the CH2S protons of the pincer moiety. This also

indicates coordination of 5 to PdII, since the CH2S protons give a signal at 4.5-4.6 ppm in

the acetonitrile complexes.

� Sharp signals of other resonances.

After evaporation of CD3CN, enough material of complexes [D·52]
2+(BF4

-)2 and [H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6

could be taken up in D2O in order to obtain meaningful 1H NMR spectra. Complex [M·5]+(BF4
-)

was less soluble in D2O, and a satisfactory 1H NMR spectrum could not be obtained. However,

[M·5]+(BF4
-) was successfully characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (vide infra). In

contrast to CD3CN, [D·52]
2+(BF4

-)2 and [H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6 display very broad signals in their 1H

NMR spectra in D2O. Moreover, the signals from the SCS pincer parts are very hard to

distinguish. A representative spectrum of [H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6 in D2O is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5. 1H NMR spectrum (D2O, 298 K) of [H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6.
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The sharp signals between 6 and 9 ppm in this spectrum originate from coordinated ligand 5,

whereas the very broad signal centered around 7 ppm probably arises from protons of the

hexanuclear core. It is probable that the hydrophobic parts of these assemblies are very restricted

in their motion because they are shielded from the solvent by the more hydrophilic parts, and that

this causes their very broad signals.

Trinuclear complex [T·53]
3+(NO3

-)3 was synthesized from G0 by deprotection of the

chloride ligands with AgNO3 in CH2Cl2, followed by addition of 3 equiv of pyridine ligand 5.

The resulting assembly was first investigated by 1H NMR spectroscopy in D2O. As in the case of

the assemblies described in the previous paragraph, signals from the trinuclear core could not be

distinguished, and the spectrum is nearly identical to that of 5 alone in D2O. However, addition

of CD3CN resulted in a significant increase in the intensity of the signals from the core, although

the integrals were still too low to fit a 1:3 ratio of T to 5. Unfortunately, MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry of [T·53]
3+(NO3

-)3 gave poor results, and signals that could be assigned to [M −
n(NO3)]

+ (n = 1-3) were not found.

6.3.2.3 Complexes with ligand 6

Hexanuclear complex H6+ was mixed in CD3CN with 6 equiv of phosphine ligand 6.

Coordination of all phosphine ligand to the pincers was evident from both 1H and 31P NMR

spectroscopy. In the 1H NMR spectrum of the assembly the doublet at 6.72 ppm indicates the

splitting of the ArPd protons by 1H−31P coupling (see also chapter 3), whereas the 31P NMR

spectrum shows a shift from –20.4 (free 6) to 2.0 ppm upon coordination (Figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6. 31P NMR spectra of 6 (top) and [H·66]
6+(BF4

-)6 (bottom) in CD3CN. The signal at 31.8 ppm in

the top spectrum is due to oxidized phosphine.

Assembly [H·66]
6+(BF4)6 is highly water-soluble, however, its 1H NMR spectrum in D2O again

reveals very broad, unassignable signals. Moreover, the signal at 2.0 ppm in the 31P NMR
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spectrum has almost disappeared in D2O. Again this is assigned to the restricted mobility of the

hexanuclear core. The assembly of [H·66]
6+(BF4

-)6 was further evidenced by a very intense signal

at m/z 8959.2 in its MALDI-TOF mass spectrum, corresponding to [M − BF4]
+ (calcd 8960.2).

6.3.3 Convergent metallodendrimer synthesis starting from ligand 6

The convergent synthesis of metallodendrimers starting from phosphine dendritic wedges

was discussed in chapter 4. It was anticipated that replacing the phosphine dendrons by

phosphine ligand 6 in this growth scheme would lead to water-soluble metallodendrimers. There

are three advantages of using phosphine 6 for this purpose over pyridine 4. First, ligand 6 is a

better water-solubilizing ligand than 4, due to its three tetraethyleneglycol chains compared to

one polyhydroxylated chain in 4. Second, convergent growth starting from phosphines enables

higher dendritic generations to be constructed than growth commencing from pyridines. Third,

both ligand 6 and assemblies built from it are also soluble in apolar solvents such as CH2Cl2 and

CHCl3, which is advantageous in both synthesis and characterization.

Two phosphine ligands 6 were coordinated to the SCS PdII pincer moieties of deprotected

BBpyr-Cl (Scheme 6.3) to give dendritic wedge 7 containing a focal pyridine moiety, which was

immediately used for further coordination. Three equivalents of 7 were complexed around

deprotected G0 to produce metallodendrimer 8 in 89% overall yield.

BB -Clpyr

6

7

8

G 0

Scheme 6.3. Synthesis of water-soluble metallodendrimer 8.

The structural integrity of the dendritic structure in CDCl3 was confirmed by 1H and 31P NMR

spectroscopy, and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The coordination of the phosphine moieties

to PdII was evident from the 31P NMR spectrum of 8, in which a diagnostic signal at 2.2 ppm was

observed. The very broad signal around 8.2 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum of 8 indicated the

coordination of the pyridine groups of 7 to the PdII centers of deprotected G0. As for other

metallodendrimers (see chapters 4 and 5) and due to its size, broad signals for nearly all protons

were observed in the 1H NMR spectrum of metallodendrimer 8. The intense signal at m/z 11.2

kDa in the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of 8, originating from the [M − BF4]
+ ion, confirms its

successful assembly.
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6.3.4 MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry of water-soluble assemblies
MALDI-TOF and ES mass spectrometry have emerged as powerful analytical techniques

in supramolecular chemistry,39 notably in the characterization of assemblies based on non-

covalent metal-ligand coordination, and recently even in the mass determination of hydrogen-

bonded assemblies.39,40 Both ES-MS and MALDI-TOF MS have been employed in the

characterization of metallodendrimers constructed in our group.41,42 Most of the water-soluble

coordination assemblies reported in this chapter were also characterized by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry, and the results are compiled in Table 6.1. The spectrum of [H·66]
6+(BF4

-)6 shown

in Figure 6.7 is representative.

Table 6.1. Characterization of coordination assemblies by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry.

Compound Solvent Fragment Obs. mass (Da) Calcd mass (Da)

[M·5]+(BF4
-) CH3CN [M − BF4]

+ 1329.3 1329.5

[D·52]
2+(BF4

-)2 CD3CN [M − BF4]
+ 2534.6a 2526.4

[D·52]
2+(BF4

-)2 D2O [M − BF4]
+ 2530.1a 2526.4

[H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6 CH3CN [M − BF4]
+ 8224.7 8225.6

[H·56]
6+(BF4

-)6 H2O [M − BF4]
+ 8224.7 8225.6

[H·66]
6+(BF4

-)6 CH3CN [M − BF4]
+ 8959.2 8960.2

8 CDCl3 [M − BF4]
+ 11227 11225.1

aDifference between observed and calculated mass is enhanced by deuterium exchange.

Millimolar solutions of the assemblies in water or acetonitrile were covered on the MALDI-TOF

sample plate with a thin poly(ethyleneglycol) film. In this way the original constitution of the

sample solutions is preserved, and evaporation is kept to a minimum. Using this method, the [M

− BF4]
+ signals in the MALDI-TOF spectra confirm the stability of the assemblies in the original

solutions. It can therefore be concluded from Table 6.1 that the non-covalent coordination

assemblies based on pyridine and phosphine coordination are stable enough both in acetonitrile

and in water in order to be characterized successfully by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, even

though there is competition from acetonitrile for coordination to the pincer in the case of

pyridine ligand 5, as discussed in section 6.3.2.2. The presence of [M·MeCN]+(BF4
-) in the

acetonitrile solution of [M·5]+(BF4
-) (the first entry in Table 6.1) was indicated by a signal at m/z

500.8 in the MALDI-TOF spectrum of [M·5]+(BF4
-), corresponding to [M − MeCN − BF4]

+.

However, this signal might also originate from fragmentation of [M·5]+(BF4
-) inside the mass

spectrometer.
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Figure 6.7. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of [H·66]
6+(BF4

-)6.

6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the synthesis and characterization of water-soluble assemblies based on

metal-ligand coordination have been described. Carbohydrate and oligoethyleneglycol moieties

have been functionalized with pyridine and phosphine groups, and the resulting molecules have

been employed as water-solubilizing ligands for mono-, di-, tri-, and hexanuclear SCS PdII

pincer systems. The majority of these assemblies are soluble in water, and most complexes have

been characterized by NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. An aqueous gel

has been obtained for a hexanuclear SCS PdII pincer system decorated with six linear

carbohydrate ligands. Finally, water-soluble metallodendrimers have been obtained by

convergent dendritic growth starting from a phosphine ligand containing three

tetraethyleneglycol chains.

Since SCS PdII pincers have recently been shown to be catalytically active for a number

of reactions, the water-soluble multinuclear PdII pincers reported in this chapter might be useful

as recyclable catalysts in aqueous systems. Because of their size, the assemblies should be

separable from reaction mixtures via nanofiltration methods.

6.5 Experimental Section

General comments. For general information on instruments, procedures, and chemicals, see chapter 3.

For a description of MALDI-TOF experiments, see chapter 4.

Materials. G0,
43 BBpyr-Cl,44 [D·MeCN2]

2+(BF4
-)2

36 and 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol45 were

synthesized according to literature procedures. The synthesis of [M·MeCN]+(BF4
-) was reported in

chapter 3. 3,4,5-Tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid was synthesized using a similar procedure as
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described by Baars et al.27,34 Hexa(bromomethyl)benzene, 4-aminomethylpyridine and 2-

(diphenylphosphino)ethylamine were obtained from Aldrich.

Pyridine ligand 4. To a solution of gluconolactone (2.55 g, 14.3 mmol) in MeOH (50 mL) was slowly

added 4-aminomethylpyridine (1.5 mL, 14.8 mmol). The mixture was refluxed overnight under an argon

atmosphere, and subsequently the white precipitate was filtered and thoroughly dried. Pure product was

obtained in this manner, as determined by TLC (Rf  = 0.22 in 2-propanol/EtOAc/H2O 3:6:2 (v/v/v)). Yield

2.98 g (73%). M.p. 169-171 °C. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): δ (ppm) 8.44 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 2 H, α-pyr H), 8.33 (t,

J = 5.9 Hz, 1 H, NH), 7.27 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 2 H, β-pyr H), 5.53 (s, 1 H, OH), 4.59 (s, 1 H, OH), 4.54 (s, 1

H, OH), 4.41-4.29 (m, 4 H, CH2N + OH), 4.10 (s, 1 H, CH), 3.98 (s, 1 H, CH), 3.59 (d, J = 9.9 Hz,

CH2OH), 3.51 (s, 1 H, CH), 3.40 (s, 1 H, CH). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6): δ (ppm) 169.0, 145.2, 144.7, 118.0,

69.9, 68.5, 67.5, 66.1, 59.3, 36.8. FAB-MS m/z 287.1 ([M + H]+, calcd for C12H18N2O6: 287.1). A

satisfactory elemental composition could not be obtained.

Pyridine ligand 5. To a solution of 3,4,5-tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid (1.08 g, 1.46 mmol), 1-

hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (0.22 g, 1.63 mmol), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl-carbodiimide

hydrochloride (0.31 g, 1.62 mmol), and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (0.63 mL, 3.62 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (100

mL) was added dropwise a solution of 4-aminomethylpyridine (0.16 g, 1.48 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (20 mL).

After the reaction mixture was stirred at r.t. overnight, the solution was washed with NaHCO3 (sat) and

brine. After drying over Na2SO4, the organic phase was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude

product was purified by column chromatography using CH2Cl2/CH3OH/NH3 (25% aq) 95:5:1 (v/v/v) as

the eluent, affording a transparant viscous oil. Yield 0.95 g (78%).1H NMR: δ (ppm) 8.52 (d, J = 5.9 Hz,

2 H, α-pyr H), 7.37 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 1 H, NH), 7.26 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 2 H, β-pyr H), 7.20 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.60

(d, J = 6.2 Hz, 2 H, CH2N), 4.21-4.17 (m, 6 H, CH2), 3.81-3.75 (m, 6 H, CH2), 3.68-3.65 (m, 6 H, CH2),

3.62-3.57 (m, 24 H, CH2), 3.52-3.47 (m, 6 H, CH2), 3.34 (s, 3 H, CH3), 3.31 (s, 6 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ

(ppm) 166.6, 152.0, 149.0, 148.0, 141.4, 128.4, 122.0, 107.4, 71.8, 71.4, 70.0-69.8, 69.2, 68.7, 58.4, 42.3.

FAB-MS m/z 831.5 ([M + H]+, calcd for C40H67N2O16: 831.4), 853.5 ([M + Na]+), 869.5 ([M + K]+).

Phosphine ligand 6. To a solution of 3,4,5-tris(tetraethyleneoxy)benzoic acid (0.55 g, 0.74 mmol), 1-

hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (0.11 g, 0.81 mmol), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl-carbodiimide

hydrochloride (0.16 g, 0.83 mmol), and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (0.26 mL, 1.49 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (50

mL) was added dropwise a solution of 2-(diphenylphosphino)ethylamine (0.17 g, 0.74 mmol) in CH2Cl2

(10 mL). After the reaction mixture was stirred at r.t. overnight under an argon atmosphere, the solution

was washed with NaHCO3 (sat) and brine. After drying over Na2SO4, the organic phase was evaporated

under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column chromatography using

CH2Cl2/CH3OH 96:4 (v/v) as the eluent, affording a transparant viscous oil. Yield 0.55 g (78%).1H NMR:

δ (ppm) 7.48-7.42 (m, 4 H, Ar H), 7.35-7.30 (m, 6 H, Ar H), 6.99 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 6.55 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 1 H,

NH), 4.18-4.15 (m, 6 H, CH2), 3.83-3.75 (m, 6 H, CH2), 3.70-3.59 (m, 30 H, CH2), 3.56-3.48 (m, 8 H,

CH2), 3.35 (s, 3 H, CH3), 3.33 (s, 6 H, CH3), 2.43-2.38 (m, 2 H, PCH2). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 166.3, 151.9,

137.2, 132.2, 130.1, 128.4, 128.3, 128.0, 106.8, 71.8, 71.4, 70.1-70.0, 69.2, 68.6, 58.5, 37.0 (d, J = 20.8

Hz, PCH2), 27.9 (d, J = 13.1 Hz, PCH2CH2). FAB-MS m/z 952.6 ([M + H]+, calcd for C48H75NO16P:

952.5), 968.6 ([MO + H]+).
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Hexapincer ligand. A mixture of hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene (0.16 g, 0.25 mmol), 3,5-

bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol (0.60 g, 1.77 mol), K2CO3 (0.49 g, 3.55 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (0.07 g,

0.26 mmol) in acetone (100 mL) was refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of

the solvent under reduced pressure, the resulting paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and washed with

brine. The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4, and subsequently evaporated to dryness. The crude

product was purified by column chromatography using CH2Cl2/hexane 60:40 (v/v) as the eluent, affording

a colorless viscous oil. Yield 0.45 g (82%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.22-7.07 (m, 30 H, SPh H), 6.82 (s, 6 H,

Ar H), 6.63 (s, 12 H, Ar H), 4.97 (s, 12 H, CH2O), 3.91 (s, 24 H, CH2S). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 158.1, 138.8,

137.2, 135.7, 129.3, 128.3, 125.9, 122.0, 113.6, 63.2, 38.3. FAB-MS m/z 2179.6 ([M + H]+, calcd for

C132H115O6S12: 2179.5).

[H·MeCN6]
6+(BF4

-)6. To a solution of the hexapincer ligand (60 mg, 0.028 mmol) in a mixture of CH3CN

(40 mL) and CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 (77 mg, 0.173 mmol) in one portion. The

solution was stirred at r.t. under an argon atmosphere for 1 h, followed by evaporation of the solvents in

vacuo. The crude product was purified by size exclusion chromatography using Sephadex LH-20 as the

column material and CH3CN as the eluent, affording a yellow/brown solid. Yield 53 mg (54%). 1H NMR

(CD3CN): δ (ppm) 7.80-7.77 (m, 12 H, SPh H), 7.53-7.47 (m, 18 H, SPh H), 6.56 (s, 12 H, ArPd H), 5.14

(s, 12 H, CH2O), 4.51 (br s, 24 H, CH2S).

Metallodendrimer 8. To a solution of BBpyr-Cl (5.6 mg, 4.7 µmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL) was added AgBF4

(92 µL of a 0.1019 M solution, 9.4 µmol), and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 10 min, followed by

addition of phosphine ligand 6 (8.9 mg, 9.4 µmol) in CH2Cl2 (1 mL). After stirring at r.t. for 10 min, the

mixture was filtered over Hyflo and evaporated to dryness. The resulting dendritic wedge 7 was dissolved

in CH2Cl2 (1 mL) and added to G0 (2.4 mg, 1.6 µmol) which had been deprotected with AgBF4 (46 µmol

of a 0.1019 M solution, 4.7 µmol). After stirring for 10 min, the mixture was filtered over Hyflo and

evaporated to dryness, affording a yellow film. Yield 15.6 mg (89%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 8.2 (br s, 6 H, α-

pyr H), 7.58 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 6 H, β-pyr H), 7.50-7.40 (m, 24 H, PPh2 H), 7.35-7.28 (m, 72 H, SPh H +

PPh2 H), 7.22-7.05 (m, 66 H, SPh H + Ar H), 7.00 (s, 12 H, Ar H), 6.79-6.67 (m, 18 H, ArPd H), 5.05-4.96

(m, 18 H, CH2O), 4.69 (br s, 24 H, CH2S), 4.59 (m, 18 H, CH2S + CH2N), 4.18 (br s, 36 H, CH2), 3.87-

3.74 (m, 36 H, CH2), 3.70-3.55 (m, 180 H, CH2), 3.54-3.50 (m, 48 H, CH2), 3.36-3.30 (m, 54 H, OCH3),

2.65-2.55 (m, 12 H, CH2). 
31P NMR: δ (ppm) 2.2. MALDI-TOF MS m/z 11227 ([M − BF4]

+, calcd for

C522H639B8F32N12O108P6Pd9S18: 11225.1).
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Chapter 7

Single molecules on a gold surface:

Isolation, visualization, and coordination chemistry#

Schematic representation of coordination chemistry on individual SCS PdII pincer moieties embedded

into alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers on a gold surface.

In this chapter it is shown that both non-covalent metallodendrimers and covalent Fréchet-type

dendrimers can be inserted into preformed self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on

gold, provided that they are functionalized with a dialkylsulfide chain suitable for binding to

gold. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments have established that this procedure leads to

isolated, individual dendrimers of nanosize dimensions bound to the gold surface. Furthermore,

the suitability of SCS Pd(II) pincers for performing coordination chemistry on individual

molecules on gold is demonstrated herein. Besides in solution, ligand exchange on pincers has

been shown to occur in SAMs as well, as exemplified by the substitution of coordinated pyridine

by dendritic wedges and monolayer-protected gold nanoclusters, appropriately functionalized

with phosphine ligands.
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7.1 Introduction
The development of ever more powerful microprocessors, driven by consumer demands for

speed and computational power, depends heavily on continued progress in miniaturization their

components (via “top down” methods). The enormous increase in integration density of silicon

chips has been sustained in large part by advances in optical lithography. However, if the current

rate of device miniaturization is to be maintained, a point will be reached where optical

lithography can no longer attain the required feature sizes. Therefore scientific attention has been

shifted toward X-ray, electron beam, and extreme ultraviolet lithography as successors to optical

lithography in order to overcome the current resolution limits.1 Even when these alternatives will

prove to be successful, conventional silicon-based microelectronics are not expected to continue

following Moore’s law due to other technological (e.g. heat dissipation, current leakage) and

economical obstacles.

The “bottom up” strategy2 is rapidly gaining importance in nanotechnology,3 as it has been

realized that computation carried out by individual molecules might offer the information

industry a possibility to continue the exponential increase in performance for an additional two to

five decades.4 Already in 1974 it was proposed that a molecule with a conjugated electronic

structure could act as a molecular rectifier.5 Since then, advances in synthetic supramolecular

chemistry (in particular self-assembly6), coupled with developments in device fabrication and

scanning probe methods,7 have brought the field of molecular electronics8 to a level where single

molecules have been imaged,9 manipulated,10 and investigated for their electronic properties.11

Recently reported molecular electronic devices, all incorporating self-assembled monolayers

(vide infra), have demonstrated their potential as electronic switches (see also section 3.1).12

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on surfaces are useful starting platforms for the

development of nanometer-scale devices since they are highly ordered and have uniform film

thicknesses.13 In general, SAMs are defined as monomolecular films of a surfactant formed

spontaneously on a substrate upon exposure to a surfactant solution. The principal driving force

for formation of these films is specific interactions between the surfactant head group and the

substrate surface. Other weaker interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, and Van

der Waals interactions contribute to the overall order and stability of the monolayers. Virtually

any functional group can be introduced into these monolayers as a tail group (either by

incorporating them in the surfactant or by surface modification reactions14), and this ability to

precisely control surface composition makes the monolayers invaluable tools for studying

interfacial properties such as wettability, adhesion, lubrication, corrosion resistance, and

electrical resistance.13

Besides SAM formation by organosilanes on oxidized silicon or glass substrates,15 the

adsorption of organosulfur compounds on gold has probably received most attention in SAM

research. Since the first sulfur-based monolayers on gold were reported in 1983 by Nuzzo and

Allara,16 a plethora of sulfur-containing adsorbates has been employed in SAM formation, the

most important being dialkyldisulfides (RS-SR),16,17 alkylthiols (RSH),18 and dialkylsulfides
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(RSR)19. There are several advantages of using gold in combination with organosulfur adsorbates

over other substrate-surfactant combinations. Gold, as a substrate, can be handled in ambient

conditions because it does not form a stable oxide at room temperature. Moreover, the sulfur-

containing adsorbates mentioned above form very stable SAMs due to strong S-Au interactions

(S-Au bond strength for chemisorbed thiolates: 126 ± 2 kJ/mol,20 S-Au interaction in

physisorbed dibutylsulfide: 86 kJ/mol20). Adsorption and desorption kinetics and

thermodynamics of organosulfur adsorbate binding to gold have been studied intensively.13a It is

generally accepted that alkylthiols and disulfides adsorb on gold as the corresponding

thiolates,18a,21 whereas the interaction between sulfides and gold is of a coordinative, and

consequently weaker, nature. Monolayers formed from physisorption of dialkylsulfides are

relatively disordered compared to thiol and disulfide SAMs.19a,d In our group, SAMs formed

from receptor molecules (e.g. resorcin[4]arenes,22 carceplexes,23 and cyclodextrins24) that

contain multiple dialkylsulfide chains have been studied in great detail. The potential of such

receptor adsorbate SAMs as sensing devices for a variety of analytes has been shown.25

An important topic regarding application of SAMs in e.g. microelectronics is the ability

to form patterned architectures on a nanometer level. Seminal advances in this direction have

been made through the use of e.g.:

� Coadsorption of different types of adsorbates (leading to mixed monolayers);26

� Microcontact printing using elastomeric stamps;27

� Scanning probe lithographies such as nanoshaving/nanografting28 and “dip-pen”

nanolithography;29

� Advanced lithographic methods such as UV,30 deep UV, 31 extreme UV,32 X-ray,32,33 electron

beam,34 and ion beam35 etching.

Most of these techniques were recently reviewed.36 While they have created patterns with

resolutions below 10 nm, patterning SAMs with the ultimate resolution of a single molecule has

remained unattainable so far.

Atomic and (sub)molecular resolution are readily obtained nowadays with scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM),37 whereas atomic force microscopy (AFM) requires ultrahigh

vacuum to achieve true atomic and molecular, subnanometer resolution.7 Unlike STM, however,

AFM does not require conducting samples. Moreover, shear forces between sample and tip can

be minimized in AFM through the use of tapping mode (TM) conditions.38 These features, and

the fact that measurements on nanometer-sized objects can be performed even under

physiological conditions in liquids, make AFM the microscopic tool of choice when studying

“soft” samples such as biological materials.39

Due to their nanosize dimensions, single dendritic molecules (see chapter 2) are

amenable to investigation by AFM techniques under ambient conditions. For example, Crooks

and coworkers40 have measured the height of G4 and G8 polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
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dendrimers on gold using TM-AFM. Similarly, Tomalia and coworkers41 have measured the

molecular diameter and height of individual G5-G10 PAMAM dendrimers on mica, using TM-

AFM. However, AFM images of individual dendrimers smaller than G5 could not easily be

obtained. De Schryver and coworkers42 have used TM-AFM to measure the height of G4

polyphenylene dendrimer molecules spincoated on mica. Good agreement was found between

the observed height and values calculated from molecular dynamics simulations.

Spatial isolation of individual molecules embedded into SAMs on gold has only been

reported incidentally. Weiss et al. studied single, conducting molecules of 4,4’-bis(phenylene-

ethynylene)-benzothioacetate incorporated into n-dodecanethiol SAMs by STM.43 However,

large clusters of molecules were also observed, probably due to fast exchange of adsorbed

thiolates for solution thiols, especially at gold step edges that contain an increased number of

defect sites. Similar adsorbates composed of linear phenyl oligomers were inserted into n-

nonanethiol SAMs by Ishida et al.44 Using STM experiments, the insertion process was found to

depend on the organic solvent and the length of the conjugated molecule.

The insertion of a second, different adsorbate into a pre-assembled monolayer of a first

adsorbate (usually an alkylthiol) is a versatile technique for creating SAMs incorporating

spatially isolated molecules, which can subsequently be studied using scanning probe

microscopic methods. This strategy, which makes use of the fact that surface-bound thiols can be

exchanged with solution thiols or disulfides,45 has the advantage that the ratio of the two

components can be controlled, in general, by varying the insertion time or the concentration of

the second adsorbate.

7.2 Aim and scope of this chapter
In our group, the incorporation of nanosize dendritic adsorbates into preformed alkylthiol

SAMs has been performed using the above described insertion process. Focussing on synthetic

aspects, this chapter will describe the results of these studies. Detailed monolayer46 and AFM46,47

aspects of our investigations have been described elsewhere.

In the first part of this chapter, the synthesis of both non-covalent and covalent dendritic

molecules functionalized with a dialkylsulfide chain suitable for binding to gold is described.

Monolayer experiments that lead to spatial isolation of individual dendritic molecules on a gold

surface (as demonstrated by AFM experiments) will be discussed briefly.

Having established the conditions necessary for the successful visualization of single

dendritic molecules on a gold surface, the coordination chemistry of isolated SCS PdII pincer

molecules, embedded into SAMs on gold, will be described in the second part of this chapter. A

strategy for exchanging small, “AFM silent” ligands coordinated to PdII on the gold surface by

nanosize dendritic wedges, easily identifyable by AFM, will be presented.
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7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Spatial isolation of single dendrimers on a gold surface

7.3.1.1 Synthesis of metallodendritic adsorbates

In order to be able to detect inserted single molecules by AFM, nanosize metallodendritic

adsorbates were synthesized as schematically outlined in Scheme 7.1. The coordination of

pyridine-functionalized building blocks to SCS PdII pincers (see section 3.2.3 for an overview)

was chosen as the dendrimer assembly motif, since metallodendrimers based on pyridine-PdII

coordination are more stable than corresponding metallodendrimers based on nitrile-PdII

coordination.48 Furthermore, a dialkylsulfide chain was chosen as the anchoring point for gold,

although the exchange of thiol SAMs for solution dialkylsulfides has no precedent in the

literature. Dialkylsulfides are stable to the reaction conditions employed in metallodendrimer

synthesis,49 and they are compatible with the SCS PdII pincer system, whereas thiols are prone to

oxidation and incompatible with pincers.50

1a-1c 2a-2c 3a-3c

Cl

BB -Clpyr

a  

b  

c  

Scheme 7.1. Synthesis of second generation metallodendritic adsorbate 3a and control dendrimers 3b and

3c.

Second generation metallodendritic adsorbate 3a was constructed46d in a controlled, divergent

stepwise manner (see section 2.4.5) from SCS PdII pincer 1a containing a dialkylsulfide chain

(see section 3.2.3 for an overview of SCS PdII pincers). Similarly, corresponding

metallodendritic wedges 3b and 3c having a C22 and a C10 hydrocarbon chain, respectively,

instead of the dialkylsulfide chain of 3a were synthesized starting from pincers 1b and 1c. These

dendrimers were prepared as control compounds in order to prove that the anchoring of
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adsorbate 3a to gold is mainly due to sulfide-gold interactions and not to physisorption or Van

der Waals interactions between hydrocarbon chains.

Removal of the chloride ligand in pincer complexes 1a-1c by 1 equiv of AgBF4, followed

by addition of 1 equiv of building block BBpyr-Cl, gave first generation dendrimers 2a-2c.

Subsequently, the two peripheral chlorides of 2a-2c were removed with 2 equiv of AgBF4 and 2

equiv of BBpyr-Cl were coordinated to the vacant PdII sites to produce second generation

adsorbates 3a-3c in moderate yields. They were characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy and

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Table 7.1).

Table 7.1. 1H NMR and MALDI-TOF MS data for metallodendritic adsorbates 3a-3c and

building blocks BBpyr-Cl and 1a.

Entry Pyr α Ha ArPd H
a ArCH2S

+ CH2N
a CH2SCH2

a

MALDI-TOF

MS Obsd/calcd

(Da)

BBpyr-Clb 8.69 6.72 4.65 − −
1ac − 6.51 4.48e 2.50 −
3ad 8.25 6.70 4.85-4.40 2.40 4461.3/4458.2g

3bd 8.22 6.65 4.75-4.35 − 4437.9/4440.2g

3cd 8.17 6.52, 6.58f 4.70-4.35 − 4270.0/4271.9g

aChemical shifts in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane; bIn CD2Cl2/CD3NO2;
cIn CDCl3; 

dIn CDCl3/CD3NO2; 
eOnly ArCH2S protons; fTwo signals resolved;

gCorresponding to [M − BF4]
+.

The coordination of the pyridine ligands in 3a-3c to the PdII pincer moieties was confirmed by

the upfield shift of the α-pyridyl protons from 8.69 (in BBpyr-Cl) to 8.25-8.17 ppm in the 1H

NMR spectra (Table 7.1), similar to previously reported metallodendrimers based on PdII-

pyridine coordination.48 Moreover, strong signals corresponding to the [M − BF4]
+ species were

observed for 3a-3c in the MALDI-TOF mass spectra, and this is also in accordance with other

metallodendrimers synthesized in our group (see e.g. chapter 4). Finally, the fact that the

dendritic assemblies are only soluble in mixtures of nitromethane and chlorinated solvents

(whereas building blocks 1a and BBpyr-Cl are highly soluble in CH2Cl2 and CHCl3), is also a

clear indication that the dendritic assembly has been successful. This solubility behavior of the

metallodendrimers has important consequences for their insertion into preformed alkylthiol

SAMs (vide infra).

7.3.1.2 Isolation of metallodendrimers in SAMs on gold

The insertion of dendritic adsorbate 3a into preformed SAMs is shown schematically in

Figure 7.1, together with TM-AFM images of the decanethiol monolayer before and after
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exposure to the solution of 3a. Whereas Figure 7.1a is a typical AFM image of an alkylthiol

SAM on gold,51 isolated features can be observed in Figure 7.1b.

3a

Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the insertion of adsorbate 3a into a decanethiol SAM, and TM-

AFM images (acquired in air) before (a) and after (b) treatment of the SAM with a solution of 3a (44 µM

in CH2Cl2 / CH3NO2 1:2) for 2.5 h.

These features, having a height52 of 0.9 ± 0.2 nm and a width53 of 23 ± 4 nm, do not change

position upon repeated scanning in either tapping or contact mode, and therefore are

chemisorbed on the gold surface via the sulfide moiety. This was confirmed by control

experiments employing both adsorbates 3b-3c and a previously reported48 metallodendrimer 4

(which lacks both the sulfide and the alkyl chain).
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No features could be observed on decanethiol SAMs immersed in solutions of these control

dendrimers, proving that the sulfide is essential as the anchoring point to gold. As a mechanism

of the insertion process, it was hypothesized that the creation of defects in the monolayer upon

exposure of the SAM to solvent is the rate-determining step.54 The vacant sites created in this

manner can be filled subsequently with the dialkylsulfide chain of the dendritic adsorbate. This

hypothesis is consistent with the observation that the number of inserted features was found to be

dependent on the immersion time of the SAM in the adsorbate solution. Moreover, a

concentration dependence was later established by in situ contact mode AFM experiments.46c,47

7.3.1.3 Synthesis of a covalent dendritic adsorbate

In order to perform a detailed mechanistic study on the insertion process of dendrimers

into preformed SAMs via a thiol-sulfide exchange, a third generation covalent dendritic wedge

containing a focal dialkylsulfide moiety was synthesized as outlined in Scheme 7.2. The aryl

ether dendrimers first reported by Hawker and Fréchet55 are easy to synthesize and purify, and

their solubility in a range of apolar organic solvents facilitates comparison of the SAM insertion

process with literature studies.

5 7

6

+

Scheme 7.2. Synthesis of third generation covalent dendritic wedge 7.
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Sulfide diol 5, which was prepared in low yield (32%) by monoalkylation of 1,3,5-

trihydroxybenzene with 11-bromoundecyldecyl sulfide, was alkylated with 2 equiv of known56

second generation dendritic wedge 6 under conventional dendritic growth conditions (K2CO3 and

18-crown-6 in refluxing acetone)55 to afford adsorbate 7 in 79% yield after purification by

column chromatography. Conversion of the focal benzylic bromide in 6 to the corresponding

ether moieties in 7 was evidenced by a shift of the CH2 signal from 4.40 to 4.90 ppm in the 1H

NMR spectrum. Moreover, a strong signal at m/z 2538.6 corresponding to [M + H]+ was

observed in the positive FAB mass spectrum of 7.

7.3.1.4 Isolation of covalent dendritic adsorbates in SAMs on gold

The insertion process of adsorbate 7 into SAMs on gold was investigated by varying the

concentration of 7 in solution, the time of exposure to solvent (CH2Cl2) of the initial alkylthiol

SAM, and the quality of the initial thiol layer. The results of these studies will briefly be

summarized here.57

An increasing number of isolated, nanometer-sized features was observed when a starting

SAM of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol was exposed to solutions of increasing concentration of 7. A

representative AFM image is shown in Figure 7.2. At the maximum concentration studied (0.4

mM), the coverage58 of dendrimer molecules was still below 1%.

a b

c

Figure 7.2. TM-AFM image (acquired in air) of dendritic wedge 7 (0.4 mM in CH2Cl2) inserted into a

SAM of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol.

As exposure of SAMs on gold to solvent is known to cause desorption of thiols,45 it was

no surprise to find that increasing the time of exposure to solvent before insertion led to an

increase in the number of inserted dendrimers. The desorption of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol from

the monolayer was evidenced by electrochemical resistance measurements.

Surprisingly, the initial quality of the SAM is not a determining factor for the insertion

process. With the combined available data, a mechanism for thiol-dendrimer exchange was
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proposed which involves dissociation of the surface thiols, possibly as disulfides, followed by

insertion of individual dendritic adsorbates. AFM and electrochemistry data indicate that the

rate-determining step is the dendrimer insertion step, in contrast to the results described in

section 7.3.1.2. However, different experimental conditions were used in that case.

7.3.2 Coordination chemistry on single SCS PdII pincers on a gold surface

7.3.2.1 Synthesis of adsorbates and solution studies

Having established favorable experimental conditions that lead to the isolation of

nanometer-sized molecules on a gold surface, a next level of sophistication can be reached when

dendritic growth is achieved in situ on the surface instead of synthesizing the adsorbates first in

solution and then inserting them into monolayers. In principle metallodendritic growth should be

well-suited for this purpose, since controlled dendritic growth has been demonstrated in solution

by adding the required amount of silver salt and dendritic building block in cycles (see chapter 2,

section 2.4.5).59 Moreover, both chloride abstraction from PdII and subsequent coordination of

dendritic building blocks to the vacant coordination site are fast processes, and this might

compare favorably with often slower covalent reactions on functionalized SAMs. However, the

interpretation of AFM images taken after metallodendrimer growth reactions, starting from

adsorbate 3a (Scheme 7.1) embedded as isolated molecules into a decanethiol SAM, proved to

be troublesome due to the formation of insoluble residues on the monolayer (probably silver

salts).

In order to avoid the use of AgBF4 on the monolayer, the starting ligand coordinated to

the PdII pincer (i.e. the chloride in adsorbate 1a) should undergo replacement by other ligands via

simple exchange reactions rather than via silver salt pretreatment. This excludes the commonly

used chlorides as protecting ligands. However, a number of other ligands serving as temporary

protecting moieties can be envisaged. Such ligands should, on one hand, be strong enough to

exclude the intra- or intermolecular coordination of the dialkylsulfide moiety to PdII (which

would cause polymerization in the case of intermolecular coordination), and, on the other hand,

be weak enough to allow their substitution with stronger ligands. From our studies on the

coordination strengths of a variety of ligands toward the SCS PdII pincer system (see chapter 3),

it seems that pyridines are suitable ligands for this task. They are stronger ligands than sulfides,

but at the same time they are easily substituted by phosphines. In order to test the feasibility of

this strategy, adsorbates 8-10 were synthesized as shown in Scheme 7.3.
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8

1a 9
10

Scheme 7.3. Synthesis of adsorbates 8-10.

Deprotection of the chloride ligand in 1a using 1 equiv of AgBF4, followed by addition of 1

equiv of pyridine resulted in cationic pyridine complex 8. The coordination of pyridine to PdII

was evident from the 1H NMR spectrum, in which a broad signal was observed at 8.11 ppm for

the α-pyridyl protons, similar to analogous pyridine complexes reported in chapter 3 (section

3.4.3). No evidence for sulfide coordination was found in the 1H NMR spectrum.60

In order to determine by AFM whether the exchange of the pyridine ligand by another

ligand could be successfully performed, second generation dendritic wedges 11 and 12 (Chart

7.1) having a focal pyridine and phosphine, respectively, were synthesized. Upon replacement of

the “AFM silent” pyridine ligand of adsorbate 8, embedded into an alkylthiol SAM, by these

nanosize dendritic wedges, isolated features similar to those shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 should

be observed.
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11 12
Chart 7.1.

Dendron 11 was prepared in 62% yield from the corresponding dendritic wedge containing a

focal benzylic alcohol61 by esterification with isonicotinoyl chloride. Its coordination behavior

toward an SCS PdII pincer system was tested with acetonitrile complex 13, the synthesis of

which was described in chapter 3. Upon mixing stoichiometric amounts of 11 and 13 in CDCl3,

the quantitative substitution of the labile acetonitrile ligand by dendron 11 was determined by 1H

NMR spectroscopy, e.g. a diagnostic upfield shift of the α-pyridyl protons of 11 from 8.75 to

8.42 ppm was observed upon coordination. The synthesis of dendron 12 and its successful

coordination to various SCS PdII pincers was already described in chapter 4.

13

Besides adsorbate 8 having a pyridine ligand, adsorbates 9 and 10 (Scheme 7.3) were prepared as

reference compounds. Comparing the AFM results of the growth process on the monolayer with

results obtained from insertion of these preassembled reference compounds into alkylthiol SAMs

should provide valuable information about the viability of our strategy. Compounds 9 and 10

were synthesized in solution by removal of the inert chloride ligand of 1a with AgBF4, followed

by addition of dendritic wedges 11 and 12, respectively. In the case of 11, 1H NMR spectroscopy

indicated that, in addition to the pyridine wedge, the dialkylsulfide also coordinated to PdII

because the binding strengths of the pyridine ester and the dialkylsulfide are similar. Two sets of

signals were observed for both the pyridine α protons, the CH2S protons of the cyclopalladated

pincer system, and the CH2S protons of the sulfide chain. From the integrals of these signals a
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ratio of 4:1 was determined for coordinated pyridine wedge versus coordinated sulfide. Upon

addition of excess pyridine wedge, an increasing amount of pyridine wedge was found to

coordinate to the PdII pincer, however, a product free of coordinated sulfide could not be

obtained. However, after insertion of adsorbate 8 into SAMs on gold, the sulfide is not available

for coordination to the PdII pincer anymore, and substitution of the coordinated pyridine ligand in

8 by pyridine wedge 11 might still occur, taking into account the large excess of 11 that will be

present and the fact that the distribution of different, coordinated ligands is thermodynamically

controlled (see chapter 3).

When adsorbate 8 was treated with phosphine-functionalized dendritic wedge 12 in

solution, the quantitative substitution of the pyridine ligand by the phosphine dendron (providing

adsorbate 10) was observed by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. Most diagnostic is the shift of the

phosphorus signal from -5.6 (free 12) to 13.6 ppm (coordinated 12) in the 31P NMR spectrum

upon coordination. Moreover, a signal at m/z 2118.6 corresponding to [M − BF4]
+ was observed

in the positive FAB mass spectrum of 10.

Since the exchange of coordinated pyridine in 8 by dendritic wedges proceeds partially

(for 11) and completely (for 12), studies aiming at this exchange on adsorbate 8 embedded in a

monolayer were undertaken using these dendritic wedges. The results will be described in the

next section.

7.3.2.2 Spatial isolation of individual dendrons on gold

Insertion reactions with adsorbate 8 starting from a hydrophilic 11-mercapto-1-undecanol

SAM on gold, followed by immersion of the substrates into solutions of varying concentrations

of dendritic wedges 11 and 12 gave very large features, indicating physisorbed material.46c TM-

AFM experiments of hydrophobic decanethiol monolayers on gold subjected to the same

procedure revealed also large features in the case of pyridine wedge 11. On the other hand,

experiments employing decanethiol SAMs and phosphine wedge 12 (0.01 mM solution in

CH2Cl2, 10 min immersion time) instead of pyridine wedge 11 did reveal the presence of isolated

features in the AFM images.62 A representative TM-AFM image of a SAM containing individual

nanosize dendrons coordinated to the pincer moiety of adsorbate 8, embedded in the decanethiol

monolayer, is shown in Figure 7.3, along with a height profile.
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Figure 7.3. Representative TM-AFM image (acquired in air) of Pd(II) pincer-containing (8) decanethiol

SAM after exposure to a 0.01 mM CH2Cl2 solution of dendrimer wedge 12 for 10 min. The height profile

shown on the right corresponds to the line drawn in the AFM image (z-scale = 10 nm).

The height and width53 of these features, determined by AFM, are 4.3 ± 0.2 and 15.3 ± 4 nm,

respectively. From a computer-generated molecular model it was estimated that adsorbate 10

protrudes approximately 3.5 nm above the decanethiol layer, when fully stretched (Figure 7.4).

Therefore, the average height determined by AFM is in reasonable agreement with the calculated

value. The very soft TM-AFM conditions employed in these experiments might render the height

value a good representation of the feature height.63

3.5 nm

Figure 7.4. The part of adsorbate 10 that protrudes above the decanethiol monolayer, obtained by a

computer-generated molecular model. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

To certify that the nanometer-sized features observed in Figure 7.3 are single dendritic

molecules, direct insertion of dendritic adsorbate complex 10 was carried out, which should yield
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similar layers as the surface reaction described above. Using the same atomic force microscopy

conditions as for the previous experiments, nanometer-sized features, very similar to those

observed after the single molecule growth experiments, were observed.46b The height and width

of the features, as determined by TM-AFM, are 4.1 ± 0.2 nm and 18.8 ± 4 nm, respectively,

which corresponds very well to the dimensions of the molecules synthesized on the monolayer

by reaction of isolated pincer adsorbates 8 with dendritic wedge 12.

7.4 Conclusions
Both metallodendrimers and covalent dendrimers, functionalized with a dialkylsulfide

chain for anchorage to a gold surface, have been synthesized, as described in the first part of this

chapter. The successful incorporation of these dendrimers as isolated species into preassembled

monolayers of alkylthiols, as determined by tapping mode AFM experiments, has briefly been

discussed. In the second part, a strategy for performing coordination chemistry on isolated PdII

pincer molecules inserted into alkanethiol SAMs on gold has been presented. It has been shown

that the coordination of phosphines to PdII pincers can be used to successfully grow isolated

molecules into nanometer-sized features which can be detected by AFM. This approach offers

the possibility to isolate functional nanometer-sized objects, as shown by spatial confinement of

dendritic structures.

Using the strategy presented in this chapter, a next level of complexity is obtained when

the single dendritic molecules observable by AFM can be grown on the monolayer, in a

controlled manner, into objects of even greater dimensions. Results concerning this topic will be

described in chapter 8.

7.5 Experimental Section

General comments. For general information on instruments, procedures, and chemicals, see chapter 3.

For a description of MALDI-TOF experiments, see chapter 4. Monolayer experiments were performed by

A. Friggeri (metallodendrimers, covalent dendrimers, dendrimer growth reactions), and B.-H. Huisman

(metallodendrimers).

Materials. Dendritic wedge (MeO2C)4-[G-2]-OH,61 PdII pincer adsorbate 1a,64 and 3,5-

bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol65 were prepared according to reported procedures. The synthesis of dendritic

phosphine wedge 12 was described in chapter 4.

General procedure for the preparation of pincer ligands containing C22 and C10 alkyl chains. 3,5-

Bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol was alkylated with docosyl (C22) and decyl (C10) bromide according to the

procedure described in chapter 3 for the synthesis of 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)-n-butoxybenzene.

C22 pincer ligand. White solid. Yield 1.30 g (73%). M. p. 67-68 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.32-7.16 (m, 10

H, SPh H), 6.82 (s, 1 H, Ar H), 6.71 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.04 (s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.85 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2O),
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1.72 (quint, J = 7.2 Hz, 2 H, CH2CH2O), 1.44-1.22 (m, 38 H, CH2), 0.89 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C

NMR: δ (ppm) 159.3, 139.0, 136.3, 129.8, 128.8, 126.3, 121.5, 113.8, 68.0, 39.0, 31.9, 29.7-29.2, 26.0,

22.7, 14.2. FAB-MS m/z 646.3 ([M]+, calcd 646.4). Anal. calcd for C42H62OS2·0.1H2O: C, 77.74; H, 9.66;

S, 9.88. Found: C, 77.52; H, 9.61; S, 9.85.

C10 pincer ligand. Transparant oil. Yield 1.59 g (81%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.32-7.15 (m, 10 SPh H),

6.82 (s, 1 H, Ar H), 6.71 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.04 (s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.85 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 1.73 (quint,

J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2CH2O), 1.46-1.30 (m, 14 H, CH2), 0.90 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm)

159.3, 139.0, 136.3, 129.8, 128.9, 126.4, 121.5, 113.8, 68.0, 39.0, 31.9, 29.6-29.2, 26.0, 22.7, 14.2. FAB-

MS m/z 477.1 ([M − H]-, calcd for C30H37OS2: 477.2).

General procedure for the preparation of PdII pincers 1b and 1c. The C22 and C10 pincer ligands

were cyclopalladated according to the procedure described in chapter 3 for the cyclopalladation of 3,5-

bis(phenylthiamethyl)-n-butoxybenzene, i.e. cyclopalladation with Pd[MeCN]4(BF4)2 in MeCN for 1 h,

followed by treatment with NaCl in CH2Cl2/H2O. Both 1b and 1c were purified by column

chromatography using CH2Cl2/acetone 97:3 (v/v) as the eluent.

C22 PdII pincer 1b. Yellow solid. Yield 0.15 g (58%). M. p. 98-100 °C; 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.83-7.79 (m,

4 H, Ar H), 7.35-7.33 (m, 6 H, Ar H), 6.56 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.53 (br s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.84 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2 H,

CH2O), 1.72 (quint, J = 7.2 Hz, 2 H,CH2CH2O), 1.40-1.20 (m, 38 H, CH2), 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3).
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 157.0, 151.4, 150.1, 132.5, 131.4, 129.7, 129.6, 108.8, 68.1, 51.7, 31.9, 29.7-29.3,

26.1, 22.7, 14.2. FAB-MS m/z 751.4 ([M − Cl]+, calcd 751.3). Anal. calcd for C42H61ClOPdS2: C, 64.02;

H, 7.80; S, 8.14. Found: C, 63.78; H, 7.76; S, 8.13.

C10 PdII pincer 1c. Yellow oil. Yield 0.17 g (66%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.82-7.79 (m, 4 H, Ar H), 7.35-

7.32 (m, 6 H, Ar H), 6.56 (s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.53 (br s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.84 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 1.72

(quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H,CH2CH2O), 1.41-1.20 (m, 14 H, CH2), 0.86 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ

(ppm) 157.0, 151.4, 150.1, 132.4, 131.3, 129.7, 129.6, 108.9, 68.1, 51.6, 31.9, 29.6-29.3, 26.1, 22.7, 14.2.

FAB-MS m/z 583.1 ([M − Cl]+, calcd for C30H37ClOPdS2: 583.1).

General procedure for the synthesis of metallodendrimers 3b and 3c. Both metallodendrimers 3b and

3c were synthesized according to the procedure reported for adsorbate 3a.64

C22 metallodendrimer 3b. Yield 10 mg (31%). 1H NMR (CHCl3/CD3NO2): δ (ppm) 8.22 (br s, 6 H, pyr

α H), 7.80-7.70 (br s, 15 H, pyr β H + Ar H), 7.65-7.50 (br s, 28 H, SPh H), 7.35-7.18 (br s, 42 H, SPh

H), 6.70-6.50 (br s, 14 H, ArPd H), 4.90 (br s, 12 H, CH2O), 4.75-4.35 (br s, 34 H, CH2S + CH2N), 3.80

(br s, 2 H, OCH2), 1.60 (br s, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.35-1.10 (br s, 38 H, CH2), 0.78 (br s, 3 H, CH3).

MALDI-TOF MS m/z 4437.9 [M − BF4]
+, calcd for C207H199B2Cl4F8N6O10Pd7S14: 4440.2).

C10 metallodendrimer 3c. Yield 16 mg (43%).1H NMR (CHCl3/CD3NO2): δ (ppm) 8.17 (br s, 6 H, pyr

α H), 7.80-7.75 (br s, 15 H, pyr β H + Ar H), 7.65-7.50 (br s, 28 H, SPh H), 7.40-7.20 (br s, 42 H, SPh
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H), 6.58 (s, 8 H, ArPd H), 6.52 (s, 6 H, ArPd H), 4.92 (s, 12 H, CH2O), 4.70-4.35 (br s, 34 H, CH2S +

CH2N), 3.86 (br s, 2 H, OCH2), 1.63 (br s, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.36-1.10 (br s, 14 H, CH2), 0.75 (s, 3 H,

CH3). MALDI-TOF MS m/z 4270.0 ([M − BF4]
+, calcd for C195H175B2Cl4F8N6O10Pd7S14: 4271.9).

Sulfide pincer, pyridine complex (8). To a solution of the sulfide pincer 1a (8.1 mg, 10.1 µmol) in

CH2Cl2 (3 mL) were added a few drops of MeCN. Next 78 µL (10.1 µmol) of a stock solution of AgBF4

in water (0.130 M) was added, and the resulting mixture was stirred for 10 min. A white precipitate

formed, indicating the formation of insoluble AgCl. Subsequently, pyridine (90 µL of a 0.120 M stock

solution in CH2Cl2, 10.8 µmol) was added. After the mixture was stirred at r.t. for 10 min, it was filtered

through Hyflo into a 10 mL volumetric flask. The volumetric flask was filled with CH2Cl2 to 10 mL,

providing a 1 mM solution of the pyridine complex of the sulfide pincer. For analytical investigation, this

process was carried out in deuterated solvents. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 8.11 (br s, 2 H, pyr α H), 7.72 (br, 1 H,

pyr γ H), 7.64-7.62 (m, 4 H, SPh H), 7.40-7.37 (m, 6 H, SPh H), 7.29 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 2 H, pyr β H), 6.64

(s, 2 H, Ar H), 4.72 (br s, 4 H, CH2S), 3.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 2.46 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 4 H,

CH2SCH2), 1.65 (quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.55-1.45 (br m, 4 H, CH2CH2SCH2CH2), 1.40-1.14

(m, 28 H, CH2), 0.90 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3).

Sulfide pincer, pyridine wedge complex (9). The sulfide pincer 1a (4.1 mg, 5.1 µmol) was deprotected

with AgBF4 in the same manner as described above, and subsequently (MeO2C)4-[G-2]-pyr (5.5 mg, 5.1

µmol) was added. After filtration of the solution through Hyflo, the solvents were evaporated in vacuo.
1H NMR spectroscopy indicated coordination of both the pyridine wedge and the sulfide chain to PdII,

e.g. δ (ppm) 8.8 and 8.4 for uncoordinated and coordinated α-pyridyl protons, respectively.

Sulfide pincer, phosphine wedge complex (10). The sulfide pincer 1a (4.3 mg, 5.3 µmol) was

deprotected with AgBF4 in the same manner as described above, and subsequently dendritic phosphine

wedge 12 (7.2 mg, 5.3 µmol) was added. After filtration of the solution through Hyflo, the solvents were

evaporated in vacu. to give the product as a yellow solid in quantitative yield. M.p. 85-87 °C. 1H NMR: δ
(ppm) 8.02 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 1 H, NH), 7.73 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 7.48-7.10 (m, 36 H, Ar H), 6.89 (t, J

= 8.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.79 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.69 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.65 (d, J = 2.7 Hz,

2 H, Ar H), 6.44-6.43 (m, 3 H, Ar H), 5.00 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.96 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.71 (br s, 4 H, CH2S),

4.58 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 2 H, CH2N), 3.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 2.48 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 4 H, CH2SCH2),

1.74 (quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.56 (quint, J = 7.2 Hz, 4 H, CH2CH2SCH2CH2), 1.46-1.25 (m,

28 H, CH2), 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
31P NMR: δ (ppm) 13.6. FAB-MS m/z 2118.6 ([M − BF4]

+ ,

calcd 2119.3). Anal. calcd for C109H114BBr4F4 NO8PPdS3·0.3H2O: C, 59.20; H, 5.22; N, 0.63. Found: C,

58.84; H, 5.22; N, 0.68.

(MeO2C)4-[G-2]-pyr (11). A solution of isonicotinoyl chloride hydrochloride (0.46 g, 2.6 mmol) and

NEt3 (0.85 mL, 6.1 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (25 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of dendritic wedge

(MeO2C)4-[G-2]-OH (1.00 g, 1.0 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (75 mL). The mixture was stirred at r.t. overnight

under an argon atmosphere. After the addition of 1 M HCl (100 mL), the organic phase was separated and

washed with NaHCO3 (sat.) and brine, and subsequently dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. After evaporation
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of the solvent in vacuo, the crude product was purified by column chromatography, using CH2Cl2/acetone

90:10 (v/v) as the eluent, affording a white solid. Yield 0.69 g (62%). Mp 79-81 °C. 1H NMR δ (ppm)

8.75 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 2 H, pyr α H), 8.02 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.82 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 2 H, pyr β H), 7.45

(d, J = 8.1 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 6.65 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.61 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.54-6.52 (m,

3 H, Ar H), 5.28 (s, 2 H, CH2O), 5.08 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.97 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 3.90 (s, 12 H, CO2CH3). 
13C

NMR δ (ppm) 166.2, 159.5, 159.4, 150.0, 141.3, 138.8, 137.0, 136.7, 129.4, 129.2, 126.5, 106.8, 105.9,

101.4, 101.1, 69.4, 68.9, 66.7, 51.6. FAB-MS m/z 1082.3 ([M + H]+, calcd 1082.4). Anal. calcd for

C63H55NO16·H2O: C, 68.78; H, 5.22; N, 1.27. Found: C, 68.76; H, 5.12; N, 1.23.
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Chapter 8

Chemistry on isolated, surface-confined dendrimers

Impression of dendritic growth on a self-assembled

monolayer on a gold surface (AFM tip not to scale).

This chapter deals with the generation of large dendritic structures on gold, starting from

dendritic wedges that have been embedded in self-assembled monolayers. A second generation

dendritic adsorbate, functionalized at the focal point with a dialkylsulfide chain and containing 4

pyridines at the periphery, has been synthesized and characterized. TM-AFM experiments

revealed isolated features of 3.3 ± 0.5 nm in height when decanethiol SAMs were exposed to a

solution of this dendritic adsorbate. Subsequently, the peripheral pyridines were employed as the

anchoring points for the non-covalent attachment of second generation dendritic wedges having

a focal SCS Pd(II) pincer moiety. A substantial increase in feature size was observed by TM-

AFM experiments after metal-ligand coordination, demonstrating the feasibility of non-covalent

growth reactions on surface-confined dendritic molecules.
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8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it was demonstrated that nanometer-sized dendrimers,

functionalized with a dialkylsulfide chain, can be incorporated as isolated species into

preassembled alkylthiol monolayers on gold. Moreover, a strategy was developed for performing

coordination chemistry on SCS PdII pincers, isolated as single molecules on a gold surface, as

discussed in the second part of that chapter.

Taking single, surface-confined dendrimers as a starting point, a next step in our “bottom

up” methodology would be the incorporation of reactive groups at the dendrimer periphery and

employ these on the surface as anchoring sites for subsequent growth reactions. A major

advantage of this strategy is that both starting and end point of the growth process can be

visualized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), since the dimensions of the starting dendrimers

already allow them to be imaged by routine AFM experiments. This is in contrast to the

methodology reported in chapter 7, where only the end point of the process could be imaged by

AFM.

The confinement of dendrimers to surfaces by other research groups was already briefly

discussed in chapter 7. However, dendritic growth on surfaces has been studied in much less

detail. Zhang et al. prepared polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers on surfaces using the same

chemistry as in bulk PAMAM preparations.1 Hyperbranched polymers were grown by Crooks,

Bergbreiter, and their coworkers from a carboxylic acid-terminated SAM on gold using amino-

terminated oligomers of protected acrylic acid as branching units.2 In general, surface-attached

polymers are of interest because of their (potential) applications in the areas of chemical sensing,

nonlinear optical materials, corrosion inhibition, adhesion, etc. Weiss, Grubbs, and their

coworkers embedded rigid, linear thiols ω-functionalized with a norbornene moiety as isolated

species into a dodecanethiol SAM and studied the ring-opening metathesis polymerization

(ROMP) initiated by the surface-bound norbornenes using Grubbs’ catalyst and a norbornene

monomer.3 The polymerization process was followed by scanning tunneling, atomic force, and

scanning electron microscopy, revealing polymer brushes ranging from 10 to several hundred

nm.

8.2 Aim and scope of this chapter
In this chapter a strategy for performing growth on isolated, surface-confined dendrimers

is presented. The synthesis of dendritic adsorbate 1 (Chart 8.1), possessing both a dialkylsulfide

moieties for anchorage to gold and peripheral pyridines for non-covalent metal-ligand

coordination, is described. After insertion of the adsorbates into decanethiol monolayers on gold,

the pyridines are coordinated to dendritic wedges containing a focal SCS PdII pincer moiety.

Both the starting and end points of the growth process are visualized by TM-AFM experiments.
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Chart 8.1. Structure of second generation pyridine-functionalized dendritic adsorbate 1. The designations

a, b, c, etc. are used for 1H NMR spectroscopic signal assignments in Figure 8.1.

8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Synthesis of dendritic adsorbate 1
In order to employ isolated molecules for both anchorage to gold and as starting points

for further growth, a dendritic wedge containing peripheral pyridines and a focal dialkylsulfide

chain was designed. In chapter 7 it was shown that dendrimers can be inserted as isolated

molecules into preformed alkylthiol monolayers by chemisorption of their dialkylsulfide

moieties. Pyridines were chosen as the dendrimer peripheral groups since they strongly bind to

SCS PdII pincer moieties via metal-ligand coordination (see chapter 3).4 The synthetic strategy

leading to dendritic adsorbate 1 is outlined in Schemes 8.1 and 8.2. A slightly adapted version of

the convergent dendritic routes reported by Schlüter and coworkers5 and Liskamp and

coworkers6 was used for the construction of the dendritic framework. First, dendron 4 having 2

Boc-protected amines at the periphery and a reactive carboxylic acid at the focal point was

synthesized as shown in Scheme 8.1 (top).
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Scheme 8.1. Synthesis of first generation dendron 5 and bis(amino) sulfide 8.

5-[(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)amino]-1-pentyl bromide 2 was prepared in two steps, according to a

literature procedure,7 by reaction of 5-amino-1-pentanol with di-tert-butyl dicarbonate, followed

by conversion of the alcohol to the bromide with CBr4/PPh3. Methyl resorcylate 3 (obtained by

esterification of resorcylic acid with MeOH/H2SO4) was alkylated with 2 equiv of 2 to afford the

first generation dendron 4 in 85% yield. Saponification of the focal methyl ester with KOH in

MeOH furnished carboxylic acid 5 in 88% yield. Second, dialkylsulfide 8 containing two

primary amines was prepared from diol 6 (chapter 7) by alkylation with 3-

bromopropylphthalimide (65% yield), followed by quantitative removal of the phthalimide

protecting groups in EtOH/THF (Scheme 8.1 bottom). Third, coupling of 2 equiv of dendron 5 to

diamine 8 was performed using 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride

(EDC) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) as the coupling reagents to provide second

generation adsorbate 9 in 66% isolated yield after purification by column chromatography

(Scheme 8.2).
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Scheme 8.2. Synthesis of pyridine-terminated, second generation adsorbate 1; a) CH2Cl2/TFA 95:5 (v/v),

r.t., 10 min, quant.; b) isonicotinic acid, EDC/HOBt/DIPEA, CH2Cl2/MeOH, r.t., 10 h, 52%.

All Boc groups of dendron 9 could be smoothly removed using very mild conditions (5% TFA in

CH2Cl2, 10 min at r.t.). After removal of volatiles, pure products were obtained as the

corresponding ammonium salts (with trifluoroacetate anions), as inferred from 1H NMR

spectroscopy (in DMSO-d6). The Boc signal at 1.4 ppm had disappeared, and the three protons

of each ammonium moiety gave a signal at 7.76 ppm. No sign of decomposition was observed,

implying that complete Boc deprotection can be accomplished without destroying the dendritic

framework. Conversion of the peripheral ammonium groups of the deprotected dendron to

neutral amines was achieved by adding an excess of DIPEA as a base. Coupling of the 4 terminal

amines with isonicotinic acid using EDC and HOBt as the coupling reagents provided pyridine-

terminated adsorbate 1 in 52% yield after purification. Both adsorbates 9 and 1 were isolated as

colorless viscous oils and characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy and FAB mass

spectrometry. The 1H NMR spectrum of adsorbate 1 is shown in Figure 8.1. Assignment of all

signals except the methylene region between 1.8-1.2 ppm was performed with the aid of 1H−1H

COSY NMR spectroscopy.
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Figure 8.1. 1H NMR spectrum (300 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of dendritic adsorbate 1. For signal assignment,

see Chart 8.1.

8.3.2 Synthesis of a dendritic wedge containing an SCS PdII pincer group
In order to employ the pyridine end groups of adsorbate 1 as starting points for further

growth, a second generation Fréchet dendron was functionalized with a focal SCS PdII pincer

moiety (Scheme 8.3).8 Coordination of each pyridine group of 1 to the PdII center of dendron 13

(by substitution of the labile acetonitrile ligand) converts second generation dendritic wedge 1

into a fourth generation metallodendron in one step. The accompanying increase in feature size

should be readily observed by AFM.

10 

11 

12  

13  

Scheme 8.3. Synthesis of second generation dendritic wedge 13 containing a focal SCS Pd(II) pincer

moiety; a) 3,5-bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol, K2CO3/18-crown-6, acetone, reflux, 10 h, 93%; b)

K2PdCl4/NaOAc, CHCl3/H2O, reflux, 2 h, 84%; c) AgBF4, CH2Cl2/CH3CN, r.t., 10 min, quant.
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The known9 dendritic wedge 10 containing a focal benzyl bromide was alkylated with 3,5-

bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol10 to give dendritic pincer ligand 11 in 93% yield. The conversion of

the benzylic bromide in 10 to the benzylic ether in 11 was evident from the 1H NMR spectrum of

11, in which a singlet at 4.87 ppm was found for the benzylic ether protons. The benzylic

bromide protons of 10 display a singlet at 4.40 ppm. Dendritic pincer ligand 11 was

cyclopalladated in 84% yield using the two-phase procedure described in chapter 4

(K2PdCl4/NaOAc in refluxing CHCl3/H2O). The chloride complex 12 obtained in this manner

was characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, FAB mass spectrometry, and elemental

analysis. In the 1H NMR spectrum of 12 a broad signal at 4.51 ppm, corresponding to four CH2S

protons, indicates the presence of the two chelate rings of the SCS PdII moiety (in agreement

with the SCS PdII pincers reported in chapter 3). Finally, the chloride complex 12 was converted

to the acetonitrile complex 13 by treatment with 1 equiv of AgBF4 in CH2Cl2/CH3CN.

8.3.3 Coordination chemistry of dendritic wedge 13 in solution

The coordination of a variety of pyridines to SCS PdII pincer systems has been well

studied in our group (see chapter 3) and by others.11 In general, pyridine complexes of SCS PdII

pincers are synthesized from the corresponding acetonitrile complexes by a fast and quantitative

exchange. It was reasoned that quantitative exchange of the acetonitrile ligand in 13 by the p-

amide-substituted pyridine end groups of adsorbate 1 might be inhibited for both steric and

electronic reasons. Therefore the coordination of isonicotinoyl benzylamide to the pincer moiety

of dendron 13 was first investigated as a model for the pyridine end groups of adsorbate 1. As

shown in Figure 8.2, significant shifts in the 1H NMR spectrum are observed upon addition of 1

equiv of isonicotinoyl benzylamide to dendritic wedge 13 in CDCl3. Diagnostic for pyridine

coordination is the large upfield shift of the α-pyridyl protons upon coordination to the SCS PdII

pincer (see also chapter 3). The absence of a signal around 8.6 ppm in the bottom spectrum of

Figure 8.2 indicates the quantitative substitution of the acetonitrile ligand for isonicotinoyl

benzylamide.
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Figure 8.2. 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of isonicotinoyl benzylamide before (a) and after

(b) addition of 1 equiv of acetonitrile complex 13.

Next, it was determined whether adsorbate 1 can accomodate four dendritic wedges around its

periphery (by coordination of the pyridyl groups of 1 to the pincer moieties of acetonitrile

complex 13). To that end, 1 was titrated to 13 in CDCl3 solution. 1H NMR spectroscopy showed

that 4 equiv of 13 can indeed be coupled to adsorbate 1. Upon coordination, similar shifts for the

pyridyl groups of 1 were observed as displayed in Figure 8.2. However, a minor interference (±
5%, as judged from the NMR integrals) from coordination of the sulfide moiety of 1 to the

pincer system of 13 was observed. As already discussed in chapter 7, the coordination strengths

of pyridine and sulfide groups toward PdII pincers are in the same range. Sulfide interference is

absent when the pyridine coordination is carried out on a gold surface, since in that case the

sulfide group is already bound to the substrate.

It must be realized that coordination of four dendritic wedges to adsorbate 1 is sterically

more demanding on a gold surface than in solution. Whereas the conformation of adsorbate 1

can be freely adjusted in solution in order to accommodate all four dendrons, the space available

for coordination to isolated molecules of 1 inserted into SAMs is restricted to approximately half

a sphere.

8.3.4 Coordination chemistry of pyridine-terminated adsorbate 1 inserted into

decanethiol SAMs

Confinement of dendritic adsorbate 1 to gold was achieved by exposing a decanethiol

SAM to a 0.1 mM solution of 1 in CH2Cl2 for 3 h. After rinsing, TM-AFM experiments in air
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revealed isolated features, well separated and randomly distributed over the surface, with an

average height of 3.3 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 8.3).

Figure 8.3. Representative TM-AFM image (acquired in air) of a decanethiol SAM exposed to a 0.1 mM

solution of 1 (in CH2Cl2) for 3 h. The height profile shown on the right corresponds to the line drawn in

the left image.

The maximum protrusion of adsorbate 1 above the decanethiol monolayer was estimated at 2.8

nm from a computer-generated model.12 Thus the average height, as determined by TM-AFM, is

in reasonable agreement with the calculated value for the single dendritic molecules. Direct

comparison of the two values can be made due to the very soft tapping conditions employed in

the TM-AFM experiments (see also section 7.3.2.2). The width of the dendrimers was not

systematically evaluated due to problems related to tip convolution (section 7.3.1.2). The

average number of nanometer-sized features counted in a 500 × 500 nm2 area of the decanethiol

SAM exposed to adsorbate 1 is 15 ± 5, which is in the same order of magnitude as we have

found for insertion of the dendritic adsorbates described in chapter 7.

Dendritic growth on gold was achieved by exposure of a decanethiol monolayer

containing single molecules of 1 to a 0.1 mM solution of acetonitrile complex 13 in CH2Cl2 for

10 min. After rinsing, TM-AFM experiments showed that the average feature dimensions had

increased significantly (Figure 8.4). By comparing Figures 8.3 and 8.4, it is seen that both the

lateral width and the height of the features have increased after growth. However, the size

distribution after growth is much broader than before growth, and feature heights from 3.1 to 7.5

nm are found on the monolayer.
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Figure 8.4. TM-AFM image (acquired in air) of a decanethiol SAM exposed to a 0.1 mM solution of 1 for

3 h, followed by exposure to a 0.1 mM solution of dendritic wedge 13 for 10 min. The height profile

shown on the right corresponds to the line drawn in the left image.

There are even features which appear not to have grown at all. This indicates that not all inserted

adsorbates have four molecules of 13 coordinated to them. It is most likely that a distribution of

dendrimers complexing zero to four wedges of 13 has been obtained. This is different from

solution where adsorbate 1 can coordinate four wedges of 13 (vide supra). As stated in the

previous section, coordination of four dendritic wedges to adsorbate 1 is sterically more

demanding on a gold surface than in solution. It is probable that coordination of 13 to 1 becomes

progressively more difficult in going from the first to the fourth coordination event, and the

complexation of the final wedges might be sterically and kinetically unfavorable.

8.3.5 Covalent growth reactions

In section 8.3.1 the synthesis of dendritic adsorbate 1 from adsorbate 9 was described.

After deprotection of the Boc groups from adsorbate 9, conversion of the peripheral ammonium

groups to neutral amines can be achieved by addition of excess DIPEA as a base. In principle,

the resulting dendritic adsorbates containing peripheral amines could be applied on a surface in

covalent growth reactions with dendritic wedges having reactive focal groups. To that end, a

second generation dendritic Fréchet wedge 14 (Chart 8.2) functionalized with a focal

isothiocyanate moiety was synthesized, since the isothiocyanate group is known to react cleanly

with primary and secondary amines to give thioureas. The less reactive nature of isothiocyanates

compared to isocyanates prevents their reaction with alcohols and water.13. Dendritic wedge 14

was prepared in 66% yield from the corresponding benzylic amine (see chapter 4) by reaction

with thiophosgene.
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14 

15 

16

Chart 8.2.

Unfortunately, the reactivity of isothiocyanate 14 was found to be very low. In order for

reactions with primary amines to go to completion, extended reaction times (10 h and more) and

heating were required. These conditions are not suitable for monolayer reactions, and therefore

work on this topic was discontinued. Alternatively, adsorbates having peripheral amines might

be coupled to dendritic wedge 15 containing a focal carboxylic acid. On SAMs, coupling

between carboxylic acids and amines has been achieved using a variety of methods.14 Carboxylic

acid 15 was synthesized by alkylation of methyl resorcylate 3 (Scheme 8.1) with first generation

dendritic bromide 16 (Chart 8.2) in 59% yield, followed by saponification of the focal methyl

ester with KOH in 84% yield. In solution, the adsorbate obtained after deprotection of 9 could be

coupled to dendritic wedge 15 using EDC/HOBt/DIPEA as the coupling reagents to form the

fourth generation adsorbate 17 (Chart 8.3).
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Chart 8.3. Fourth generation dendritic adsorbate 17 formed by coupling the deprotected analog of

adsorbate 9 with carboxylic acid 15.

Dendritic adsorbate 17 displays broader signals in the 1H NMR spectrum than the components

from which it was synthesized. This is probably due to the significant size increase, leading to

slow tumbling of the dendrimer and/or restricted mobility inside the dendritic wedge in solution.

The increase in dendritic size was also inferred from the chemical shift of the ortho-protons of

the terminal bromo-substituted phenyl rings. In going from second generation 15 to fourth

generation 17, this chemical shift changes from 7.56 to 7.49 ppm, reflecting an increase in steric

and ring current interactions between the peripheral phenyl rings as the dendritic size increases.15

Initial growth reactions on gold using the deprotected analog of adsorbate 9 and the acid

chloride generated from dendritic wedge 15 were not successful. Adsorbate 9 was inserted into a

decanethiol monolayer in the usual manner. TM-AFM experiments showed very small features

after insertion. The Boc groups were removed by exposure of the monolayer to a 5% TFA

solution in CH2Cl2. After rinsing with a DIPEA solution to convert the quaternary ammonium

salts to neutral amines, the monolayer was exposed to a solution of the acid chloride of 15 in

CH2Cl2. After growth, clean features could not be distinguished by TM-AFM experiments,

suggesting the presence of a significant amount of physisorbed material on the monolayer. By

changing the coupling procedure (by using, for example, an activated ester of carboxylic acid

15), the quality of the monolayer after growth might be improved.

From this section, it can be concluded that covalent growth on a surface employing

dendritic isothiocyanates or acid chlorides is much more troublesome than non-covalent metal-

ligand coordination. It has been pointed out in the literature that the (covalent) reactivity of
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molecules in a self-assembled monolayer may differ dramatically from that in solution.14 In

contrast, metal-ligand coordination is usually a fast process.

8.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the successful growth of isolated, surface-confined dendrimers into

metallodendrimers of higher generation has been demonstrated. A second generation dendritic

adsorbate having 4 peripheral pyridines and a focal dialkylsulfide chain was synthesized in a

convergent manner. The non-covalent coordination of second generation dendritic wedges

containing a focal SCS PdII pincer moiety to this dendritic adsorbate was studied both in solution

and on a monolayer. In solution, 4 dendritic wedges could be accomodated around the periphery

of the dendritic adsorbate, as evidenced by 1H NMR spectroscopy. On a decanethiol SAM on

gold, isolated, surface-confined dendrimers with an average height of 3.3 nm (as determined by

TM-AFM) could be grown by metal-ligand coordination into larger dendritic structures with

heights ranging from 3.1 to 7.5 nm. Considering the broad range of heights obtained, it is likely

that not all isolated dendritic adsorbates have 4 dendritic wedges coordinated around them.

Covalent coupling of a dendritic adsorbate having peripheral amines with dendritic

wedges having a focal isothiocyanate or carboxylic acid was also investigated. It was found that

the conditions needed for successful coupling in solution would be unfavorable for coupling on a

monolayer.

The strategy presented in this chapter is a step forward in the “bottom up” scenario

toward the confinement of nanosize functional architectures to surfaces. Current research in our

group is being aimed at the laterally controlled positioning of dendritic structures on a gold

surface.

8.5 Experimental Section

General comments. For general information on instruments, procedures, and chemicals, see chapter 3.

Monolayer experiments were performed by T. Auletta (University of Twente).

Materials. 5-[(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)amino]-1-pentyl bromide 2,7 sulfide diol 6,16 Br4-[G2]-NH2 (chapter

4), Br2-[G1]-Br,9 and Br4-[G2]-Br9 were synthesized according to reported procedures.

Methyl 3,5-bis[5-(tert-butyloxycarbonylamido)pentyloxy]benzoate (4). 5-[(tert-

Butoxycarbonyl)amino]-1-pentyl bromide 2 (3.86 g, 14.50 mmol), methyl resorcylate 3 (1.22 g, 7.26

mmol), K2CO3 (4.00 g, 28.94 mmol) and 18-crown-6 (0.38 g, 1.44 mmol) were refluxed overnight in

acetone (250 mL) under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the resulting

paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 and washed with brine (2 ×). The organic layer was dried over anhydrous

Na2SO4 and subsequently evaporated in vacuo. The crude product was purified by column

chromatography using CH2Cl2/CH3OH 98:2 (v/v) as the eluent, which afforded the product as a colorless

oil. Yield 3.33 g (85%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.13 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.60 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, Ar H),
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4.52 (br s, 2 H, NH), 3.96 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 3.88 (s, 3 H, CO2CH3), 3.13 (q, J = 6.2 Hz, 4 H,

CH2N), 1.78 (quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 4 H, CH2CH2O), 1.58-1.46 (m, 8 H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2N), 1.43 (s, 18

H, CMe3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 166.4, 159.1, 155.4, 131.3, 107.1, 106.0, 78.6, 67.5, 51.6, 40.0, 29.3, 28.3,

27.9, 22.8. FAB MS m/z 539.4 ([M + H]+, calcd for C28H47N2O8: 539.3).

3,5-Bis[5-(tert-butyloxycarbonylamido)pentyloxy]benzoic acid (5). A solution of ester 4 (1.98 g, 3.68

mmol) and KOH (0.31 g, 5.52 mmol) in a mixture of methanol (75 mL) and water (25 mL) was refluxed

for 3 h. After cooling to r.t., acetic acid was added (until pH = 5). The mixture was extracted with

CH2Cl2, and the organic phase was dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, pure

product was obtained as a white solid. Yield 1.69 g (88%). M.p. 116-117 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3/DMSO-

d6): δ (ppm) 7.04 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.51 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 5.41 (br s, 2 H, NH), 3.88 (t,

J = 6.7 Hz, 4 H, CH2O), 3.00 (q, J = 6.2 Hz, 4 H, CH2N), 1.70 (quint, J = 6.7 Hz, 4 H, CH2CH2O), 1.46-

1.39 (m, 8 H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2N), 1.35 (s, 18 H, CMe3). 
13C NMR (DMSO-d6): δ (ppm) 167.1,

159.6, 155.5, 133.1, 107.2, 105.4, 77.3, 67.6, 29.1, 28.2, 22.7 (two carbon signals not resolved). FAB MS

m/z 523.2 ([M − H]−, calcd 523.3). Anal. calcd for C27H44N2O8·0.5H2O: C, 60.77; H, 8.50; N, 5.25.

Found: C, 60.52; H, 8.79; N, 5.40.

Bis(phthalimido) sulfide (7). A mixture of bis(hydroxy) sulfide 6 (0.51 g, 1.13 mmol), 3-

bromopropylphthalimide (0.60 g, 2.24 mmol), K2CO3 (0.39 g, 2.82 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (0.06 g, 0.23

mmol) in acetone (40 mL) was refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of the

solvent under reduced pressure, the resulting paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and washed with

brine. The organic phase was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and subsequently evaporated in vacuo. The

crude product was purified by column chromatography using CH2Cl2 as the eluent, affording a white

solid. Yield 0.61 g (65%). M.p. 74-75 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.85-7.80 (m, 2 H, NPhth), 7.73-7.69 (m, 2

H, NPhth), 5.93 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 5.83 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 3.94-3.85 (m, 8 H, CH2O +

CH2N), 3.78 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2,chainO), 2.49 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 4 H, CH2S), 2.13 (quint, J = 6.4 Hz, 4 H,

OCH2CH2CH2N), 1.71 (quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2,chainCH2O), 1.56 (quint, J = 7.3 Hz, 4 H, CH2CH2S),

1.42-1.33 (m, 28 H, CH2), 0.87 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 167.8, 160.3, 159.9, 133.3,

131.7, 122.7, 93.5, 93.1, 67.4, 65.1, 35.0, 31.7, 31.4, 29.2-28.7, 28.4, 27.7, 25.5, 22.1, 13.6. FAB MS m/z

827.5 ([M + H]+, calcd 827.5). Anal. calcd for C49H66N2O7S·0.6H2O: C, 70.24; H, 8.08; N, 3.34. Found:

C, 69.96; H, 8.15; N, 3.49.

Bis(amino) sulfide (8). Bis(phthalimido) sulfide 7 (0.51 g, 0.62 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of

EtOH (20 mL) and THF (10 mL) and the solution was heated to reflux. Hydrazine monohydrate (1 mL)

was added and the solution was refluxed for 2 h. After cooling to r.t., the solvents were evaporated under

reduced pressure. The resulting paste was taken up in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and washed with 1 M HCl, sat.

NaHCO3, and brine. After drying over Na2SO4, the organic phase was evaporated in vacuo to afford the

product as a colorless oil. Yield 0.35 g (quant.). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 6.06 (s, 3 H, Ar H), 3.99 (t, J = 6.0 Hz,

4 H, CH2O), 3.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H, CH2O), 2.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 4 H, CH2N), 2.49 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4 H,

CH2S), 1.89 (quint, J = 6.6 Hz, 4 H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 1.74 (quint, 6.6 Hz, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.56 (quint, J

= 7.5 Hz, 4 H, CH2CH2S), 1.41-1.25 (m, 28 H, CH2), 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). FAB MS m/z 567.5

([M + H]+, calcd for C33H62N2O3S: 567.4).
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Adsorbate 9. Carboxylic acid 5 (0.37 g, 0.71 mmol), 1-hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (0.10 g, 0.74

mmol), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 0.15 g, 0.78 mmol), and

N,N-diisopropylethylamine (0.31 mL, 1.78 mmol) were mixed in CH2Cl2 (50 mL). A solution of

bis(amino) sulfide 8 (0.20 g, 0.35 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added dropwise. The resulting mixture

was stirred overnight at r.t., and subsequently washed with NaHCO3 (sat.), citric acid (0.6 M), and brine.

After drying over Na2SO4, the organic phase was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product

was purified by column chromatography using CH2Cl2/CH3OH 97:3 (v/v) as the eluent, affording

adsorbate 9 as a colorless viscous oil. Yield 0.38 g (66%).1H NMR: δ (ppm) 6.86 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar

H), 6.71 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 2 H, NH), 6.51 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.05-6.03 (m, 3 H, Ar H), 4.57 (br s, 4

H, NH), 4.02 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 4 H, CH2O), 3.92 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 8 H, CH2O), 3.84 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2 H, CH2O),

3.59 (q, J = 5.4 Hz, CH2N), 3.11 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 8 H, CH2N), 2.48 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4 H, CH2S), 2.06 (quint, J

= 6.0 Hz, OCH2CH2CH2N), 1.80-1.24 (m, 94 H, CH2), 0.86 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm)

174.7, 166.9, 160.6, 159.9, 159.7, 155.5, 136.2, 104.8, 103.9, 93.8, 93.4, 78.7, 67.5, 66.0, 40.1, 37.5, 31.7,

31.4, 29.3-28.3, 27.9, 25.5, 22.8, 22.1, 13.6. FAB MS m/z 1580.5 ([M + H]+, calcd for C87H146N6O17S:

1580.0).

Adsorbate 1. Adsorbate 9 (100 mg, 0.063 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (35 mL) and TFA (1.75 mL)

was added. The solution was stirred at r.t. for 15 min, and subsequently the solvent was evaporated in

vacuo. The crude deprotected product (obtained as the trifluoroacetate salt) was thoroughly dried under

reduced pressure for 3 h. After dissolving it in a mixture of CH2Cl2 (40 mL) and MeOH (5 mL), N,N-

diisopropylethylamine (170 µL, 0.976 mmol) was added in order to convert the quaternary ammonium

salts into amines. Subsequently, isonicotinic acid (47 mg, 0.382 mmol), 1-hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate

(52 mg, 0.385 mmol), and 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 73 mg,

0.381 mmol) were added. After stirring this mixture overnight at r.t., the solvents were evaporated in

vacuo, the crude product was taken up in CH2Cl2, washed with brine, and dried over Na2SO4. The crude

product was purified by preparative thin layer chromatography using CH2Cl2/MeOH/NH4OH (25% aq.

solution) 91:9:0.5 (v/v/v) as the eluent, affording the pure product as a colorless thick oil. Yield 53 mg

(52%). 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 8.63 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 8 H, α-pyr H), 7.64 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 8 H, β-pyr H), 7.37 (t, J

= 5.7 Hz, 4 H, NH), 7.33 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 2 H, NH), 6.84 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.43 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 2

H, Ar H), 6.01 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 5.95 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 3.97 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 4 H, CH2O),

3.85-3.81 (m, 10 H, CH2O), 3.59 (q, J = 5.7 Hz, 4  H, CH2N), 3.41 (q, J = 5.7 Hz, 8 H, CH2N), 2.47 (t, J

= 7.5 Hz, 4 H, CH2S), 2.04 (quint, J = 5.7 Hz, 4 H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 1.76-1.24 (m, 58 H, CH2), 0.86 (t, J

= 6.6 Hz, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 167.2, 165.2, 159.9, 159.7, 149.8, 141.3, 136.2, 120.6, 104.9,

104.0, 93.6, 67.2, 66.0, 39.5, 37.6, 31.7, 31.3, 29.2-28.0, 25.5, 22.8, 22.1, 13.6. FAB MS m/z 1600.3 ([M

+ H]+, calcd for C91H127N10O13S: 1599.9).

Br4-[G2]-pincer ligand 11. A mixture of Br4-[G2]-Br 10 (0.80 g, 0.71 mmol), 3,5-

bis(phenylthiamethyl)phenol (0.24 g, 0.71 mmol), K2CO3 (0.20 g, 1.45 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (0.02 g,

0.08 mmol) in acetone (150 mL) was refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of

the solvent in vacuo, the residue was taken up in CH2Cl2 (200 mL) and washed with brine (200 mL).

After drying over Na2SO4 and evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the crude product was purified by

column chromatography (eluent: CH2Cl2/hexane 70:30 (v/v)), to afford a white solid. Yield 0.91 g (93%).
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M.p. 79-80 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.48 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.26 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.23-

7.15 (m, 10 H, SPh H), 6.82 (s, 1 H, Arpinc H), 6.78 (s, 2 H, Arpinc H), 6.64 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.62

(d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.51-6.49 (m, 3 H, Ar H), 4.96 (s, 12 H, CH2O), 4.87 (s, 2 H, CH2O), 4.01 (s, 4

H, CH2S). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 159.44, 159.38, 158.3, 138.9, 138.7, 135.2, 131.2, 129.4, 128.6, 128.3,

125.9, 121.6, 121.4, 113.6, 105.9, 101.1, 69.5, 68.8, 38.5. FAB MS m/z 1381.1 ([M + H]+, calcd 1381.0).

Anal. calcd for C69H56Br4O7S2: C, 60.01; H, 4.09; S, 4.64. Found: C, 59.72; H, 4.05; S, 4.64.

SCS PdII pincer dendron 12. To a solution of the Br4-[G2]-pincer ligand 11 (0.40 g, 0.29 mmol) in

CHCl3 (50 mL) was added a solution of K2PdCl4 (104 mg, 0.32 mmol) and NaOAc (26 mg, 0.32 mmol)

in H2O (50 ml). The two-phase mixture was refluxed for 3 h and subsequently filtered over Hyflo. The

organic phase was washed with brine and dried over Na2SO4. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo,

the crude product was purified by column chromatography (eluent: CH2Cl2/acetone 97:3 (v/v)), to afford

a yellow solid. Yield 0.37 g (84%). M.p. 86-88 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.83-7.79 (m, 4 H, SPh H), 7.47 (d,

J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.36-7.34 (m, 6 H, SPh H), 7.25 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 6.62-6.58 (m, 8 H, Ar

H + ArPd H), 6.49-6.48 (m, 3 H, Ar H), 4.96 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.94 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.88 (s, 2 H, CH2O),

4.51 (br s, 4 H, CH2S). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 159.5, 159.4, 156.1, 151.6, 149.6, 138.8, 138.7, 135.2, 131.8,

131.2, 130.9, 129.3, 129.1, 128.5, 121.5, 108.6, 105.9, 105.8, 101.1, 69.5, 69.3, 68.8, 51.3. FAB MS m/z

1486.9 ([M − Cl]+, calcd 1486.4). Anal. calcd for C69H55Br4ClO7S2Pd: C, 54.46; H, 3.64; S, 4.21. Found:

C, 54.20; H, 3.53; S, 3.99.

Isothiocyanate dendron 14. To a solution of Br4-[G2]-NH2 (0.45 g, 0.42 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (50 mL) were

added thiophosgene (0.04 mL, 0.52 mmol) and NEt3 (0.08 mL, 0.58 mmol). After stirring at r.t. for 1.5 h,

the solution was washed with brine and dried over Na2SO4. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the

crude product was purified by column chromatography using CH2Cl2/hexane 60:40 (v/v) as the eluent to

afford dendron 14 as a slightly yellow solid. Yield 0.31 g (66%). M.p. 82-83 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.48

(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.26 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 6.62 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.51-6.49 (m,

5 H, Ar H), 4.98 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 4.96 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.61 (s, 2 H, CH2NCS). 13C NMR: δ (ppm) 159.6,

159.4, 138.6, 136.0, 135.2, 131.2, 128.6, 121.4, 105.8, 105.4, 101.4, 101.2, 69.4, 68.8, 48.1. FAB MS m/z

1102.2 ([M + H]+, calcd 1102.6). Anal. calcd for C50H39Br4NO6S: C, 54.42; H, 3.57; N, 1.27; S, 2.91.

Found: C, 54.37; H, 3.62; N, 1.40; S, 2.61.

Br4-[G2]-CO2Me. A mixture of Br2-[G1]-Br 16 (0.83 g, 1.53 mmol), methyl resorcylate 3 (0.13 g, 0.77

mmol), K2CO3 (0.27 g, 1.95 mmol), and 18-crown-6 (0.04 g, 0.15 mmol) in acetone (100 mL) was

refluxed overnight under an argon atmosphere. After evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure,

the crude solid was taken up in CH2Cl2 and washed with brine, followed by drying over Na2SO4. After

evaporation of the solvent, the crude product was purified by column chromatography using

CH2Cl2/hexane 70:30 (v/v) as the eluent to afford Br4-[G2]-CO2Me as a white solid. Yield 0.50 g (59%).

M.p. 118-119 °C. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 7.49 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.26 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.26

(d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.73 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 6.64 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.50 (t, J = 2.1

Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 4.99 (s, 4 H, CH2O), 4.97 (s, 8 H, CH2O), 3.91 (s, 3 H, CH3). 
13C NMR: δ (ppm) 166.1,

159.4, 159.1, 138.5, 135.2, 131.6, 131.2, 128.6, 121.4, 107.9, 106.6, 105.9, 101.2, 69.5, 68.8, 51.8. FAB
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MS m/z 1089.1 ([M + H]+, calcd 1089.5). Anal. calcd for C50H40Br4O8: C, 55.17; H, 3.70. Found: C,

55.10; H, 3.70.

Carboxylic acid dendron 15. A solution of Br4-[G2]-CO2Me (0.42 g, 0.39 mmol) and KOH (0.11 g, 1.96

mmol) in a mixture of THF (20 mL), MeOH (30 mL), and H2O (10 mL) was refluxed for 2.5 h. After

cooling, acetic acid was added until pH = 5. The solvents were evaporated under reduced pressure, and

subsequently the crude solid was taken up in EtOAc and washed with brine. After evaporation of the

solvent, the product was purified by trituration with MeOH, affording a white solid. Yield 0.35 g (84%).

M.p. 181-183 °C. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): δ (ppm) 13.05 (br s, 1 H, CO2H), 7.56 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H),

7.37 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8 H, Ar H), 7.14 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 6.89 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, Ar H), 6.71 (d, J

= 2.1 Hz, 4 H, Ar H), 6.61 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 2 H, Ar H), 5.07 (s, 12 H, CH2O). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6): δ
(ppm) 166.8, 159.3, 159.2, 139.2, 136.3, 132.8, 131.2, 129.7, 120.9, 108.0, 106.5, 101.1, 69.1, 68.4. FAB

MS m/z 1075.2 ([M + H]+, calcd 1075.5). Anal. calcd for C49H38Br4O8: C, 54.78; H, 3.56. Found: C,

54.95; H, 3.41.
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Summary

This thesis deals with the synthesis of functional metallodendrimers constructed via non-

covalent metal-ligand interactions. Metallodendrimers that exhibit a particular function in

solution have been described in the first part of this thesis, whereas the second part is devoted to

the isolation, visualization, and growth of (metallo)dendrimers on a gold surface.

Chapter 1 briefly outlines the need for “bottum up” strategies in miniaturization of

devices. In particular the role of self-assembly as a paradigm in nanotechnology has been

discussed. In addition, the contents of every chapter of this thesis have been summarized.

A literature overview of metallodendrimers has been provided in chapter 2. Dendrimers

in which the metals are not essential for maintaining the branched dendritic architecture have

been excluded from this review. Properties that may provide future applications have been

emphasized.

Chapter 3 starts with an overview of transition metal pincer systems in supramolecular

chemistry and catalysis. Subsequently, the coordination chemistry of SCS PdII pincer systems

has been discussed in depth. It was found that the relative coordination strengths of several

ligands to SCS PdII pincers are as follows: MeCN < (substituted) pyridines < thioureas <

phosphines. The electronic effect of pyridine para-substituents on the coordination strength can

be described adequately by the Hammett equation. The knowledge obtained from the work

described in this chapter has been of crucial importance in the research that has been discussed in

subsequent chapters.

A brief overview of the role of coordination chemistry in self-assembly has been given in

chapter 4, followed by a detailed discussion of the construction of hybrid covalent-noncovalent

“layer block” metallodendrimers. First, the synthesis of covalent Fréchet dendrons functionalized

at the focal point with phosphines has been described. Starting from these hydrophobic dendritic

wedges, convergent dendritic growth using building blocks with ligands of different coordination

strength led to the desired “layer block” metallodendrimers. The structural integrity of the

synthesized metallodendrimers was proven by a combination of NMR spectroscopy and

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. NMR relaxation time constants (T1) were shown to be

effective probes for the mobility of methyl protons located in the dendrimer core. The

introduction of a hydrophobic shell around the metallodendrimers dramatically enhances their

solubility in apolar solvents and facilitates their characterization.

The encapsulation of a fluorescent switch by a metallodendritic shell has been discussed

in chapter 5. The switching behavior originates from the ring opening of a rhodamine B

spirolactam moiety and the ring closure of the corresponding rhodamine B amide by acid and

base, respectively. Four rhodamine B spirolactam derivatives of varying size were synthesized,

and their trifluoroacetic acid-induced ring opening, as followed by UV-Vis and fluorescence
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spectroscopy, was studied. Both ring opening and closure can be described by a first order

reaction. The rate of ring opening depends on the dendrimer size, the first order rate constants

ranging from 10.9 × 10-4 to 1.8 × 10-4 s-1 in going from the smallest to the largest dendrimer. The

increasing hydrophobicity of the environment around the rhodamine B core, as imposed by the

dendrimer framework, is probably responsible for this. The corresponding triethylamine-induced

ring closure is much faster for all four rhodamine B derivatives. Finally, tapping mode atomic

force microscopy (TM-AFM) experiments of the rhodamine B dendrimers, deposited on a

surface, have briefly been discussed. Isolated features with heights up to 8 nm (for the largest

dendrimer) were observed after evaporation of dilute dendrimer solutions on a silicon oxide

substrate.

Water-soluble, non-covalent PdII pincer assemblies form the subject of chapter 6. The

strategy for rendering the hydrophobic pincer systems water soluble relies on the introduction of

peripheral ligands that contain carbohydrate or tetraethyleneglycol chains. Both pyridine and

phosphine ligands were functionalized with such chains, and their coordination to mono-, di-,

tri-, and hexapincers has been described in detail. The assemblies were characterized by NMR

spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry in acetonitrile and water. In one case an

aqueous gel was obtained. In general, assemblies having peripheral tetraethyleneglycol chains

display a higher solubility in water than those containing carbohydrates. A possible application

for these systems is as recyclable, water-soluble catalysts, to be separated from reaction mixtures

via nanofiltration methods.

The isolation and visualization of (metallo)dendrimers on a gold surface has been

described in chapter 7. The functionalization of (metallo)dendrimers with a dialkylsulfide chain

enables them to be inserted into preformed alkylthiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on

gold. In this way the dendrimers were spatially isolated from each other, as demonstrated by

TM-AFM experiments. Reference experiments confirmed that the dialkylsulfide chain is

essential for surface-confinement. Pyridine complexes of SCS PdII pincers, embedded as isolated

species into decanethiol SAMs, were visualized by exchange of the pyridine ligands for nanosize

dendritic wedges having focal phosphine groups. Before the exchange no features bulging out of

the monolayer were found by TM-AFM, whereas after exchange features with heights of

approximately 4 nm were observed.

A next level of sophistication in the growth of large dendritic assemblies on gold has

been described in chapter 8. In contrast to the strategy reported in chapter 7, the starting

molecules for growth on a surface are nanosize dendrimers. Therefore they could already be

imaged by TM-AFM. These isolated dendrimers were grown on the surface into larger dendritic

structures by coordination chemistry. The peripheral pyridines of the starting dendrimers were

coordinated to dendritic wedges having focal SCS PdII pincer moieties. TM-AFM experiments

after growth showed that the isolated features had indeed increased in size, although a wide

distribution of heights (3.1 to 7.5 nm) was obtained. This suggests that the number of wedges

coordinated to the starting adsorbates may vary among the surface-confined dendrimers.
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The results described in this thesis show that the SCS PdII pincer moiety is a versatile

motif in coordination chemistry. The advantages of employing metal-ligand interactions instead

of covalent reactions in the growth of nanosize architectures are evident. Both the pincers and

the ligands coordinated to them are conveniently functionalized (with, for example, fluorescent

dyes or dialkylsulfides and water-solubilizing ethyleneglycol chains, respectively), and this

combination leads to functional (dendritic) assemblies which may be used as “bottom up”

alternatives in nanotechnology.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de synthese van functionele metallodendrimeren die zijn

opgebouwd via niet-covalente metaal-ligand interacties. Metallodendrimeren die een bepaalde

functie in oplossing bezitten zijn in het eerste deel van dit proefschrift beschreven, terwijl het

tweede deel de isolatie, visualisatie en groei van (metallo)dendrimeren op een goudoppervlak

omvat.

De noodzaak voor “bottom up” strategieën in de miniaturisatie van apparaten is kort in

hoofdstuk 1 uiteengezet. In het bijzonder is de rol van zelf-assemblage in nanotechnologie

besproken. Ook is de inhoud van elk hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift kort samengevat.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een literatuuroverzicht van metallodendrimeren. Dendrimeren waarin

de metalen niet essentieel zijn voor het handhaven van de vertakte dendritische structuur zijn uit

dit overzicht gelaten. Eigenschappen die tot toekomstige toepassingen kunnen leiden zijn

benadrukt.

Een overzicht van de rol van “pincersystemen”, gebaseerd op overgangsmetalen, in de

supramoleculaire chemie en katalyse is in het begin van hoofdstuk 3 gegeven. Daarna is de

coördinatiechemie van SCS PdII pincersystemen in detail besproken. De relatieve

coördinatiesterkte van verscheidene liganden ten opzichte van SCS PdII pincers is als volgt:

MeCN < (gesubstitueerde) pyridines < thioureums < fosfines. Het electronische effect van para-

substituenten op de coördinatiesterkte van pyridines kan adequaat door de Hammettvergelijking

beschreven worden. De kennis vergaard met het werk dat in dit hoofdstuk is beschreven is

onontbeerlijk gebleken in het onderzoek dat in de volgende hoofdstukken is beschreven.

Een kort overzicht van de rol die coördinatiechemie speelt in zelf-assemblage is in

hoofdstuk 4 gegeven, gevolgd door een uitgebreide bespreking van de opbouw van hybride

covalente/niet-covalente “laag blok” metallodendrimeren. De synthese van covalente Fréchet-

dendrimeren die aan het uiteinde uitgerust zijn met fosfines is eerst beschreven. Convergente

dendritische groei, uitgaande van deze hydrofobe dendrimeren en gebruik makend van

bouwstenen met liganden van verschillende coördinatiesterkte, heeft tot de gewenste “laag blok”

metallodendrimeren geleid. De structurele integriteit van de gesynthetiseerde

metallodendrimeren is bewezen met een combinatie van NMR spectroscopie en MALDI-TOF

massaspectrometrie. Aangetoond is dat NMR relaxatietijdconstanten (T1) effectieve sondes zijn

om de mobiliteit van methylprotonen in de kern van de dendrimeren vast te stellen. De

introductie van een hydrofobe laag om de metallodendrimeren vergroot hun oplosbaarheid in

apolaire oplosmiddelen en vergemakkelijkt hun karakterisering.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de inkapseling van een fluorescente schakel in een

metallodendritische structuur. Het schakelgedrag ontstaat door de ringopening van een

rhodamine B spirolactamderivaat en de ringsluiting van het resulterende rhodamine B amide
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door middel van behandeling met respectievelijk zuur en base. Vier rhodamine B derivaten van

verschillende grootte zijn gesynthetiseerd, en hun ringopening met trifluorazijnzuur is gevolgd

met UV-Vis en fluorescentiespectroscopie. Zowel de ringopening als ringsluiting kunnen worden

beschreven met een eerste orde reactie. De ringopeningssnelheid hangt af van de

dendrimeergrootte, waarbij de eerste orde snelheidsconstante varieert van 10.9 × 10-4 voor het

kleinste tot 1.8 × 10-4 s-1 voor het grootste dendrimeer. De toenemende hydrofobiciteit om de

rhodamine B kern, opgelegd door de dendritische architectuur, is waarschijnlijk

verantwoordelijk voor dit gedrag. De ringsluiting met triethylamine is veel sneller voor alle

derivaten. Tot slot zijn de rhodamine B dendrimeren op een oppervlak bestudeerd met atomaire-

krachtmicroscopie. Geïsoleerde deeltjes met hoogtes tot 8 nm (voor de grootste dendrimeren)

zijn waargenomen na verdamping van verdunde dendrimeeroplossingen op een

siliciumoxidesubstraat.

Wateroplosbare, niet-covalente PdII pincerassemblages zijn het onderwerp van hoofdstuk

6. De strategie om de hydrofobe pincersystemen wateroplosbaar te krijgen berust op de

invoering van liganden die suiker- of tetraethyleenglycolketens bevatten aan de buitenkant van

de assemblages. Zowel pyridine- als fosfineliganden zijn gefunctionaliseerd met dergelijke

ketens, en hun coördinatie aan mono-, di-, tri-, en hexapincersystemen is in detail beschreven. De

assemblages zijn gekarakteriseerd met NMR spectroscopie en MALDI-TOF massaspectroscopie

in acetonitril en water. Een gel in water is verkregen door een hexapincersysteem uit te rusten

met 6 suikerketens. Over het algemeen zijn de assemblages met tetraethyleenglycolketens beter

in water oplosbaar dan degene met suikerketens. Een mogelijke toepassing voor dit soort

systemen is hun gebruik als herwinbare, wateroplosbare katalysatoren die van reactiemengsels

gescheiden kunnen worden door middel van nanofiltratie.

De isolatie en visualisatie van (metallo)dendrimeren op een goudoppervlak is beschreven

in hoofdstuk 7. Door (metallo)dendrimeren uit te rusten met een dialkylsulfideketen kunnen ze

opgenomen worden in voorgevormde monolagen van alkylthiolen op goud. Op deze manier

worden de dendrimeren van elkaar geïsoleerd, hetgeen door atomaire-krachtmicroscopie is

aangetoond. Controle-experimenten hebben bevestigd dat de dialkylsulfideketen noodzakelijk is

voor de verankering aan het oppervlak. Pyridinecomplexen van SCS PdII pincers die als

geïsoleerde moleculen in een decaanthiolmonolaaag gezet waren, zijn aangetoond door

uitwisseling van de pyridineliganden met dendrimeren gefunctionaliseerd met fosfinegroepen.

Voor uitwisseling werden er geen uitstulpende deeltjes van nanometerafmetingen waargenomen

met atomaire-krachtmicroscopie, terwijl na uitwisseling wel deeltjes met een hoogte van

ongeveer 4 nm aangetroffen werden.

Een volgende stap in de ontwikkeling van grote dendritische structuren op goud is in

hoofdstuk 8 beschreven. In tegenstelling tot de strategie die in hoofdstuk 7 is toegepast, zijn de

moleculen waarmee hier de groei werd begonnen al dendrimeren met nanometerafmetingen.

Deze konden met atomaire-krachtmicrocopie aangetoond worden (geïsoleerde deeltjes met een

hoogte van gemiddeld 3.6 nm). De geïsoleerde dendrimeren zijn op het goudoppervlak met
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behulp van coördinatiechemie uitgebouwd tot grotere dendritische structuren. Pyridines aan de

buitenkant van de beginnende dendrimeren zijn gecoördineerd aan dendrimeren met SCS PdII

pincergroepen. Atomaire-krachtmicroscopie liet zien dat de geïsoleerde deeltjes inderdaad groter

geworden waren, hoewel een brede distributie van hoogtes (3.1-7.5 nm) werd waargenomen. Dit

suggereert dat het aantal dendrimeren dat gecoördineerd is aan de beginnende adsorbaten kan

variëren.

De resultaten beschreven in dit proefschrift laten zien dat de SCS PdII pincergroep een

veelzijdige functionaliteit in de coördinatiechemie is. De voordelen van het gebruik van metaal-

ligand interacties in vergelijking met covalente reacties in de groei van architecturen met

nanometerafmetingen zijn evident. Zowel de pincersystemen als de liganden waarmee ze

coördineren kunnen eenvoudig gefunctionaliseerd worden (met respectievelijk fluorescente

groepen of dialkylsulfides en met ethyleenglycolketens, bijvoorbeeld). Deze combinatie leidt tot

functionele (dendritische) assemblages die mogelijk als geschikte “bottom up” alternatieven in

de nanotechnologie gebruikt kunnen worden.
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